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Description
Accurate, detailed models of the materials in a scene are important to achieve the full
potential for realism in today's rendering systems. In order to fill this need, several recent
research efforts have looked into capturing the appearance of materials from sets of
photographs, resulting in models that have the required fine detail and correct behavior.
This advanced course presents this recent work, with most of the presentations given by
the researchers themselves. Both relevant background information and specific practical
methods will be presented.
Prerequisites
Working knowledge of how materials are described for realistic rendering, including
texture maps and the BRDF. Familiarity with shading and reflectance models and their
use in rendering.
Syllabus
Session 1: Inverse methods
Introduction and preliminaries [Marschner]
Determining reflectance for interactive relighting [Drettakis]
Fitting complex material properties from a single image [Boivin]
Inverse rendering under complex illumination [Ramamoorthi]
— break —
Session 2: Complex material properties
Measuring spatial variation with complex BRDFs [Lensch]
Modeling and synthesizing 3D textures [Yu]
Image-based measurement of translucent materials [Marschner]
Q&A [all]

Introduction
Creating photorealistic computer-generated images requires accurate physically-based
rendering algorithms, as well as accurate and detailed models of the scene geometry,
illumination, and reﬂective properties of the objects. Simulating light transport has been
a long-standing problem in computer graphics on which much progress has been made
in the last two decades. Therefore, realism is today often limited by the quality of input
models for geometry, illumination, and reﬂectance. There has been a signﬁcant body
of work in computer vision and more recently in graphics, including recent Siggraph
courses, on active and passive 3D photography to acquire object geometry from real
objects. Natural illumination can often be measured simply using a lightprobe, such
as a photograph of a mirror sphere. In a similar fashion, a promising way of obtaining
realistic reﬂective properties involves acquiring and modeling material properties from
photographs. This course brings together much of the recent work on modeling material
properties from sequences of photographs. The potential applications range over all areas
where realistic rendering is important, including games, visualization, computer-aided
modeling and design, ﬁlm visual eﬀects, virtual reality, and image processing.
Our problem diﬀers from much of computer vision in that we do not seek to estimate
shape, and our methods will usually assume geometry is known using 3D photography
methods. Nevertheless, we seek to solve an inverse problem. Our inputs are the normal
outputs of the forward rendering process, i.e. real images, and our outputs are the
inputs to a rendering algorithm—illumination and reﬂective properties. For this reason,
we refer to the class of algorithms as Inverse Rendering methods.
In some ways, our eﬀorts are related to recent research on image-based rendering.
In its simplest form, image-based rendering uses view interpolation to construct new
images from acquired images without constructing a conventional scene model. We
go further in actually solving an inverse problem to derive scene attributes, primarily
the reﬂective properties of the surfaces. This allows us to improve the quality of view
interpolation using image-based rendering, or to use traditional rendering algorithms
with realistic input parameters. Since we have measured the scene attributes, there is
structure introduced into the raw imagery, allowing us to manipulate the scene in ways
not usually possible with standard image-based techniques. For instance, an artist could
change the illumination, producing realistic rerenderings under new lighting conditons.
While there has been a signiﬁcant amount of theoretical and practical work in the last
two decades on forward rendering, we are just beginning to understand the mathematical
foundations and practical algorithms for inverse rendering. This course presents the state
of the art in the area.
The speakers in the ﬁrst session discuss the newest methods for acquiring and modeling reﬂective properties. George Drettakis shows how reﬂectance properties can be
determined and used for interactive relighting. Following this, Samuel Boivin discusses
automatic methods for estimating complex material properties from a single image.
When solving inverse problems, especially under complex illumination, a number of am-

biguities may arise which do not arise for forward rendering. Ravi Ramamoorthi ends
the session by presenting a signal-processing framework for inverse rendering, identifying
the nature of these ambiguities, and discussing how this analysis can lead to improved
and more robust inverse rendering algorithms.
While traditional computer graphics algorithms have usually considered material
properties speciﬁed by a single BRDF, possibly modulated by a texture map, real materials often require more complex descriptions. The second session of this course delves
into these more advanced models. First, Hendrik Lensch shows how to estimate spatially
varying BRDF properties on a surface. Yizhou Yu discusses estimation and synthesis of
Bi-Directional Texture Functions (BTF), a concept that extends the 4D BRDF to 6D,
and allows for textures that vary depending on the viewing and illumination directions.
Finally, Steve Marschner discusses measurement and modeling of subsurface scattering eﬀects, as expressed by the Bi-directional Surface Scattering Distribution Function
(BSSRDF).
Our objective in this course is to collect together much of the recent work on inverse
rendering methods to obtain reﬂective properties, giving an overview of the fundamentals
as well as discussing speciﬁc practical algorithms. Bear in mind that this is a topic of
current research, so this course is necessarily a snapshot of the current state of the ﬁeld.
We are sure there will be many exciting developments in the years to come.
Ravi Ramamoorthi and Steve Marschner
Stanford University
April 2002

Chapter 1

Determining Reflectance for
Interactive Relighting
George Drettakis,
REVES/INRIA Sophia-Antipolis,
http://www-sop.inria.fr/reves
1.1 Introduction
Our goal is to allow relighting at interactive rates, i.e., to permit a user to modify the
lighting conditions of a real scene, which has been captured in digital form. In this part
of the course, we present two methods in which a complete system was developed, from
initial capture of the scene’s geometry, lighting conditions, reflectance properties and
geometry, and the special structures used to allow interactive modifications and viewing
of real world lighting. The two methods are the papers [LFD 99] and [LDR00]; the
reader is also encouraged to look at [LD00], which discusses some practical issues
related to low-cost solutions for high-dynamic range images. The URL’s for these
papers are given in the reference list.
In both methods, we have attempted to have a relatively low-cost and simple-aspossible capture process. We will be discussing some additional issues which are not
in the presentation slides.
Both approaches are based on the use of hierarchical radiosity to estimate illumination conditions in the scene. The idea of using radiosity to simulate real-world lighting
was first introduced by Fournier et al. [FGR93]. In the slides of the presentation, we
show how to use the interactive extension to radiosity [DS97], to achieve interactive
update of the display. In Section 1.3 we introduce some simple notions required to
understand hierarchical radiosity.
Using a radiosity system for relighting requires an initialisation step which requires
the extraction of reflectance for all the objects in the scene. This is a complex task, and
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we choose to use an approximation. A first approximation is to simply remove real
shadows from the scene, and initialise the system in a way which allows a radiosity
computation to take place [LDR00]. Extracting an approximate reflection requires
more information during capture. These issues are discussed briefly in Section 1.4.
In Section 1.5, we discuss a few more practical issues which were encountered
when implementing the interactive display for these methods.
Finally in 1.6 we discuss some issues of future work and an overview of where we
think the area is going.

1.2 Capture
The two methods presented in the course talk tried to focus on low-cost solutions. As
a result, we used a consumer level digital camera (a Kodak DC260) on a tripod. In
retrospect, the resolution and the sensitivity of this camera is simply insufficient.
In work we have done since, we use a high-end digital camera (the Canon D30 is
what we currently use). The main required feature is manual exposure control, which
typically is only available on SLR digital cameras (”pro” cameras). The advantage is
that these cameras are now relatively cheap, notably about half the price of what they
were 3 years ago. We also always create true HDR images, using the free HDRshop
software provided by Paul Debevec’s group (http://www.debevec.org). What we noticed is that it is worth investing in a heavy tripod; a 5 kg tripod will keep your camera
stable enough even for manual exposure control.
With the appearance of cheap, high-resolution digital cameras, some of these issues
will no longer be important.
However, the capture process is always quite painful, and always longer than what
you imagine. We currently use RealViz products for camera calibration and geometry
reconstruction. One possible technique is to use the new version of MatchMover to
automatically calibrate the cameras from multiple views, and then use ImageModeler
to actually generate the model. The newer versions of ImageModeler are slightly more
user-friendly, but geometry reconstruction from images is always an involved process.
In terms of lighting, for the method described in [LFD 99], we used a garden lamp
with rice paper as a diffuser. This proved sufficient for the level of quality we required,
and allowed us to move the lamp around simply.
3D scanning technologies, especially structured light approaches may prove to be
much more appropriate in the relatively near future.

1.3 Radiosity
As mentioned in the introduction above, the two methods presented in this talk, use
hierarchical radiosity to compute global illumination. These algorithms were initially
developed for entirely synthetic scenes, in which the light sources and emission properties, entire geometry and reflectance properties are defined by the modelling program.
In our context, we do not have any of this information available. As a consequence, we
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need to estimate or arbitrarily fix some of the parameters by hand to perform a calculation that can be subsequently used by the radiosity simulation. How exactly this is
done, is explained in the initial paper by Fournier et al. [FGR93] and later in Drettakis
et al. [DRB97] as well as the two references provided. In what follows we provide a
rapid overview of the hierarchical radiosity methods used.
Radiosity methods (e.g., [GTGB84, CCWG88]) are able to simulate global illumination for diffuse-only environments, i.e., scenes in which objects materials are all
lambertian. In particular hierarchical radiosity with clustering (HRC) [SAG94, Sil95]
can simulate radiosity for large environments rapidly. One advantage of radiosity is
that the result of the simulation can be interactively visualized for walkthroughs on
graphics hardware, and in some cases interactive updates can be made [DS97]. The
important steps and structures of HRC are reviewed in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Basic steps of the hierarchical radiosity algorithm: Initialization: the scene, consisting of a sphere and a polygon, contained in a cluster c, and two light sources. Initially there
is a self link to the root cluster. For each iteration we perform three steps.(a) Refinement: a link is
created between source s1 and c, and s2 is linked to the sphere s and the polygon p. (c) Gather:
irradiance is gathered over the links, resulting in the values Is2 s (s2 to s) and Is2 p (s2 to p) shown
in the graph representation of the hierarchy. (d) Push-pull: First the irradiance values are pushed
to the leaves, where radiosity is set by reflecting the irradiance using reflectance ρ (top). The radiosity values are then pulled up the hierarchy by area weighted averages to maintain consistency
(bottom).

1.4 Shadow Removal vs. Reflectance Estimation
In the two methods we present here, as well as in other previous papers [FGR93,
DRB97], we use the radiosity simulation as a way to estimate original real-world lighting conditions, and then to modify them, typically by computing a difference or a ratio.
It is thus important to note that we do not compute correct real-world illumination
values, but a coarse approximation.
This is why using a diffuse-only global illumination calculation, which has many
advantages in terms of speed in interactive settings, is acceptable. To achieve a more
precise computation, such as that performed in [YDMH99], a much more involved capture process needs to be performed (calibrated lights, more pictures, specific geometric
configurations etc.). In that paper, to a certain extent, one can expect that the inverse
lighting computation is sufficiently accurate to be considered as a true simulation of
real light.
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For our purposes, that is simple capture and interactive updates, we typically cannot afford these types of constraints. The first method we present [LFD 99] simply
removes shadows from the real scene, using the approximate geometric model and a
radiosity computation, as well as some image-processing techniques to clean up the
result. As a consequence, we end up with a texture which represents original real
lighting, ”without shadows”. Thus the texture does include the lighting at the time of
capture. We can then modulate the texture with the radiosity mesh to add, turn on or
turn off lights.
For the second method [LDR00], we adopt a different approach, in which we use
multiple images to extract an approximate reflectance, so we try to remove the effects
of current real lighting. This is not completely sucessful, but the quality of the result
can suffice in certain cases.

1.5 Interactive Display
The first method [LDR00] is based entirely on the display of textured polygons resulting from the subdivided radiosity mesh. Given that the geometric complexity of
these scenes is overall very small, and given the polygon rendering capacities of todays
hardware, we can achieve interactive updates and display. However, as can be seen
in the images, and as is always the case for radiosity meshes, other than those using
discontinuity lines, shadows boundaries are not well captured, and thus the quality suffers. Our implementations were on the original Onyx IR’s, but modern PC-based cards
should be able to achieve much faster display rates, and one should be able to use the
multi-texturing hardware and pixel shaders effectively.
It is for this reason that we decided to move to a pixel-based model for the method
based on multiple lighting conditions in [LFD 99]. We use a “deep framebuffer” approach, which allows us to store reflectance and shadow information per-pixel, and
which allows relatively rapid display. Evidently, this type of approach is resolutionlimited, even though with todays processor speed this should be less of a problem.
Memory requirements for this kind of approach can also be problematic.
Gibson and Murta [GM00], presented a very interesting approach using hardware
acceleration for shadow generation for real-world lighting.

1.6 Discussion and Future Work
It is currently safe to say that a general-purpose interactive relighting algorithm for
real scenes is still out of reach for practical applications. All algorithms presented to
date suffer from limitations and difficulties, either in geometric or photometric capture, calibration of light sources or capture devices, inverse lighting computations, approximations used for lighting simulation or reflectance extraction, and difficulties for
achieving interactive display.
Gibson et al. [GHH01], are investigating different kinds of solutions, in particular
trying to resolve the inherenet problem of lack of geometric detail for most of the scene.
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This, and other approximate approaches rely on minimization techniques, which seem
particularly promising.
Our current focus is on outdoor scenes, which pose particular problems in terms
of the geometry of natural objects which is very complex, but, in some cases, is easier
in terms of lighting conditions since sun and skylight usually dominate, and indirect
lighting is often less important.
For such applications, we believe that user-controlled image-based editing techniques should be combined with automatic or semi-automatic methods. In the same
manner that user intervention has allowed vision algorithms to be used in practical
products, we believe that some level of user intervention can help to render relighting
algorithms usable.
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Motivation
Determining reflectance for
interactive relighting

➼ Applications
 Augmented reality, with consistent and
modifiable real-world lighting
 Real-world lighting design
 Film postproduction

George Drettakis
REVES/INRIA Sophia-Antipolis
Sophia-Antipolis
http://www-sop.inria
http://www-sop.inria..fr/
fr/reves

Motivation

Motivation
➼ Goal: interactive system
 simple capture process
 interactive (at least
1 Hz)
 modification of real world
lighting
 addition of virtual lights

➼ Re-light a digitized real-world scene
 including changes in real-world lighting
➼ Interactive display
 allows changes to be tested and
evaluated
➼ Limited re-modelling
re-modelling may be desirable

Motivation

Related research
Interior design

Changes in lighting

➼ Geometric reconstruction
 vision methods [Faugeras
[Faugeras et al. 97, ...]
...]
(Realise/
Realise/RealViz)
RealViz)
 constraint-based systems
[Debevec et al. 96,
96, Poulin et al. 98]
98]
 software: Photomodeler,
Photomodeler, etc.
➼ Reflectance recovery
 e.g., [Sato
[Sato et al. 97, Ward92, Debevec98,
Yu et al. 98, etc].
etc].

Geometric modification
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Related Research

Related research

➼ Real-time direct shadows
 real point light source [State
[State et al. 96]
96]

➼ Interactive common global illumination
 [Drettakis et al. 97, Loscos et al. 98]
 [Gibson and Murta 2000]

➼ Non-interactive common global illumination
 [Nakamae et al. 86, Fournier et al. 93,
Jancène et al. 95, Debevec 98,
Yu et al. 98, Yu et al. 99]
99]

➼ Fast relighting engine
 [Gershbein & Hanrahan 00]

Process

Talk Structure

➼ Capture real scene

➼ Preprocessing/reflectance extraction for

➼ Preprocess to allow for relighting
 remove shadows
 recover reflectance

Interactive Relighting:
Relighting:




➼ Use/create
Use/create structures for interactive display
➼ Goal is to be convincing,
convincing, not highly accurate

Using one light position
− Loscos et al., IEEE TVCG 2000
Using multiple light positions
− Loscos et al. EG workshop 99

➼ Discussion

Relighting using a single light position
➼ Input data
 3D-model with textures
 unique known viewpoint
 unique photograph
one light position

Relighting using a single light position
C. Loscos,
Loscos, G. Drettakis, L. Robert, “Interactive
“Interactive Virtual
Relighting of Real Scenes”,
Scenes”, IEEE Transactions on
Visualisation and Computer Graphics, vol 6, number 3, JulySept 2000
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Input data

Input data
Real scene 3D-model with textures

Input image
Textures directly extracted from photograph

Global illumination estimation

Global illumination estimation
➼ Initial radiosity solution (without textures)
 radiosity for each mesh element

➼ Initialization of lighting parameters
[Fournier et al. 93, Drettakis et al. 97]




reflectance estimate
− from pixels of the textures
estimation of the light sources exitance

➼ Initialization of the lighting system
 hierarchical radiosity system

Adding virtual objects
Shadow of the virtual object on the table

Limitations of previous methods
➼ Problem [Drettakis et al. 97]: shadow already

included in the textures

➼ Modulate the texture

with a display ratio
Modified radiosity
Original radiosity

Left real light source
virtually switched off
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Texture correction

Original textures

New radiosity solution

Radiosity Bi

Textures “without shadows”

New lighting

Bi

Radiosity B0 ”without shadows”

Comparison with reality

B0

Display ratio
Bi . Texture
B0

Original photograph

Relighting allowed

Comparison with reality

Photograph
with new lighting

Video

Simulated relighting
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Simulated original lighting

Discussion
➼ Correction factors required since

reflectance is not truly extracted


Relighting using multiple light positions

single image just not enough

➼ Quality is not always satisfactory
 radiosity mesh display inadequate

C. Loscos,
Loscos, MC. Frasson,G.
Frasson,G. Drettakis, B. Walter, X. Granier,
Granier, P.
Poulin,
Poulin, “Interactive Virtual Relighting and Remodelling of Real
Scenes”, Rendering techniques '99 (Proceedings
(Proceedings of the 10th
Eurographics Workshop on Rendering)
Rendering) volume 10 pages 235--246 ,
June 1999

➼ Radiosity system can too heavyweight

Algorithm Overview

Algorithm Overview - Assumptions
➼ Single viewpoint

➼ Input

➼ Diffuse assumption

➼ Pre-process

➼ Lighting:

➼ Interactive modification

radiosity = reflectance x ( direct light + indirect light )



direct lighting: ray casting
indirect lighting: hierarchical radiosity

Simple Input Process

Input

➼ Geometric reconstruction
 several (4-5) images from different viewpoints
 geometric modelling using “Rekon
“Rekon”” [Poulin
[Poulin et al. 98]
98]

➼ Radiance images from single viewpoint
 combining multiple images reduces artefacts of
estimation

➼ Reflectance reconstruction
 several (5-7) images from a single viewpoint
 different lighting conditions:
single light source at different positions
 “radiance images”

different
lighting
conditions
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Pre-process

Reflectance Computation

➼ Computation of approximate diffuse reflectance

➼ For each radiance image

pixel by pixel



reflectance = radiosity / ( direct light + indirect light )

compute individual reflectance images
merge reflectance images using confidence values

➼ Initialise lighting system
 data structure
 hierarchical radiosity system

photograph

Confidence Images

reflectance

Merged Reflectance Computation
reflectance

➼ Estimate confidence
 confidence ~ quality of reflectance estimate
 create a confidence image per light source
position

confidence
merged
reflectance

x

➼ Begin with confidence = Visibility


avg.

low in shadow regions

➼ Filtering process to remove unwanted effects


x

low for outliers (specular
(specular effects, light tripod)

Shadow Re-projection

Interactive Modification: Shadow Reprojection

photograph

➼ Direct illumination: pixel by pixel
➼ Indirect illumination: optimised radiosity solution

Reflectance

pixel

Indirect
lighting
Direct
lighting
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simulated

Add/move/remove object (virtual or real)

Add/move/remove object (virtual or real)

➼ Visible surface changes: pixel by pixel local update
 project bounding box of dynamic object
− localise directly affected pixels

➼ Direct lighting updates: shaft structure
 localisation of visibility changes (shadows)
 accelerate visibility computation (blocker
(blocker lists)

original

original

object
insertion

object
insertion

Real Object Removal

Add/move/remove object (virtual or real)
➼ Indirect illumination computed by a radiosity

solution (optimised
(optimised by the shaft structure)
➼ Example: moving object

Position 1

Position 2

Removing Real Objects

Light Source Modification

➼ Use of the reflectance image (lighting effects

➼ Insertion of a virtual light source
 computation for every pixel
− new form-factors
− new visibility

removed) to generate new textures

➼ Indirect illumination: radiosity solution

Approximate reflectance images
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Lighting Modification
Original virtual lighting

Video
Insertion of virtual light

Discussion

Shadow removal vs.
vs. Reflectance estimation ?

➼ Capture process is still complicated and

➼ Removing shadows may be enough
 radiosity-based
radiosity-based approaches cumbersome

too long


need for many pictures,
pictures, different lighting
conditions etc.
etc.

➼ Reflectance estimation more stable with

multiple light positions

➼ Some level of reflectance estimation is



required even for interactive display

can extract reasonable reflectance

➼ Interactivity gives some leeway for lower

quality

Interactive display

Interactive display

➼ Choice between a mesh and a pixel

➼ Alternative: high resolution reflectance

(“deep framebuffer”)
framebuffer”) based approach




textures

mesh is faster for higher resolution but
with lower quality shadows
pixel-based approach is more accurate,
allows extraction of reflectance




[Yu et al. ‘99]
Capture process can be complex and
cumbersome

➼ Hardware assisted shadows
 [Gibson and Murta ‘00]
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Conclusions

Conclusions - Future directions

➼ Interactive relighting is possible to a certain

➼ Model capture is becoming easier
 image-modelling
image-modelling is becoming mature
 combine with scanning technologies

extent


but not yet truly practical

➼ Reflectance extraction remains tedious
 for the capture phase
 building appropriate structures for interactive
display

➼ Better reflectance extraction algorithms

Conclusions - Future directions

Conclusions - Future directions

➼ Interactive display with higher quality

➼ Outdoors scenes remain a real

are beginning to emerge


may be possible




single image techniques (Boivin
(Boivin and
Gagalowicz,
Gagalowicz, next talk)
talk)

challenge for interactivity

modern graphics hardware (pixel
shaders,
shaders, register combiners etc.)
etc.)
alternative representations (points,
image-based
image-based methods etc.)
etc.)
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removing hard shadows from the sun is
non-trivial
user assisted techniques may be
appropriate [Oh et al. 2001]

Fitting Complex Materials From A Single Image
Samuel Boivin∗

University of Toronto
Department of Computer Science
Dynamic Graphics Project (DGP)

1 Introduction
1.1 Role of these course notes
These notes explain in detail material that do not appear in the original paper [3]. Therefore, even if the reader will
find some overlap with the paper, it is fundamental to read the original paper [3] to understand the following notes.

1.2 Overview of the problem
Since its origin, Computer Graphics has aimed to simulate an illusion of reality. Rendering algorithms have been developed specifically to generate near-perfect images under realistic illumination conditions. It is often difficult to say
if such images are realistic or not because there is no real reference such as a photograph. Moreover, the application
may need to create novel viewpoints and/or novel illumination conditions from a sparse set of photographs. This is
difficult to achieve without using image-based modeling and rendering algorithms. For example, suppose we want to
insert a new synthetic object on top of a real anisotropic mirror inside a real scene. This operation clearly needs to take
into account the interaction between the new object and its environment (especially this mirror). This is impossible
to do, if we do not have an approximation of the reflectance properties of the real surfaces in the image. Therefore
specific algorithms are necessary to recover these reflectance properties from the real images.
Many authors have contributed to the resolution of this problem [13, 16, 24, 23, 25, 17, 18, 28, 7, 29, 14, 15, 22,
21, 10, 9, 20]. The algorithms that they have produced vary greatly and not all can be re-used for our applications.
Considerable work has been done for the reflectance estimation of an isolated object in particular illumination conditions [13, 16, 24, 23, 25, 17, 18] . Although these techniques often bring very detailed reflectance information (i.e.
a full BRDF in some cases), their goal is more to replace the use of an expensive gonioreflectometer rather than to
be able to change the viewpoint and/or the illumination. Recently, several methods have been developed to take into
account the interaction between objects inside a real scene, from a sparse set of photographs [7, 29, 14, 15]. Fournier
[10] proposed a different approach but with the use of a single image. However, his technique was limited to perfect
diffuse environments and was not able to take into account specular surfaces. Our method has the similar ambition
to recover an approximation of the BRDF of the surfaces from a single image, including the processing of specular,
isotropic or anisotropic surfaces. This is extremely difficult to achieve because it is not possible to compute a full
BRDF correctly without having several images, except for trivial cases
We propose a hierarchical and iterative technique that computes the best possible approximation of a real image, using
the error computed between the rerendered image and the real one. Each of the new images is generated by making
more and more complex assumptions about the reflectance properties of the real surfaces. It is rendered by a global
illumination software that takes into account these reflectance changes. The main advantages of our approach are:
it does not need any special device to capture the real image (a classical camera is enough), and it estimates the reflectances of all types of surfaces (including anisotropic mirrors) from a single image without any particular constraint
∗ email:

boivin@dgp.toronto.edu
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for the viewpoint position, the light sources1 or the orientation of the objects . The goal of our method is to recover an
approximation of the BRDF of the surfaces, and to compute the best synthetic image preserving the real properties of
the scene (a real mirror has to be simulated as a specular surface and not as a textured surface for example).

2

Background and Related Work

All the techniques and ideas in this paper have been made possible by works about photorealistic rendering including
global illumination and ray tracing, image-based modeling and BRDF modeling. However, the most relevant domains
deal with inverse rendering, image-based rendering and reflectance recovery. We can split the reflectance recovery
algorithms into three groups: direct measure of reflectances on the object using a specific device [26, 12, 1, 6], the
extraction of reflectances from a set of images [13, 16, 24, 23, 25, 17, 18, 28, 7, 29, 14, 15], and the extraction
of reflectances from a single image [22, 21, 10, 9, 20]. The last two parts may be subdivided into two categories,
depending on whether the method takes into account energetic interreflections (using a global illumination algorithm
for example) or not. A complete overview of these techniques can be found in our paper [3]. We only include here
related techniques that use a single image and global illumination for reflectance recovery.
A pioneering work in reflectance recovery from a single image and using global illumination was completed by
Fournier et al. [10] in 1993. He proposed to rerender an original image using a 3D representation of the scene
(including the positions of the light source and the camera parameters) and a single image of this scene. All the surfaces
are considered as perfect diffuse, and they used their reprojection on the real image to estimate their reflectances. A
radiosity-based algorithm then computes an image applying these reflectances to a progressive radiosity technique [5]
to obtain a new synthetic image.
An extension of the previous method was developed by Drettakis et al. [9]. They proposed an interactive version
of the initial paper and added a vision algorithm for the camera calibration and the automatic positioning of the 3D
geometrical model. They described a slightly different technique for the estimation of the reflectances of the surfaces
and they used a hierarchical radiosity algorithm [11] to compute a new synthetic image close to the real one.
An approach similar to Fournier et al.’s was chosen by Gagalowicz [20]. It included a feedback that compares the
real image to the synthetic one. He described a technique to generate a new synthetic image from a single one (except
the 3D geometrical model built from two stereo images) using an iterative method that minimizes the error between
the real image and the synthetic one. However, this technique is limited to a pure Lambertian approximation of the
surface reflectances.

3
3.1

Elements of Reflectance Recovery
The Notion of Group

In our paper [3], we describe a new concept that we called groups to solve the problem of not directly seen objects.
When we only have one single image, it is very common that several objects are not directly visible in the image
from the original viewpoint, or their projection area is too small to be usable for reflectance analysis. It is then almost
impossible to compute their reflectance because no information is available in the image. Therefore, every object in
the scene is described as a part of a group of objects. In this group, at least one object is directly visible in the image
and it is assumed to exactly have the same reflectance as the other objects of its group. So, when the reflectance for
this object (and/or all other directly seen objects) has been computed, it is propagated to all other objects of the same
group.

3.2 Reflectance Model and Data Description
In this technique, we used the Ward’s BRDF model [26] for several reasons. First of all, it is a very simple model, and
it gives you the opportunity to generate anisotropic surfaces. Secondly, is has been validated on real materials using
an experimental device to compute the parameters used in this model. However, it is possible to use any other BRDF
model if you can determine a hierarchy of BRDFs for the implementation: the hierarchy should be built following the
1 In fact, the emittances of the light sources are supposed to be known. However, if it is not the case then there is a method that can recover them
automatically as proposed by Fournier et al. [10].
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number and the complexity of the parameters used in the model. For example, if you look at the Ward’s BRDF model
and then at our hierarchy, you see that the hierarchy has been built following theses rules (perfectly diffuse: natural
case with one parameter, perfectly specular: simplest case with one parameter, non-perfectly specular: enhanced specular case with one iteratively computed parameter, ..., isotropic: three parameters, ...).
A 3D geometrical model is indispensable to our technique. It does not matter how this 3D model has been obtained, but its projection on the image must match the scene, and the data must be usable by your rendering algorithm2 .
Some proposals to obtain such models are given in [8] for example. The technique that we used is described in the
paper.

3.3 Accuracy of the geometrical model and extraction of the pixel intensities
Since we have the geometrical model, the camera parameters and the original image, we are able to compute index
buffers using a famous technique called offscreen rendering [19]. The index buffers produce a new image that gives
the number of the group for every pixel it belongs to. So, when we compute the reflectance we just traverse the index
buffer and the original image to sum these pixel intensities 3 The precision required by the inverse algorithm for the
positioning of the geometrical model tolerates several pixels of difference between the projection of the model and the
real objects in the image. The acceptable number of misclassified pixels depends on the size of the projected object in
the original image. For example, if the projection of all objects belonging to the same group has a total number of ten
visible pixels, then the inverse algorithm will compute the wrong BRDF when at least about three or four of the ten
pixels do not belong to the currently analyzed objects. We use very classical filtering methods, such as edge detectors,
edge removal filters and a planar approximation, to reduce inconsistencies with the geometrical model by minimizing
the number of pixels assigned to a wrong object.

4 Inverse Rendering from a Single Image
4.1 Overview of the Algorithm
Here, we want to remind you of the main characteristic of our inverse rendering algorithm. The following paragraph
is a part of our SIGGRAPH 2001 paper.
The core of our technique is incremental and hierarchical (see figure 1). It is incremental because the surface
reflectances are going to evolve to their optimum value. It is hierarchical because the general algorithm forces the
surfaces BRDF to be more and more complex if the error between the real and the synthetic image does not decrease
for these surfaces. This algorithm is iterative and will proceed to successive corrections of the surface reflectances by
minimizing the error between the real and the synthetic image. Indeed, each computed error for a group of objects
having the same photometric properties drives the correction of their reflectance. Our technique successively applies
the selected assumption on the group reflectances until the error becomes smaller than a user-defined threshold. The
notion of threshold and how to fix its value is discussed in [3, 2]
We start the algorithm with the perfect diffuse case without considering texture (the diffuse reflectance of a group is
computed by averaging the radiances covered by its projection in the real image). All the surfaces are then considered
as perfectly Lambertian, and the rendering software (Phoenix in this case4 ) computes a new approximation of the
image. If the difference between the real and the synthetic image for a group is greater than a fixed threshold on all
the group projection, then the reflectance of this group is considered as perfectly specular for the next rerendering
iteration. If, after Phoenix has recomputed a new image using the new assumption, the error for this group remains
big, then its reflectance is simulated as non-perfectly specular. We apply the same principle again to change the group
reflectance to a diffuse and specular one. Until then, all the surfaces were considered with no roughness term (only
a ρd and a ρs were estimated). In the next assumption, if the difference between the two images still produces big
2 Remember that you must have a rendering software to produce a photorealistic image. This image is supposed to be compared to the original
one. So, the choice of the technique is critical to our inverse rendering algorithm because on one hand it must provide a photorealistic image, and
on the other hand this image must be computed on a reasonably short time (less than a few minutes).
3 In fact, the pixel intensities are first converted into radiances. See [3, 2] to understand why and how.
4 It is possible to use any other global illumination rendering software, such as Radiance for example.
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Figure 1: General iterative and hierarchical algorithm for reflectance recovery. Each surface of the scene is analyzed separately, depending on the
assumption about its reflectance (perfectly diffuse, perfectly specular, etc.). If the assumption is false (the error between the real and the synthetic
image is large), then the surface reflectance is assumed to be more complex (hierarchical principle). If the assumption is correct then the surface
reflectance is modified accordingly in order to minimize the error between the two images (iterative principle). During each global rerendering
iteration, the reflectances of all surfaces are then continuously updated, to take into account the incident energy coming from any surface for which
the BRDF has changed (a diffuse surface which became perfectly specular for example).
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errors, they are considered as isotropic and a roughness factor (α) has to be evaluated. This assumption is extended
to anisotropic properties if the user-defined threshold for the error has not been reached. If all assumptions have
failed, the group is supposed to be highly textured. Since only a single image is available, it is extremely difficult and
sometimes impossible to create a combination between this texture and other reflectance properties (a glossy textured
surface for example). This situation is discussed in paragraph 5.2.

5

Implementation details

We present here details regarding particular cases and implementation issues.

5.1

The problem of multiple specular reflections

This is a very common problem in our technique and no details have been given in our paper on the method to solve
it. Let us consider the following case: given a real image containing two non-perfect mirrors (A and B) facing each
other. So, in the view of A in the original image, B is seen through the specular reflection and vice-versa. When our
algorithm attempts to compute the BRDF of A, it is biased by the BRDF of B and vice-versa. You could think that
this is not a very common case, but it is. Due to the hierarchical principle of our technique, this case is very common.
Indeed, every time that the algorithm needs to go further than the perfectly specular case, it tries the non-perfectly
specular case. So when you have two textured books facing each other, they will be considered as non-perfectly
specular at the same time in the hierarchy. Another problem is the case where a textured book (A) has a part reflecting
in a specular object (B). In this case, when the hierarchical algorithm decide that both of them are being assumed as
specular surfaces, the problem is that the part of A reflecting in B prevents our algorithm of finding the properties of
B: all the pixels of the projection of A reflecting in B bias the reflectance computation of B.
Of course, our algorithm takes into account all these cases by doing a simple processing. When the algorithm detects a
surface as specular (let us call it now A), it first analyzes the content of the indirectly seen object (let say for simplicity
purposes that there is only one object seen through the mirror, and let us call it B). We compute an index buffer of
the objects seen through the mirror. For each of these objects, we look if their reflectance is being analyzed or if it
has already been confirmed (see figure 1). If it has already been confirmed, there is no problem and its reflectance
will not bias the specular surface. If it is being analyzed then our algorithm proceeds as follows: the object (B) seen
through the specular surface is considered as textured. We directly extract its texture from the image regardless of its
properties, and no illumination is taken into account for the next rendering step on this pseudo-textured object. Now,
when the algorithm looks at the properties of the mirror (A), the part of the object (B) seen through the mirror can not
bias the reflectance of the mirror because it is considered as a texture. The inverse rendering algorithm then computes
the properties of the specular surface (A). The error between the real and the synthetic image determine if the specular
assumption is true or not and this error is stored for later use. Then, the algorithm tries the opposite assumption: A is
considered as textured and B is a specular object. A new error between the real and the synthetic image is computed
and it is stored for later use. Finally, using the previously stored specular properties of A and B, the rendering
algorithm computes a new synthetic image assuming that both A and B are specular objects. A new error is computed
between the real and the synthetic image. The inverse rendering algorithm then compares the three computed errors
and chooses the hypothesis which has the smallest one. However, if this error concerns a case where an object has
been assumed textured, then only the specular object has its properties confirmed. The object assumed textured is
still being furthermore investigated to compute its real properties (it could be an isotropic one for example).

5.2

Textured surfaces

When the simulation of a surface as anisotropic still produces big errors in the difference image, we proceed to texture
extraction.
Extracting the texture from the real image is an easy task that can be realized using the technique proposed in
[27] for example (see figure 2). However, we have to extract this texture while taking into account the fact that it
already has received the energy from the light sources, and that the pixels covered by its projection in the real image
contain this information. Otherwise, if we send the energy of the light sources to these textures again, they will be
over-illuminated. Therefore, we introduce here a notion called radiosity texture that balances the extracted texture with
an intermediate texture in order to minimize the error between the real and the synthetic image. As for the perfectly
5

diffuse reflectance case, this intermediate texture is computed by an iterative method (see algorithms 1 and 2). All
fully detailed algorithms can be found in [2].

Figure 2: Extracting and Unwarping Textures

Figure 3: Computation of the diffuse reflectances for a texture in a real image. Here, the subdivision level has been voluntarily increased for
clarity purposes.

At the first iteration, the texture used to rerender the image is the texture directly extracted from the real image.
At the second iteration, the texture used to obtain the resulting synthetic image is multiplied by the ratio between
the newly extracted texture of this synthetic image and the texture of the real image (see algorithm 2). This iterative
process stops when the user-defined threshold for textured surfaces has been reached. The textures of the poster and
the books in the rerendered images of section 6.2 have been obtained using this technique. The problem of this method
is that it computes a texture including the shadows, the specular reflections and the highlights. Typically, suppose that
we have a marbled floor on which a sphere is reflected. The texture of this floor in the real image then includes the
marble characteristics, its reflectance properties and the sphere reflection including its own reflectance properties. How
does one extract the marble characteristics only and independently of the rest of the scene ? This is an extremely hard
problem, and according to Y.Sato et al. [25] no algorithm has been proposed yet to solve it using a single image.

6
6.1

Results
Experimental Validation on a synthetic scene

In this section, we present the values obtained for the recovered BRDF of a computer-generated scene (see left image
of Figure 5). We compare them to the original known values used to render the original image with Phoenix [3, 2].
The first level of the hierarchy in the inverse rendering process computes all the parameters of the surfaces in a
straightforward manner. However, the error remains large for the floor and the next levels are tested for this object.
6

Algorithm 1 Function replacing the anisotropic properties by the texture properties
Function Change Anisotropic Group By Texture(group)
// Is the error for the group bigger than a user-defined threshold ?
if group.ε ≥ anisotropic threshold then
group.type = texture;
// The surface is now considered as a textured surface. We extract the object textures
// and we unwarp them to make them usable by the following function.
for all objects j do
Compute Texture(group.object[j], real img);
end for
end if

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-Algorithm for the computation and the iterative correction of texture reflectances
Function Compute Texture(object, real img)
The patch reflectances are computed using the warped original texture
otherwise the unwarped texture could bias the computation of ρd
object− >texture = texture extracted from real image using index buffer;
for all patchs k do
Compute the average diffuse reflectance of patch k (see figure 3) using offscreen-rendering
end for
// Texture unwarping for final rendering
Compute vertex coordinates for all object facets projected on the image;
Unwarp object− >texture using previous coordinates to generate a rectangular image (see figure 2);
Function Modify Texture(object, real img, syn img)
// Computation of the error image
tmp texture = texture extracted from the the synthetic image;
texture(object,real img)
texture ε =
;
tmp texture
// Compute new texture
new texture = object− > texture × texture ε;
// Computation of patch reflectances for the radiosity equation (see [4] for more details)
for all patchs k projecting on new text do
Compute ρdk as the average of the pixel intensities
covered by the projection of k;
end for
// Unwarping of the new texture for the next rendering
Compute vertex coordinates for all object facets projected on the image;
Unwarp new texture using previous coordinates to generate a rectangular image (see figure 2);
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Figure 4:

From left to right: original anisotropic floor, floor simulated as an isotropic object, and the error image between the original and the rerendered images.

Figure 5:

Left: the original computer-generated image. Right: the new synthetic image produced by our inverse rendering technique.

The specular assumptions (perfectly specular, non-perfectly specular, both diffuse and specular) produced large errors
forcing the algorithm to choose the isotropy hypothesis. During the isotropy case, a global minimum has been found
for ρd , ρs and α, and the synthetic image is visually very close to the original as shown by Figure 4. However, as we
only set 1% for the maximum tolerated error to switch from the isotropy hypothesis to the anisotropy, our method tries
to simulate the floor as an anisotropic object.
Surface
Left wall
Right wall
Back wall
Ceiling
Big block
Small block
Floor

Parameter
ρd
ρs
ρd
ρs
ρd
ρs
ρd
ρs
ρd
ρs
ρd
ρs
ρd
ρs
θ
αx
αy

Real value
(0.66, 0.66, 0.66)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.69, 0, 0.95)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.65, 0.65, 0.0)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.77, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.0, 0.76, 0.26)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.1, 0.1, 0.1)
(0.9, 0.9, 0.9)
0.0o
0.07
0.11

Computed value
(0.65916, 0.66075, 0.66037)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.69002, 0.0, 0.95901)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.64997, 0.65067, 4 · 10−7 )
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.77002, 2 · 10−4 , 3 · 10−6 )
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.0, 0.75802, 0.25912)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
(0.10013, 0.10045, 0.09981)
(0.89909, 0.90102, 0.89903)
2.8o
0.06999
0.1101

Comment

See footnote 5 .

The total error for
θ is 0.77%.

Figure 6: Comparison between the recovered reflectance parameters and their original values.
5 The ceiling is not directly visible in the original image. When this happens, the algorithm considered this object as a perfect diffuse white
object. In practice, if such a case happens, the user should find an object whose photometric properties are close to the ceiling. The ceiling will then
be declared in the same group as this object.
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6.2

Inverse Rendering

All the following synthetic images have been generated using Phoenix as rendering and inverse rendering software.
The first synthetic image at the top right of figure 8 has been generated in 37 minutes using the hierarchical algorithm,
from the left real photograph. Two specular surfaces have been recovered and simulated as non-perfect mirrors.
Neither isotropic nor anisotropic hypotheses have been done thanks to the optimization technique described in our
paper [3], and 14 rerendering iterations were necessary to generate the final image.
The inverse algorithm took 4 hours and 40 minutes to produce the image at the bottom right of figure 8. Roughly 4
hours of this time were necessary to recover the anisotropic BRDF of the aluminum surface. The final rendering stage
took 32 minutes to render the final image (100 bounced rays have been used for the anisotropic surface).

Figure 7:

Example of a pure diffuse approximation of a whole 3D scene. From left to right: the original image captured with a camera, the synthetic image and a
synthetic image generated under a new viewpoint. The perfectly diffuse assumption is realistic enough for many surfaces, except the computer monitor and the door.
Moreover, even if the desk is a real anisotropic surface, a pure diffuse approximation produces a realistic enough result for this object. Note that a book on the left
bookshelf has not been modeled. Due to the filtering step and the principle of the method, this does not disturb the inverse rendering case. However, this remains true
only for small objects that do not interact much with the real environment. A “very“ large error in the modeling step would definitely produce wrong results.

Figure 8:

Two different examples of synthetic images (right) rerendered from a single real image (left). We remark that the perfectly diffuse assumption is realistic
enough for many surfaces (including the walls, the floor, the desk, etc.).
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Figure 9:

Some examples of rerendered scenes (right column) including perfectly diffuse and specular surfaces compared to the original image (left column)
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7

Augmented Reality Applications

The images of figure 10 show examples of applications in augmented reality. Some synthetic objects have been
added such as a small robot and a luxo-like desk lamp. It is also possible to modify the reflectances easily too. New
viewpoints can be generated and new illumination conditions can be created as well.

Figure 10:

Examples of several augmented reality applications. All these new images were rendered using our global illumination software Phoenix, which first
recovered the surface reflectances from the bottom left image of figure 8. The top left image shows the original scene removing some objects (the feet of the desk and
the red cube). Note that the right mirror has taken into account the modification. The right top image shows the original scene rendered under a novel viewpoint. The
bottom left image shows the scene with modified photometric properties, and the addition of an object (a small robot). The bottom right image presents the scene under
novel illumination conditions with the addition and deletion of objects.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this course, we have presented a new technique that determine an approximation of the reflectance properties of the
surfaces of a 3D scene [3, 2]. An incremental and hierarchical algorithm iteratively estimates the diffuse, specular,
isotropic and anisotropic reflectance parameters. In a final step, the textured surfaces are considered as a special
case of reflectances to be simulated. The method takes as input a single photograph of the scene taken under known
illumination conditions as well as a 3D geometric model of the scene. The result is a complete description of the
photometric properties of the scene which may be used to produce a photorealistic synthetic image very similar to the
real one. We showed that the method is robust and allows for the visualization the original scene from any new angle,
with any illumination conditions and with the addition, removal and modification of objects.
Our work has currently some limitations, especially regarding textured surfaces. Until now, we are not able to
discriminate the shadows or highlights from an assumed textured surface. In this regard, it will be interesting to extend
our method to these cases, although we think that this is a very difficult problem, if one sticks to the single image
assumption.
While many challenges remain, we believe that algorithms for recovering an approximation of the reflectances
inside a real scene are an important direction of research for both the Computer Vision and the Computer Graphics
communities. In Computer Vision, it could be possible for example to use our method to enhance the positioning of
mirrors using a minimization algorithm between the real and the synthetic image. Regarding Computer Graphics, we
may extend the reflectance recovery algorithm to objects that have more complex photometric properties such as light
beam, small fires, caustics, etc. The hierarchical property of our technique offers many possible extensions.
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• Main objectives of the technique

Fitting Complex Material Properties
From A Single Image
Samuel Boivin
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• Previous work in inverse rendering

using global illumination and a full
3D scene (1/2)
• Estimation of perfectly diffuse reflectances
• Single image :
Fournier et al., GI’93 [14]
Gagalowicz, Book 94 [28]
Drettakis et al., EGWR’97 [11]
• Multiple images :
Debevec, SIGGRAPH 98 [7] (manually for non-diffuse)
Loscos et al., IEEE TVCG’00 [24]
Automatic reflectance recovery only for
perfectly diffuse surfaces

• Approximation of all reflectances using :
• A single original image with no particular
constraint for the viewpoint
• A 3D geometrical model of the scene
• Creation of a synthetic image keeping :
• The real properties of the materials
• The best visual approximation in comparison
to the original image

• Previous work in inverse rendering
using global illumination and a full
3D scene (2/2)
• Full BRDF estimation (anisotropy)
• Set of images:
Yu et al., SIGGRAPH 99 [41]

150 original images
Scene captures under specific viewpoints
to compute BRDFs (capture of highlights)
• Single image:
None
This technique
(SIGGRAPH 2001)

• Our method
• 3D geometrical model of the scene
Data

• Objects are grouped by type of reflectance
• One single image captured from the scene

First
Result

Reflectance approximation for diffuse,
specular (perfect and non-perfect),
isotropic, anisotropic, textured surfaces

Second
Result

Synthetic Image imitating the original one
(multiple possible applications)

• General overview of our technique
• Minimizing the error computed from the difference
between the real and the synthetic image
• Choosing an hypothesis regarding reflectances

Enhancing as much as
possible this hypothesis
(maximal reduction of
computed error)

Iterative Principle

If the error is too big then
change the hypothesis

Hierarchical Principle

1

• Description of the full inverse
rendering process

Real Image

Initialization step:
All surfaces are perfectly diffuse
(radiances average / group)
specular
anisotropic textured

Error Image
Image
Difference

Reflectance
Correction

after 14 IR
iterations

4 ρd error<5%
iterations
total

Rendering
Synthetic Image
(Final)

• The case of perfectly diffuse surfaces
((ρ
ρd ≠ 0)
• Average of the radiances covered by the
projection of the group in the original image
• Iterative correction of the diffuse reflectance
ρd using this average value
Computation of the error between the real
and the synthetic image
if error > threshold then
group is perfectly specular

3D geometrical
model

• The case of perfectly specular surfaces
((ρ
ρs = 1, ρd = 0)

-perfectly specular
• The case of nonnon
non-perfectly
surfaces (ρ
(ρs ≠ 1, ρd = 0)

• The simplest case because ρd and ρs are constant

• Iterative correction of ρs minimizing the error
between the real and the synthetic image

• Computation of the error between the real and
the synthetic image

• Computation of the error between the real
and the synthetic image

if error > threshold then
group is non-perfectly specular

if error > threshold then
group is diffuse and specular
Experimental
Heuristic

if error > 50% then
group is textured

• The case of isotropic surfaces
• The case of both diffuse and specular surfaces
((ρ
ρs ≠ 0, ρd ≠ 0, no roughness)

• Minimized error is a function of two parameters
(direct analytical solution)

((ρ
ρ d, ρ s ≠ 0
0,, α
α))
• Direct minimization with ρd, ρs and α
with ρs = 1 computed separately

• Computation of the error between the real
and the synthetic image
if error > threshold then
group is isotropic

• Computation of the error between the
real and the synthetic image
if error > threshold then group is anisotropic

2

Original real image

• The case of anisotropic surfaces
( ρ d, ρ s ≠ 0
0,, αx, αy, x )

• Minimization with αx, αy, x

• Several minima

Synthetic images
without direct estimation of the anisotropic direction

unsatisfactory
with direct estimation of the anisotropic direction

What are the resulting images ?

• The case of textured surfaces

• Some inverse rendering results
~38
minutes
~12
~41
~2~4h30
minutes

• « Simple » because too few elements
• Impossible to separate specular reflection
and/or shadows from texture itself
• Computation of an intermediate texture
which balances the extracted texture
(to take into account illumination)

100%
All
More
diffuse
kinds
100%
IR
of+
iterations
diffuse
reflectance
100%
specular
Not
enough
IR
iterations
Diffuse
approximation

• Conclusion
• Some applications in Augmented Reality

• New inverse rendering method
Advantages
9 One single image
9 Various types of
reflectances
9 « Simple » idea
9 Immediate extensions

Disadvantages
 Textures are hard to
take into account
 Particular cases
(2 anisotropic surfaces)

Illumination control
Photometry
Viewpoint
Geometry
Original Image
control
control
+ Geometry control
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• Future Work
• Testing other BRDF models
• Solving the « texture problem » (2 images ?)
• Testing the algorithm using a scene under
direct illumination conditions and/or with
multiple colored light sources
• Automatic positioning of mirrors and light
sources and adaptive meshing of objects

• Contact Information
• Samuel Boivin (boivin@dgp.toronto.edu)
Dynamic Graphics Project (Toronto, Canada)
• André Gagalowicz (Andre.Gagalowicz@inria.fr)
INRIA (Rocquencourt, France)

• Participating media (fire, smoke, …) using a
new volume hierarchy (bounding volume)
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from a Single Image
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Abstract

1

Introduction

1.1 Overview of the problem

In this paper, we present a new method to recover an approximation of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)
of the surfaces present in a real scene. This is done from a single
photograph and a 3D geometric model of the scene. The result is
a full model of the reflectance properties of all surfaces, which can
be rendered under novel illumination conditions with, for example,
viewpoint modification and the addition of new synthetic objects.
Our technique produces a reflectance model using a small number of parameters. These parameters nevertheless approximate the
BRDF and allow the recovery of the photometric properties of diffuse, specular, isotropic or anisotropic textured objects. The input
data are a geometric model of the scene including the light source
positions and the camera properties, and a single image captured using this camera. Our algorithm generates a new synthetic image using classic rendering techniques, and a lambertian hypothesis about
the reflectance model of the surfaces. Then, it iteratively compares
the original image to the new one, and chooses a more complex reflectance model if the difference between the two images is greater
than a user-defined threshold.
We present several synthetic images that are compared to the original ones, and some possible applications in augmented reality.

Since its origin, Computer Graphics has aimed at depicting reality.
Rendering algorithms have been developed specifically to generate
near-perfect images under realistic illumination conditions. It is often difficult to say if such images are realistic or not because there
is no real reference such as a photograph. Moreover, the application
may need to create novel viewpoints and/or novel illumination conditions from a sparse set of photographs. This is difficult to achieve
without using image-based modeling and rendering algorithms. For
example, suppose we want to insert a new synthetic object on top of
a real anisotropic mirror inside a real scene. This operation clearly
requires taking into account the interaction between the new object
and its environment (especially this mirror). This is impossible to
do, if we do not have an approximation of the reflectance properties
of the real surfaces in the image. Therefore specific algorithms are
necessary to recover these reflectance properties from the real images.
Many authors have contributed to the resolution of this problem
[21, 25, 32, 31, 33, 26, 27, 34, 7, 41, 23, 24, 30, 29, 14, 11, 28].
The algorithms that they have produced vary greatly and not all can
be re-used for our applications. Considerable work has been done
for the reflectance estimation of an isolated object in particular illumination conditions [21, 25, 32, 31, 33, 26, 27] . Although these
techniques often bring very detailed reflectance information (i.e. a
full BRDF sometimes), their goal is more to replace the use of an
expensive gonioreflectometer rather than to be able to change the
viewpoint and/or the illumination. Recently, several methods have
been developed to take into account the interaction between objects
inside a real scene, from a sparse set of photographs [7, 41, 23, 24].
Fournier [14] proposed a different approach but with the use of a
single image. However, his technique was limited to perfectly diffuse environments and was not be able to take into account specular
surfaces. Our method has the similar ambition to recover an approximation of the BRDF of the surfaces from a single image, including
the processing of specular, isotropic or anisotropic surfaces. This
is extremely difficult to achieve because it is not possible to compute a full BRDF correctly without having several images, except
for trivial cases.

CR Categories: I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and Scene
Understanding—modeling and recovery of physical attributes; I.3.3
[Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Display algorithms; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture I.3.7
[Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—
Radiosity, Ray Tracing; I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis—Color, Photometry, Shading;
Keywords:
Image-Based Rendering, Reflectance Recovery,
BRDF Models, Radiance, Radiosity, Rendering, Inverse Rendering, Rerendering, Global Illumination

 email: fSamuel.BoivinjAndre.Gagalowiczg@inria.fr

We propose a hierarchical and iterative technique that computes
the best possible approximation of a real image, using the error
computed between the rerendered image and the real one. Each of
the new images is generated by making more and more complex assumptions about the reflectance properties of the real surfaces. It is
rendered by a global illumination software that takes into account
these reflectance changes (see figure 1). The main advantages of
our approach are: it does not need any special device to capture
the real image (a classical camera is enough), and it estimates the
reflectances of all types of surfaces (including anisotropic mirrors)
from a single image without any particular constraint for the view-
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Analysis Path
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(photograph)

Inverse
Radiance-to-Pixel
Intensities Conversion
Function

3D geometrical model
of the real scene

Computation of
reflectances r

Radiance
Map

2.1 Reflectance Recovery using a Specific Device
Ward [37] proposed to directly measure the reflectances of an object, using a low-cost device. Ward introduced a device to estimate
the five parameters of his anisotropic BRDF model, that he developed for these purposes. Karner et al. [20] presented another device
using the Ward’s BRDF model.
Baribeau et al. [2] described a method for measuring three reflectance parameters of several objects inside a scene. The diffuse
reflectance, the Fresnel term and the roughness of the objects are
estimated using a polychromatic laser range sensor. However, this
method is limited to uniform reflectance properties over each object.
Dana et al. [6] suggest using a device containing a robotic manipulator and CCD camera to allow simultaneous measurement of
the BTF (Bidirectional Texture Function) and the BRDF of large
samples (about cm
cm).

PHOTOMETRY
(reflectances r )

T-1( )

-

Error for the correction of the surfaces reflectances

Computer Graphics
Image

Radiance-to-Pixel
Intensities Conversion
Function
(normalization)

Radiance
Image

Classical Rendering
Software

T( )

Synthesis Path

3D geometrical model
of the real scene

Figure 1: General Principle of our Method this figure shows the global

10  10

scheme of the inverse rendering process. Initial data are: one real image and
a 3D geometrical model of the scene.

point position, the light sources1 or the objects orientation. The
goal of our method is to recover an approximation of the BRDF of
the surfaces, and to compute the best synthetic image preserving
the real properties of the scene (a real mirror has to be simulated as
a specular surface and not as a textured surface for example).

2.2 Reflectance Recovery from Several Images
2.2.1 Methods without Global Illumination
Kay et al. [21] described a method to compute the surface reflectances using the Torrance-Sparrow light reflection model [35].
They used a depth map and four or eight images obtained with different point light sources. By increasing the number of intensity
images, they estimated the parameters of the Torrance-Sparrow’s
model, reduced to three terms: the diffuse reflection coefficient kd ,
the specular reflection coefficient ks and the roughness factor c. Lu
et al. [25] did not use any reflection model, but directly estimated
the reflectances from the pixel intensities. Nineteen black and white
images were captured using a custom device that turns around the
object. For each incident angle of light, they built a reflection function, depending on the maximum pixel intensity in the image.
Y. Sato et al. [32, 31] proposed to register a range map (to get a
3D geometric model) and a set of color images of an object, using
a
degrees rotation device. Next, they extracted the pixel intensities from the images and from the 3D model of the object reprojected onto the images by a Z-buffer algorithm. These parameters
were used to separate and then compute the diffuse component and
the specular component, i.e. the kd term of the Lambert’s model
and the ks and c terms of a simplified Torrance-Sparrow reflection
model.
Y. Sato et al. [33] needed
color images and range maps to
compute the Torrance-Sparrow’s parameters, separating the diffuse
and the specular component. They recovered the BRDF of highly
textured objects (this was impossible to do with previous techniques
presented in [21, 25, 32]), and proposed the creation of new images
under novel viewpoints and novel illumination conditions.
Marschner et al. [26, 27] directly estimated the Lafortune’s et al.
BRDF [22] of an object from a set of images ( ). To obtain the
BRDF, the radiance received by the pixels from the object is divided
by the irradiance received by this object from the light source. He
applied this computation to the rerendering of objects under novel
illumination conditions.
Finally, Wong et al. [34] described a method that recovers the
reflectance of each pixel of an image, considered as a set of small
facets, each one having its own BRDF. The BRDFs are estimated
from a set of images taken under different viewpoint and illumination conditions, as the ratio of the pixel intensity divided by the
light source intensity. Wong et al. applied their method to the reillumination of the scene with new light sources.

1.2 Organization of the paper
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss previous work related to image-based rendering. Section 3
describes the bases and the tools necessary to our algorithm. In
particular we introduce the notion of group which solves the problem of objects that are not directly seen in the image, and the BRDF
model that we use. We also give a short description of the input data
and the rendering software that we have developed. Section 4 describes the algorithm in full detail using the previously discussed
tools. In particular, we explain the methods to process each case
of reflectance property separately. In section 5, we describe one
of the advantages inherent in our methodology: the possibility of
analyzing some surfaces that are not directly seen in the real image, but indirectly through a mirror. Section 6 completes the technical discussion by explaining the optimizations that we have implemented to accelarate the rerendering process. Section 7 shows
several results of rerendering, including images containing many
kinds of photometric properties. Some applications are given in the
domain of augmented reality, including rendering of new images
under novel viewpoints, novel illumination conditions and the insertion/removal of objects. The last section gives some conclusions
and future research directions.
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Background and Related Work
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All the techniques and ideas in this paper have been inspired
by works about photorealistic rendering including global illumination and ray tracing, image-based modeling and BRDF modeling. However, the most relevant domains deal with inverse
rendering, image-based rendering and reflectance recovery. We
can split the reflectance recovery algorithms into three parts: direct measure of reflectances on the object using a specific device
[37, 20, 2, 6], the extraction of reflectances from a set of images
[21, 25, 32, 31, 33, 26, 27, 34, 7, 41, 23, 24], and the extraction of
reflectances from a single image [30, 29, 14, 11, 28]. The last two
parts may be subdivided into two categories, depending on whether
the method takes into account energetic interreflections (using a
global illumination algorithm for example) or not.

2.2.2 Methods with Global Illumination
Debevec [7] used global illumination for augmented reality applications. To insert new objects inside a real image, he needed to
take into account interreflections and compute the reflectances of

1 In fact, the emittances of the light sources are supposed to be known.
However, if it is not the case Fournier et al. [14] propose a method to recover
them automatically.
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An extension of the previous method was developed by Drettakis et al. [11]. They proposed an interactive version of the initial
paper and added a vision algorithm for the camera calibration and
the 3D geometrical model automatic positioning. They described a
slightly different technique for the estimation of the reflectances of
the surfaces and they used a hierarchical radiosity algorithm [18] to
compute a new synthetic image close to the real one.
An approach similar to Fournier et al.’s was chosen by Gagalowicz [28]. It included a feedback that compares the real image to the
synthetic one. He described a technique to generate a new synthetic
image from a single one (except the 3D geometrical model, which
was built from two stereo images) using an iterative method that
minimizes the error between the real image and the synthetic one.
However, this technique is limited to a pure lambertian approximation of the surface reflectances.

the surfaces in the part of the scene influenced by this insertion. He
created a geometrical 3D model of this part of the scene (called the
local scene), and calculated manually the reflectance parameters of
all the modeled objects. Each of the non-diffuse BRDF parameters are changed by the user iteratively until the rerendered image
becomes close enough to the original one. The perfectly diffuse parameters are set by an automatic procedure.
Yu et al. [41] proposed a complete solution for the recovery
of the surfaces BRDF from a sparse set of images captured with
a camera (twelve of the
images were taken specifically to get
specular highlights on surfaces). They built
radiance maps for
the estimation of the reflectance parameters and the computation of
the radiance-to-pixel intensities conversion function (camera transfer function) [8]. Using an image-based modeling software such as
Facade [9], a 3D geometrical model of the scene was built from the
set of images. All these data were then utilized to recover the BRDF
of the modeled surfaces. Their method minimized the error on the
parameters of the Ward’s anisotropic BRDF model [37] to estimate
the best possible BRDF for each object. This work was applied to
the insertion of new objects in the scene, to the modification of the
illumination conditions and to the rendering of a new scene under
novel viewpoints. However, this method only works if at least one
specular highlight is visible on an object. Otherwise this object is
simulated as perfectly diffuse.
Loscos et al. [23] proposed a method based on an original idea
from Fournier et al. [14]. Their algorithm recovers the diffuse reflectances of the surfaces inside a set of photographs of a scene,
taking into account the textures of the objects (each surface has to
be unshadowed in at least one image of the set). They applied their
technique, to insert/remove objects and to modify the lighting conditions of the original scene (insertion of a new light source for
example). More recently, Loscos et al. [24] extended this technique by removing the constraint of the unshadowed surfaces. To
improve the results, they transformed their reflectance recovery algorithm into an iterative process. However, the method remained
limited to perfectly diffuse surfaces (the mirrors are considered to
be diffuse textured objects for example).
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Elements of Reflectance Recovery

3.1 The Notion of Group
The inputs of our reflectance recovery algorithm are separated into
two categories, the 3D geometrical model of the scene and a single
image of this scene captured with a standard camera. This method
is based on the extraction of the object reflectances from the pixels
covered by the projection of these objects in the image (as described
later in section 4).
Using a single image to recover all the surface reflectances of the
scene raises several problems related to the geometrical model and
the size of the projection of the objects in the image. First of all,
there are generally many surfaces that are not directly visible in the
real image. It is then extremely difficult (sometimes impossible)
to compute their reflectances because no information is available
about them. This is not important if the position of the observer is
never changed. However, it is usual to modify this position especially in augmented reality applications. Therefore, we introduce
the notion of group of objects and surfaces. These groups specify
the objects and the surfaces which have the same reflectance properties. This is a very fast manual operation left to the user after or
during the geometrical modeling process. For example, in figure
2, the ’red cube’ was modeled as a group containing six planar objects which have the same reflectance properties. Our reflectance
algorithm will then use this description to propagate the estimated
reflectance from the three visible faces of the cube to the three other
ones.
This group notion often solves the second modeling problem
which could happen during the reflectance estimation. Indeed, the
area covered by the projection of some objects in the real image
could be too small to give a good approximation to the reflectance
of these objects. Therefore, if the user joins these objects with others which have the same reflectance and a bigger projection area
in the real image, it becomes possible to obtain a better approximation of their reflectance. However, if there are no other bigger
objects, a very rough approximation of the reflectance will be computed for these small objects, and the resulting image may be biased. This problem is inherent in all image-based rendering methods [7, 41, 23, 24, 14, 11, 28] which use the area covered by the
projection of an object in the real image to determine its reflectance.
Nevertheless, as our method uses a feedback through the comparison between the real and synthetic image, bias is considerably reduced.

2.3 Reflectance Recovery from a Single Image
2.3.1 Methods without Global Illumination
K. Sato et al. [30] described an algorithm for the reflectance recovery of an isolated object from a single image and a 3D geometrical model of this object. They applied some constraints on the
light source position and the camera parameters. In addition, they
simplified the Torrance-Sparrow reflection model. This way, they
estimated separately the diffuse component and the specular component to recover the uniform reflectance of the surface.
More recently, I. Sato et al. [29] proposed to recover the BRDF
of an object, using the shadows generated by the surfaces of the
scene. They used a single omnidirectional image of the environment and a 3D geometrical description of the surfaces. They developed a 6-step iterative algorithm to minimize the error between the
real and the synthetic image with respect to the BRDF parameters
of the surfaces.
2.3.2 Methods with Global Illumination
A pioneering work in this domain was completed by Fournier et al.
[14] in 1993. He proposed to rerender an original image using a
3D representation of the scene (including the positions of the light
source and the camera parameters) and a single image of this scene.
All the surfaces are considered as perfectly diffuse, and they used
their reprojection on the real image to estimate their reflectances. A
radiosity-based algorithm then computes an image applying these
reflectances to a progressive radiosity technique [4] to obtain a new
synthetic image.

3.2 Reflectance Model and Data Description
For the past several years, the construction of a 3D geometrical
model from a single image or a set of images has been widely
investigated and is known as image-based modeling (see [9] for
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an overview of these methods). In our paper, the 3D geometrical
model is built interactively using Alias Wavefront’s Maya modeler.
The positioning of the full 3D geometrical model of figure 2 took
around six hours to be complete, including the recovery of the camera parameters and the light sources positions. Typically, for the
camera parameters we use the Dementhon and Davis [10] technique
combined with a downhill simplex minimization method [17, 19].
The light sources have been modeled approximately (because of
their complex geometry) and they have been placed manually with a
precision of 5cm2 . Our photometric recovery method is based on
the use of Ward’s reflectance model [37]. We chose the same BRDF
model as Yu et al. [41] because of its small number of parameters
and its ability to simulate anisotropic surfaces. This model only requires the knowledge of five parameters for a complex BRDF: d
the diffuse reflectance, s the specular reflectance, ~x the anisotropy
direction (called the brushed direction) and the anisotropic roughness parameters x and y (see [37] for a detailed description of
this BRDF model). Furthermore, this model avoids the costly computation of the Fresnel term which has been replaced by a normalization factor.

surfaces. This algorithm is iterative and will proceed to successive
corrections of the surface reflectances by minimizing the error between the real and the synthetic image. Indeed, each computed
error for a group of objects having the same photometric properties drives the correction of their reflectance. Our technique successively applies the selected assumption on the group reflectances
until the error became smaller than a user-defined threshold. The
notion of threshold and how to fix its value to give them will be
discussed in the section 6.
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Figure 2: Example of a real image with the superposition of its 3D reconstructed geometrical model (in white)
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When the 3D geometrical model (objects, camera and light
sources positions) and the photometric model (reflectances and
light sources intensity) are determined, it is possible to render
a synthetic image using a classical rendering software such as
Radiance [38]. We developed our own rendering software called
Phoenix to obtain a high-performance computing power and to
take advantage of the specific architecture of the Silicon Graphics
workstations used3 . Phoenix is a global illumination software. It
computes the form factors of a progressive radiosity system [4] using a 64 bit A-Buffer [3, 13] mapped on each face of the hemicube
[5]. This increases the resolution of each face of the hemicube by
a factor of 64 with a negligible increase in computation time, with
respect to a classical Z-Buffer software.
Moreover, Phoenix uses advanced OpenGL programming
techniques called offscreen rendering to compute the index buffers
(or item buffers [39]) necessary for the extraction of the pixel
intensities from the original image and the synthetic one. Each
number in the index buffer indicates either a group number, or
an object number, depending on whether we need to compute the
reflectance of a group or of an object.
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Figure 3: General iterative and hierarchical algorithm for reflectance recovery. Each surface of the scene is analyzed separately, depending on the
assumption about its reflectance (perfectly diffuse, perfectly specular, etc.).
If the assumption is false (the error between the real and the synthetic image
is big), then the surface reflectance is assumed to be more complex (hierarchical principle). If the assumption is correct then the surface reflectance
is modified accordingly in order to minimize the error between the two
images (iterative principle). During each global rerendering iteration, the
reflectances of all surfaces are then continuously updated, to take into account the incident energy coming from any surface for which the BRDF has
changed (a diffuse surface which became perfectly specular for example).

We start the algorithm with the perfectly diffuse case without
considering texture (the diffuse reflectance of a group is computed
averaging the radiances covered by its projection in the real image).
All the surfaces are then considered as perfectly lambertian, and
the rendering software (Phoenix in this case4 ) computes a new approximation of the image. If the difference between the real and
the synthetic image for a group is greater than a fixed threshold on
all the group projection, then the reflectance of this group is considered as perfectly specular for the next rerendering iteration. If,
after Phoenix has recomputed a new image using the new assump-

Inverse Rendering from a Single Image

4.1 Overview of the Algorithm
The core of our technique is incremental and hierarchical (see figure
3). It is incremental because the surface reflectances evolve to their
optimum value. It is hierarchical because the general algorithm
forces the surface BRDFs to be more and more complex if the error
between the real and the synthetic image does not decrease for these
3 This
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technique can be used regardless of how the geometry is acquired.
work was carried out on a SGI Octane SI 2 R12000 300Mhz.

is possible to use any other global illumination rendering software,
such as Radiance [38] for example.
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"b

bj are respectively the total error between the original and
i and "
the synthetic image for group i and object j .
ni is the number of objects for group i.
md is the median of the errors (selects the middle value of the
sorted samples).
 is the authorized dispersion criteria.
mj is the number of pixels covered by the projection of object j .

tion, the error for this group remains large, then its reflectance is
simulated as non-perfectly specular. We apply the same principle
to change again the group reflectance to a both diffuse and specular
one. Until then, all the surfaces were considered with no roughness
term (only a d and a s were estimated). In the next assumption,
if the difference between the two images still produces big errors,
they are considered as isotropic and a roughness factor ( ) has to
be evaluated. This assumption is extended to anisotropic properties
if the user-defined threshold for the error has not been reached. If
all assumptions have failed, the group is presumed to be highly textured. Since only a single image is available, it is extremely difficult
and sometimes impossible to create a combination between this texture and other reflectance properties (a glossy textured surface for
example). This situation is discussed in paragraph 4.7.

()

The function f eliminates problems generated by smaller objects
for which the error is very important, because they are more sensitive to the image noise (their projection in the image cover a small
amount of pixels). An example of iterative correction of d is provided by figure 4 on a very simple synthetic scene, nevertheless
containing high color bleeding effects (see how the green cube is
influenced by the blue floor for example).

4.2 The case of perfectly diffuse surfaces
One of the simplest cases of reflectances is the perfectly diffuse
one. During the first inverse rendering iteration, all the objects of
the scene are simulated as perfectly diffuse. A diffuse reflectance
(d ) is then computed for each group, as the average of radiances
covered by the projection of the groups in the original image. This
technique is different from Drettakis et al. [11, 14] because we do
not pay attention to the texture of the surfaces. It is interesting to
note that some textured surface may be simulated using a pure diffuse reflectance (as shown in figure 14), to create a good visual approximation. This method is very different from [11, 14] because
it is not limited to the computation of the average reflectance to
produce the new final synthetic image. We correct this reflectance
iteratively until the error between the original and the rerendered
image becomes small. For an object, this error is computed as the
ratio between the average of the radiances5 covered by the projection of the groups in the original image, and the average of the radiances covered by the projection of the groups in the synthetic image
(see equation 1).
j
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Figure 4: In the top row, from left to right: the original synthetic image (top
left) generated using a rendering software was rerendered for 4 iterations
(the next four images). The differences between this original image and
the regenerated images are shown in the bottom row and displayed using a
specific error colormap (at the bottom right). We observe a regular decrease
of the error from left to right.
As textures are not taken into account in this section, we only
consider a diffuse reflectance parameter d . It could be interesting
and maybe faster to directly inverse the radiosity equation as suggested by Yu et al. [41]. If we know the radiances, the emittances
and the full geometry (i.e. the form factors), it is possible to directly
solve the radiosity equation [16] for the reflectances. However, this
is not so simple, because we work with a single image. Because
of this, there may be some surfaces that are not directly visible in
the original image. Therefore, their radiosities are unknown and it
is impossible to guess their values. Thus, we can not inverse the
radiosity equation.

(1)

1 P
d
n

d
c
B
oj and Poj are respectively the average of the radiances and the
pixels covered by the projection of object j in the original image.
d
d
B
nj and Pnj are respectively the average of the radiances and the
pixels covered by the projection of object j in the synthetic image.
T is the camera transfer function (a correction function here).

()

4.3 The case of perfectly and non-perfectly specular surfaces

cj of object j is proportional to the
Since the average radiance B
diffuse reflectance dj , the iterative correction of the dj can be
written for each rerendering iteration k as:
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Figure 5: Simulation of hierarchical inverse rendering, where the top row
from left to right consists of the real image captured with a camera, the synthetic image with a pure diffuse assumption (first iteration), the synthetic
image with perfectly diffuse and perfectly specular assumptions (fifth iteration) and the synthetic image with pure diffuse and non-perfectly specular
surfaces (seventh iteration). On the bottom row, we can see the error images
corresponding to the difference between the real and the synthetic image.

 (1 + )  md

5 These radiances have been obtained using the inverse of the camera
transfer function that was simulated as a correction function with a value
of 2.2 according to Tumblin et al. [36]. However a more powerful algorithm
could be applied if we had more than one photograph of our scene [8].

If the previous diffuse hypothesis about the surface reflectance
failed, it is now considered as a perfect mirror. It is the easiest case
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to solve because the diffuse reflectance of a perfect mirror has a null
value (d
) and its specular reflectance is equal to 1 (s
).
It is worth noting that there is no need to iterate on the specular reflectance and a new synthetic image can be directly rendered. On
the other hand, the reflectance for a non-perfectly specular object
has to be iteratively modified to obtain an optimum s . The iterative correction of s is similar to equation 3, except d has to be
replaced by s . An example of the use of the hierarchical algorithm
on a scene containing both diffuse, non-perfectly specular surfaces
is shown in figure 5.

=0

A first idea is to use a classical minimization algorithm to solve
for these three paremeters. However, the error function (difference
between the real and the synthetic image) for an anisotropic surface is radically different if d is varying in : : (figure 4.5)
or if d has a null value (figure 7). Directly minimizing the error function for d , s and in the interval : : is thus not
possible. We propose to miminize the error function using two separate error functions: one for the interval : : and the other
for the d
particular case. The minimization algorithm (we
use the downhill simplex method [17, 19] for the two minimizations) that provides the smallest error will determine the final value
of d , s and . One of the disadvantages of the method is that it
could take a lot of time minimizing such functions. Indeed, these
isotropic surfaces use ray-tracing [1] techniques for their correct
simulation. Even if optimization techniques greatly accelerate the
rendering [15, 12], it still could take around one hour and fifty minutes to recover the d , s and values (using ten bounced rays for
each primary ray (nine per pixel) that reached a glossy surface). In
fact, the optimum values of d and s are found in only two minutes because the resulting value does not need to be obtained with
2
a precision better than
(the visual difference became imperceptible). On the other hand, requires a determination with a
4
precision (according to Ward [37], the parameters may
vary between :
for a perfectly specular surface to : for a
mostly diffuse surface).
Figure 8 shows the result of these minimizations: the aluminium
surface (in the center of image) has been simulated as isotropic,
and an optimum value of d
: and s
: has been found.
However the error image shows that maybe a better approximation seems to be possible for this particular surface. The error remains important in the extent of the specular reflection area of the
two books on this surface. Therefore a more complex BRDF is
needed and the algorithms tries now to simulate the surface as an
anisotropic one.

=1

=0

4.4 The case of both diffuse and specular surfaces with no roughness factor
At this point of the algorithm, surfaces with big errors are now considered as both diffuse and specular (d
and s
) but still
with no roughness.
The differences between the real image and the synthetic are minimized as a function of d and s (in the Ward’s BRDF model [37]):
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In practice, such surfaces in real cases are very rare but not impossible. For example, the top face of the desk in the figure 14 presents
some photometric properties very close to this approximation.
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Until now, all the surfaces were supposed to be without roughness.
In the case of an isotropic surface, the diffuse reflectance d , the
specular reflectance s and a roughness coefficient have to be
recovered according to Ward’s BRDF model.
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Figure 8: Approximation of the aluminium surface (anisotropic) of the
real image (left) by an isotropic surface in the synthetic image (center). The
error between these two images for the aluminium surface is visible in the
right image. We remark that the error is still important in the area of the
specular reflection of the books. The red pixels correspond to a high error
but they are not significant because they are coming from an approximative
positioning of the 3D geometrical model ont the image, especially on the
edges of the objects.
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4.6 The case of anisotropic surfaces
Figure 6: Error function (synthetic image - real image), for a fixed diffuse reflectance, with respect to variations of the isotropic values , and s
specular reflectance. The evolving steps are 0.018 for and 0.1 for s .

Working with anisotropic surfaces is clearly the most complicated
case of our algorithm because the anisotropic model of Ward re-
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quires minimizing a function of five parameters: the diffuse reflectance d , the specular reflectance s , the anisotropy direction
~x (or brushed direction [37]) and the roughness factors x , y .
However, it is possible to keep the previous d and s values computed for the isotropic case: the error functions (see figure 4.5 and
7) show that the s parameter is not correlated to the parameter,
because these functions are quite constant with respect to . We
may then suppose that the d and s do no differ from the isotropic
case to the anisotropic one.
The error function to minimize has now three parameters left (see
figure 9). We remark on this figure that for a given rotating angle 
of the vector ~x and varying values of x and y , this error function
presents several minima on all the curves, and they are very similar
for all  values. This confirms that a standard minimization algorithm will probably not find a global minimum.
To prove this assumption, we have computed the four images
corresponding to the four smallest minima found by a downhill simplex minimization algorithm (figure 10). It is interesting to note that
the rerendered images remain far from the original one and that the
error is bigger than for the isotropic case. This brings us to the
conclusion that a minimization procedure is not the correct way to
solve the anisotropic case. Therefore, we propose to determine the
anisotropy vector ~x directly from the real image.
θ = 0ο

θ = 18 ο

Figure 10: The first image (top left) is the original one (reduced here to
the interest area). The next four images have been produced using the four
smallest minima found by the minimization algorithm. We can see that all
of these images are far from the original one (the vertical black line on the
white book (see figure 8) has disappeared from the specular reflection) and
that a lot of details have been smoothed. The error colormap remained the
same as on figure 8.
ing as close as possible to it. This surface is then selected in a such
surface) is maximized (with
manner that the ratio Area(reflected
d(S;P )
d(S,P), the euclidean distance between the center of gravity of the
selected surface and the center of gravity of the anisotropic mirror).
The motivation of this choice resides in the fact that surfaces very
far from the anisotropic object exhibit a reflection pattern that is too
small or too noisy to be usable for the recovery of the brushed direction. In a third step, the anisotropy direction is sampled creating ~x
vectors around the normal to the anisotropic surface. Each of these
sampled directions determine a direction to traverse the error image
and compute the average of the standard error deviations computed
in the error image. Finally, the algorithm selects the direction for
which this average value is the smallest one (see figure 11). Figure
12 summarizes the complete procedure.
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tion is the violet book of the lower left real image of figure 14. The 3D
surface (left image) shows the error image for the difference between the
perfectly specular reflection area of this selected object, and its corresponding area in the real image. The 2D curve (right) shows the average of the
standard error deviations computed from the error image along the sampled
anisotropy directions (see also figure 12).

Once the anisotropy direction ~x has been recovered, a downhill
simplex minimization algorithm is used to estimate the roughness
parameters x and y . Typically, for the synthetic image in the
lower right corner of the figure 14, it took 50 iterations and h
to recover the full BRDF of the anisotropic surface. The algorithm
found an optimum anisotropy vector for a rotation angle of 0 degrees and then minimized the error function of the upper left corner
of the figure 9. The estimated values of x and y were 0.01 and
0.062 respectively.
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4.7 The case of textured surfaces

Figure 9: Error function (synthetic image - real image), for different
x (the vector is turned around the normal to the suranisotropy directions ~
face using a step of 18 degrees) with respect to variations of the roughness
parameters x , y (with a step of 0.018). The diffuse reflectance and the
specular reflectance terms have been estimated during the isotropy analysis.

When the simulation of a surface as anisotropic still produces big
errors in the difference image, we proceed to texture extraction.
Extracting the texture from the real image is an easy task that can be
realized using the technique proposed by [40] for example. However, we have to extract this texture while taking into account the
fact that it already has received the energy from the light sources,
and that the pixels covered by its projection in the real image contain this information. Otherwise, if we send the energy of the
light sources to these textures again, they will be over-illuminated.
Therefore, we introduce here a notion called radiosity texture that
balances the extracted texture with an intermediate texture in order
to minimize the error between the real and the synthetic image. As
for the perfectly diffuse reflectance case, this intermediate texture
is computed by an iterative method.

In a first step, we consider the anisotropic surface as a perfect
mirror and compute a synthetic image. Next, we estimate the difference between the real image and the synthetic one to visualize
the part of the anisotropic mirror where the specular reflection is
“extended”. This area corresponds to an attenuation of the specular
reflection, and this effect is always very important in the direction
perpendicular to the brushed direction (or anisotropy direction). In
a second step, we compute an index buffer for this mirror of all the
surfaces visible through it. We then look for a reference surface that
has the biggest reflection area on the anisotropic surface, while be-
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Figure 13: Example of surface not directly seen in the original image. The
reflectance of this surface becomes computable through the mirror put on
the right wall. This surface belongs to the ’cube’ group and now contributes
to the estimation of its reflectance. If this face had a specific reflectance
(new group), it would be computable only at this point.
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Figure 12: Computation method of the anisotropy direction ~x for a glossy
surface.

Optimizations and Determination of
Thresholds

Since the reflectance recovery algorithm takes around two hours to
simulate an isotropic surface, and two more hours in an anisotropic
case, this means that all textured surfaces (which is the final hypothesis after the isotropy and the anisotropy tests) will need four
hours to be correctly estimated. This is not acceptable when a lot of
surfaces are textured in a real image, but the computing time could
be greatly reduced if we can find that the surface is textured before
treating the isotropic case. Therefore we introduced a heuristic to
solve this problem. It is related to the choice of the thresholds that
determine if a surface is correctly simulated. Indeed, after each synthetic image has been produced, it is compared to the real one using a user-defined error threshold to know if the assumptions made
about the surface reflectances are correct. For the presented images, the following thresholds were used to produce the results of
the section 7. Such thresholds are not critical to the behavior of the
technique but will affect speed because it will always find a solution
regarding the fixed thresholds.
From the case of the perfectly diffuse assumption up to the
isotropic one, the sum of the three R,G,B errors coming from the
difference between the real and the synthetic image must have a
value smaller than 5 . However, during the non-perfect specular
assumption, if the error is greater than 50 , we can directly avoid
the isotropic and the anisotropic cases and so greatly increase the
performance of the algorithm. We do not have a formal characterization of this optimization, but in practice it seems to work well (see
section 7). The isotropic-to-anisotropic threshold has been chosen
equal to 1 , to ensure that the algorithm tries the anisotropic case.
On the other hand, the threshold used to come to a texture assumption is equal to 5 . Finally, the last threshold is a global threshold
that forces all the groups in the synthetic image to have an error
smaller than 5 .

At the first iteration, the texture used to rerender the image is
the texture directly extracted from the real image. At the second
iteration, the texture used to obtain the resulting synthetic image is
multiplied by the ratio between the newly extracted texture of this
synthetic image and the texture of the real image. This iterative
process stops when the user-defined threshold for textured surface
has been reached. The textures of the poster and the books in the
rerendered images of section 7 have been obtained using this technique. The problem of this method is that it computes a texture
including the shadows, the specular reflections and the highlights.
Typically, suppose that we have a marbled floor on which a sphere
is reflected. The texture of this floor in the real image then includes
the marble characteristics, its reflectance properties and the sphere
reflection including its own reflectance properties. How to extract
the marble characteristics only and independently of the rest of the
scene ? This is an extremely hard problem, and according to Y. Sato
et al. [33] no algorithm has been proposed yet to solve it using a
single image.
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Advanced Analysis of Reflectances

Our inverse rendering procedure provides the opportunity to analyze the reflectances of some surfaces that are not directly seen in
the original image. Indeed, if a surface is detected and confirmed
as a perfectly or non-perfectly specular one, we can extend our reflectance recovery algorithm to the surfaces that are seen through
this mirror in the real image.
First of all, the index buffer of the groups visible through the
mirror are computed using a ray tracing algorithm. If there exists
a surface in this buffer that was not directly visible before in the
real image, then its reflectance is computed taking into account the
current assumption made for its group reflectance (the surface has
the same photometric properties as its group). In the next iteration,
this reflectance is balanced by the mirror reflectance (if it is a nonperfect one), and it is then considered for the correction of the group
reflectance (see figure 13).
To our knowledge, this is the first time that an image-based rendering technique deliberatley exploits mirror surfaces to enhance
the BRDF recovery process in a scene.
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%
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Results

All the following synthetic images have been generated using
Phoenix as rendering and inverse rendering software. The first synthetic image at the top right of figure 14 has been generated in 37
minutes using the hierarchical algorithm, from the left real photograph. Two specular surfaces have been recovered and simulated as
non-perfect mirrors. Neither the isotropic nor anisotropic hypothe-
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ses have been tried thanks to the optimization technique described
in section 6, and 14 rerendering iterations were necessary to generate the final image.
The inverse algorithm tooks 4 hours and 40 minutes to produce
the image at the bottom right of figure 14. Roughly 4 hours of
this time were necessary to recover the anisotropic BRDF of the
aluminium surface. The final rendering stage took 32 minutes to
render the final image (100 bounced rays have been used for the
anisotropic surface).
The images of figure 15 show examples of applications in augmented reality. Some synthetic objects have been added such as a
small robot and a luxo-like desk lamp. It is also possible to modify
the reflectances easily too. New viewpoints can be generated and
new illumination conditions can be created as well.
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In this paper, we have presented a new technique that approximates
the reflectance properties of the surfaces of a 3D scene. An incremental and hierarchical algorithm iteratively estimates the diffuse,
specular, isotropic and anisotropic reflectance parameters. In a final
step, the textured surfaces are considered as a special case of reflectances to be simulated. The method takes as input a single photograph of the scene taken under known illumination conditions as
well as a 3D geometric model of the scene. The result is a complete
description of the photometric properties of the scene which may
be used to produce a photorealistic synthetic image very similar to
the real one. We showed that the method is robust and provides the
opportunity to visualize the original scene from new angle, with any
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Figure 14: Two different examples of synthetic images (right) rerendered from a single real image (left). We remark that the perfectly diffuse assumption is
realistic enough for many surfaces (including the walls, the floor, the desk, etc.).

Figure 15: Examples of several augmented reality applications. All these new images were rendered using our global illumination software Phoenix, which
first recovered the surface reflectances from the bottom left image of figure 14. The top left image shows the original scene removing some objects (the feet of
the desk and the red cube). Note that the right mirror has taken into account the modification. The right top image shows the original scene rendered under a
novel viewpoint. The bottom left image shows the scene with modified photometric properties, and the addition of an object (a small robot). The bottom right
image presents the scene under novel illumination conditions with the addition and deletion of objects.
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Practical Algorithms for Inverse Rendering under Complex Illumination
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1

Introduction

In the last few years, there has been a significant amount of research
in inverse rendering, which we are showcasing in this course. The
methods of Debevec et al. [2], Marschner et al. [10], Sato et al. [16],
and others have produced high quality measurements, leading to the
creation of very realistic images. However, most previous work has
been conducted in highly controlled lighting conditions, usually by
careful active positioning of a single point source. Even methods
that work in outdoor conditions, such as those of Yu and Malik [19],
Sato and Ikeuchi [15] and Love [8], are designed specifically for
natural illumination, and assume a simple parametric model for
skylight.
The usefulness of inverse rendering would be greatly enhanced
if it could be applied under general uncontrolled, and possibly unknown, lighting. For instance, this would allow for application in
general unconstrained indoor or outdoor settings, or for estimation
of BRDFs under unknown illumination. There are also a number of
applications to human vision and perception. For instance, Dror et
al. [3] have studied reflectance classification from a single image of
a sphere under complex illumination to clarify how well the human
visual system perceives materials, and to develop computational
vision methods for the same task.
One reason there has previously been relatively little work in
considering complex illumination is the lack of a common theoretical framework for determining under what conditions inverse problems can and cannot be solved, and for making principled approximations. Recently, we [12, 13] have developed a signal-processing
framework for reflection on a curved surface, whereby the reflected
light field can be viewed as a spherical convolution of the incident
illumination and the BRDF. This framework can be used to determine the well-posedness of inverse problems, i.e. analyze which
inverse problems can be solved, and to make appropriate approximations. In particular, inverse rendering may be viewed as deconvolution.
The purpose of these course notes is to provide a more detailed
account of the practical representations and algorithms developed
by us for inverse rendering under complex illumination, than in
our earlier SIGGRAPH paper [13], which is also included in the
course notes. Here, we assume the theoretical framework and focus in more detail on the practical algorithms for inverse rendering
under complex illumination. Specifically, we present a more detailed version of the derivations and algorithms in sections 5.3 and
6 of the SIGGRAPH paper. That paper will be the point of reference for the background, theoretical analysis, and results, and we
will frequently refer to the appropriate sections there, as required.
The rest of these course notes are organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize the complications that arise in practice, and
the key theoretical ideas that are relevant for practical inverse rendering problems. In section 3, we use these ideas to derive a new
low-parameter dual angular and frequency space representation applied in the next section. Section 4 presents our new practical algorithms in detail, and illustrates the concepts using spheres of different materials. Finally, section 5 concludes these course notes
and discusses unsolved problems that may be directions for future
work.
∗
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Preliminaries

The input to our algorithms consists of object geometry (acquired
using a laser range scanner and a volumetric merging algorithm [1])
and photographs from a number of different viewing directions,
with known extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. We assume
static scenes, i.e. that the object remains stationary and the lighting
remains the same between views. Our method is a passive-vision
approach; we do not actively disturb the environment. We will also
assume the illumination comes from distant sources, and is a function only of the global incident direction, which can be represented
with an environment map. For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves
to isotropic BRDFs and neglect the effects of interreflection. Our
theoretical analysis also discounts self-shadowing for concave surfaces, although our practical algorithms will account for it where
necessary. Our assumptions (known geometry, distant illumination, isotropic BRDFs and no interreflections) are commonly made
in computer vision and interactive computer graphics.
Recently, we have developed a signal-processing framework [13] for reflection based on the assumptions outlined above,
ignoring concavities and self-shadowing. Thus, the reflected light
field can be expressed as a spherical convolution of the incident
illumination and the BRDF, and written as a product of spherical
harmonic coefficients of the lighting and BRDF. This allows us to
view inverse rendering as deconvolution, or as a factorization of the
reflected light field into the lighting and BRDF. Our theory leads
to several new insights by reformulating reflection in the frequency
domain. However, the frequency-space ideas must be put into practice carefully. This is analogous to practical implementation of the
Fourier-space theory of aliasing. The ideal Fourier-space bandpass
filter in the spatial domain, the sinc function, is usually modified for
practical purposes because it has infinite extent and leads to ringing. Similarly, representing BRDFs purely as a linear combination
of spherical harmonics leads to ringing. Moreover, in practical applications, the following complications often arise. Below, we list
the important practical issues, followed by a discussion of the practical implications of the theory, and how we address these issues.

2.1 Practical Complications
Small number of photographs: Our signal-processing
framework [13] allows us to derive analytic formulae for the lighting and BRDF spherical harmonic coefficients. However, these formulae require knowledge of all the reflected light field coefficients.
In practical applications, we often want to work with a small number of photographs. Just as it is difficult to compute Fourier spectra
from sparse irregularly sampled data, it is difficult to compute the
reflected light field coefficients from a few photographs; we would
require a very large number of input images, densely sampling the
entire sphere of possible directions. Therefore, we use ideas from
the theory to derive a simple practical low-parameter model of the
reflected light field for the microfacet BRDF, that simultaneously
uses the angular domain and the frequency domain.
Concave objects and self shadowing: Real geometry can
often be complex with self shadowing due to concave regions. As
discussed in the next subsection, we use associativity of convolution to blur the illumination and treat the specular BRDF component like a mirror. This allows us to simply check the reflected ray
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for shadowing, which is straightforward in a raytracer.
Concavities (or multiple objects) also lead to interreflections.
We have not yet addressed this issue, but we believe an iterative
solution, similar to that used by Yu et al. [18] should be applicable.
Textured objects: Finally, our theoretical analysis does not account for spatial variation in the BRDF. Here, we make the common
assumption that this spatial variation can be accounted for simply
by texture-mapping the BRDF parameters, i.e. the diffuse and specular reflectivities.

2.2 Practical implications of theory
We now discuss a number of key insights and quantitative results
obtained from the theory that influence our practical representations, which address the issues raised above.
Dual Angular and Frequency-Space Representations:
Quantities local in angular space have broad frequency spectra and
vice-versa. By developing a frequency-space view of reflection,
we ensure that we can use either the angular-space or frequencyspace representation, or even a combination of the two. The diffuse BRDF component is slowly varying in angular-space, but is
local in frequency-space, while the specular BRDF component is
local in the angular domain. For representing the lighting, the
frequency-space view is appropriate for the diffuse BRDF component, while the angular-space view is appropriate for the specular component. In the next section, we derive a dual angular and
frequency-space representation for the reflected light field from
the microfacet BRDF model. A similar form can be derived for
other common BRDFs like the Phong reflection model. This lowparameter representation may be used for inverse rendering when
we have only a small number of photographs available, i.e. sparse
sampling of the reflected light field.
Irradiance formula: For the Lambertian BRDF component, we
have derived [12] a simple analytic formula, and have shown that
the irradiance at all surface orientations can be approximated to
within 1% using only 9 parameters, i.e. coefficients of spherical
harmonics up to order 2. Thus, it makes sense to apply this simple
formula where possible, representing the diffuse component of the
reflected light field in the frequency domain.
Associativity of convolution: Because the coefficients of the
reflected light field in the frequency domain are simply a product of
the spherical harmonic coefficients of the incident illumination and
the BRDF, we may apply the associativity of convolution. Thus, we
can blur the illumination and sharpen the BRDF without changing
the final results. In the extreme case, for specular models like the
Phong BRDF, we may treat the BRDF as a mirror, while blurring
the illumination, convolving it with the BRDF filter. Within the
context of environment map rendering [4, 11], this is known as
prefiltering. Besides increased efficiency, this approach also allows
for very efficient approximate computation of cast shadows due to
concave surfaces. One need simply check the reflected ray, as if the
surface were a mirror, which is a simple operation in a raytracer.
Separation of slow and fast-varying lighting: In general,
because the lighting and BRDF are not one-dimensional quantities,
applying the associativity property above destroys the symmetries
and reciprocity of the BRDF, so we cannot simply blur the illumination and treat the BRDF as a perfect mirror. However, for
radially symmetric specular BRDFs, like the Phong model, where
the BRDF depends only on the angle between the incident illumination and the reflection of the viewing direction about the surface
normal, this is a valid operation. Therefore, we separate the illumination into slow and fast-varying components, corresponding
to area sources and point sources. It can be shown that for lowfrequency lighting, models like the microfacet BRDF (TorranceSparrow [17] model) behave much like a Phong model (the dom-
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inant term is Phong-like reflection), so that we may blur the illumination and treat the BRDF as a mirror. Furthermore, the largest
errors in this approximation occur for grazing angles, where measurements are accorded low confidence in practical applications
anyway. The fast-varying lighting components may be treated as
point sources, which makes it easy to find angular-space formulae
for the reflected light field.
It should be noted that the theoretical analysis is conducted without taking concavities into account. We will derive our representation in the next section under the convex-surface assumption. However, we will also show there how the representation can be simply
extended to account for textured objects and cast shadows.

3

Dual angular and frequency-space representation

In a sense, the practical implications discussed above simply formalize a reflection model commonly used when rendering with environment maps. In that context, the BRDF is assumed to be a
combination of Lambertian diffuse and Phong specular reflection.
The reflected light is then the combination of a diffuse irradiance
map due to the Lambertian BRDF component and a specular reflection map due to the specular Phong lobe. Our theoretical analysis allows for two practical improvements to be made. Firstly,
the irradiance map can be represented using only 9 parameters in
the frequency domain, which makes computations more efficient
and compact. Secondly, we may use a single angular-space reflection map as a good approximation for the specular reflections,
even for more complex physically-based BRDFs like the microfacet model [17], provided we first separate the lighting into slow
and fast-varying components. This section is an expanded version
of section 5.3 in our SIGGRAPH paper [13].
We will use a simplified Torrance-Sparrow [17] model, defined
as follows.
ρ(
ωi , ωo )

=

ωh


=

F

=

S

=

Kd + Ks

FS
4 cos θi cos θo

o
ωi + ω


ωi + ω
o 
F (µ, θo )
F (µ, 0)


1
exp − (θh /σ)2
πσ 2
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Here, ρ is the BRDF, and σ is the surface roughness parameter. The
BRDF is a function of incoming and outgoing directions (
ωi , ωo ).
The incident and outgoing angles with respect to the surface normal
are denoted by θi and θo . Note that for clarity, we have dropped the
primes as compared to the SIGGRAPH paper, since there is now
no confusion regarding global or local coordinates. The subscript
h stands for the half-way vector. F (µ, θo ) is the Fresnel term for
refractive index µ; we normalize it to be 1 at normal exitance. Actually, F depends on the angle with respect to the half-way vector;
in practice, this angle is usually very close to θo . For simplicity
in the analysis, we have omitted the geometric attenuation factor
G. In practice, this omission is not very significant except for observations made at grazing angles, which are usually assigned low
confidence anyway in practical applications.

3.1 Model for reflected light field
Our model for the reflected light from the microfacet BRDF now
includes three terms.
B = Bd + Bs,slow + Bs,f ast

(2)
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Here, B is the net reflected light field. The component because of
the diffuse part in the BRDF is denoted Bd . Bs,slow represents
specularities from the slowly-varying lighting, and Bs,f ast specular highlights from the fast varying lighting component.
We may represent and compute Bd in the frequency domain by
using the irradiance formula (which corresponds directly to the reflection from a Lambertian surface). We use the 9 parameter representation, explicitly noting the frequency l ≤ 2.
=

Bd
E(α, β)

Kd E(α, β)
2


=



Âl

l=0

+l



Llm Ylm (α, β)

(3)

m=−l

Here, E is the irradiance, and Kd is the albedo or coefficient for
diffuse reflection. The surface is parameterized by its orientation
or surface normal in spherical coordinates (α, β). The spherical
harmonics are denoted by Ylm , and the spherical harmonic coefficients of the lighting by Llm . The numerical values of Âl are given
by
Â0 = π

Â1 = 2π/3

Â2 = π/4

(4)
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3.2 Textures and shadowing
We now show how to extend our representation to account for object textures and self-shadowing on complex concave geometry.
The representation can be extended to textured surfaces simply by
letting the BRDF parameters (such as Kd and Ks ) be functions of
surface location. It would appear that concave regions, where one
part of the surface may shadow another, are a more serious problem since our theory is developed for convex objects and assumes
no self-shadowing. However, in the remainder of this section, we
will see that the extensions necessary mainly just involve checking
for shadowing of the reflected ray and directional sources, which
are routine operations in a raytracer.
We consider each of the three terms in our model of the reflected
light field. In the presence of shadows, the 9 parameter model can
no longer be used to directly compute Bd . Instead, the irradiance
may be computed in the more conventional angular-space way by
integrating the scene lighting while considering visibility. Alternatively, we can continue to use a spherical harmonic approximation, making use of the linearity of light transport. Note that the
irradiance can still be written as a linear combination of lighting
coefficients. Thus, we may replace equation 3 by
Bd

For Bs,slow , we filter the lighting, and treat the BRDF as a mir denoting the reflected direction, and Lslow the filtered
ror. With R
version of the lighting, we obtain

Bs,slow = Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)

(5)

The filtered version of the illumination Lslow is obtained by multiplying the illumination coefficients by those of a filter corresponding to the term S in the microfacet BRDF of equation 1, i.e.





= exp − (σl)2 Llm
Lslow
lm

(6)

In the angular domain, this corresponds to convolving with a filter
of angular width approximately σ−1 , or using a normalized Phong
lobe with Phong exponent 12 σ −2 .
For the fast varying portion of the lighting—corresponding to
sources of angular width  σ—we treat the total energy of the
source, given by an integral over the (small) solid angle subtended,
as located at its center, so the lighting is a delta function. Bs,f ast
is given by the standard equation for the specular highlight from
a directional source. The extra factor of 4 cos θo in the denominator as compared to equation 5 comes from the relation between
differential microfacet and global solid angles.
Bs,f ast
Tj (σ)

Ks F (µ, θo ) 
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4 cos θo
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=
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πσ 2
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The subscript j denotes a particular directional source; there could
be several. Note that Lj,f ast is now the total energy of the source.
For BRDF estimation, it is convenient to expand out these equations, making dependence on the BRDF parameters explicit.
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Here, we have increased the maximum frequency from 2 to lmax ,
where lmax can be larger than 2. Further, we have replaced the
spherical harmonics with Ỹlm . Ỹlm is the effect of the illumination spherical harmonic Ylm . Since this effect now depends on the
specific shadowing patterns, we have replaced the surface normal
(α, β) with the position 
x. For convex objects, as per equation 3,
Ỹlm (
x) = Âl Ylm (α, β).
For the specular components of the reflected light field, we simply check if the reflected ray (for the “slow” component) or the
point sources (for the “fast” component) are shadowed. The main
benefit is for slow specularities, where instead of a complex integration including visibility, the effects of shadowing are approximated
simply by checking the reflected ray. It should be emphasized that
in all cases, the corrections for visibility depend only on object
geometry and viewing configuration (to determine the reflected direction), and can be precomputed for each point on the object using
a ray tracer. Thus, we may replace equation 5 by
 (R)

Bs,slow = Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)V

(10)

where V is a binary value specifying if the reflected ray is unshadowed. Similarly, a visibility term needs to multiply Tj in equation 7. Putting it all together, and including the effects of textures,
by making the diffuse and specular reflectances function of position

x, equation 8 becomes
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Algorithms

This section presents our practical algorithms for a broad range of
inverse rendering problems under complex illumination, with simple illustrations using spheres of different materials. The objective
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is to describe some of our practical algorithms in greater detail than
in sections 6.1-6.3 of our SIGGRAPH paper. The first part of section 6 in that paper contains details on image acquisition and experimental setup, which will not be duplicated here. Similarly, refer
to section 6.4 of our SIGGRAPH paper for results using complex
geometric and textured objects.
We describe two types of methods—algorithms that recover coefficients of a purely frequency-space description of the lighting
or BRDF by representing these quantities as a sum of spherical
harmonic terms, and algorithms that estimate parameters corresponding to our dual angular and frequency-space model of section 3. Section 4.1 on BRDF estimation discusses direct recovery of spherical harmonic BRDF coefficients, as well as estimation
of parametric microfacet BRDFs using equations 8 and 11. Similarly, section 4.2 demonstrates direct recovery of spherical harmonic lighting coefficients, as well as estimation of a dual angular and frequency-space lighting description as per the model of
section 3. Finally, section 4.3 shows how to combine BRDF and
lighting estimation techniques to simultaneously recover the lighting and BRDF parameters, when both are unknown. In this case,
we do not show direct recovery of spherical harmonic coefficients,
as we have thus far found this to be impractical.

4.1 Inverse BRDF with known lighting
Estimation of Spherical Harmonic BRDF coefficients:
Spherical harmonics and Zernike polynomials have been fit [7] to
measured BRDF data, but previous work has not tried to estimate
coefficients directly. Since the BRDF is linear in the coefficients
ρ̂lpq , we simply solve a linear system to determine ρ̂lpq , to minimize the RMS error with respect to image observations1 . It should
be noted that in so doing, we are effectively interpolating (and extrapolating) the reflected light field to the entire 4D space, from a
limited number of images.
Figure 1 compares the parametric BRDFs estimated under complex lighting to BRDFs measured using a single point source with
the method of Marschner et al. [10]. As expected [7], the recovered
BRDFs exhibit ringing. One way to reduce ringing is to attenuate
high-frequency coefficients. According to our theory, this is equivalent to using low frequency lighting. Therefore, as seen in figure 1,
images rendered with low-frequency lighting do not exhibit ringing
and closely match real photographs, since only the low-frequency
components of the BRDF are important. However, images rendered
using directional sources show significant ringing.
For practical applications, it is usually more convenient to recover low-parameter BRDF models since these are compact, can
be estimated from relatively fewer observations, and do not exhibit ringing. In the rest of this section, we will derive improved
inverse rendering algorithms, assuming a parametric microfacet
BRDF model.

4
0

φ

360

0

BRDF
slices
θ ’o =63

θ ’i
90

Real (Marschner)

Order 6

Order 12

Images
Real
Rendered
Low-Frequency Lighting

Rendered
Directional Source

Figure 1: Top: Slices of the BRDF transfer function of a teflon
sphere for fixed exitant angle of 63◦ . θo varies linearly from 0◦ to
90◦ from top to bottom, and | φo − φi | linearly from 0◦ to 360◦
from left to right. The central bright feature is the specular highlight. Left is the BRDF slice independently measured using the approach of Marschner et al. [10], middle is the recovered value using
a maximum order 6, and right is the recovered version for order 12.
Ringing is apparent in both recovered BRDFs. The right version is
sharper, but exhibits more pronounced ringing. Bottom: Left is
an actual photograph; the lighting is low-frequency from a large
area source. Middle is a rendering using the recovered BRDF for
order 6 and the same lighting. Since the lighting is low-frequency,
only low-frequency components of the BRDF are important, and
the rendering appears very similar to the photograph even though
the recovered BRDF does not include frequencies higher than order
6. Right is a rendering with a directional source at the viewpoint,
and exhibits ringing.
We tested our algorithm on the spheres. Since the lighting includes high and low-frequency components (a directional source
and an area source), the theory predicts that parameter estimation
is well-conditioned. To validate our algorithm, we compared parameters recovered under complex lighting for one of the samples, a white teflon sphere, to those obtained by fitting to the full
BRDF separately measured by us using the method of Marschner et
al. [10]. Unlike most previous work on BRDF estimation, we consider the Fresnel term. It should be noted that accurate estimates
for the refractive index µ require correct noise-free measurements
at grazing angles. Since these measurements tend to be the most
error-prone, there will be small errors in the estimated values of µ
for some materials. Nevertheless, we find the Fresnel term important for reproducing accurate specular highlights at oblique angles.
It should also be noted that while the results are quite accurate,
there is still potential for future work on appropriate error metrics,
especially for estimation of the roughness σ; a linear RMS error
may not always be optimal.

Estimation of parametric BRDF model: We estimate
BRDF parameters under general known lighting distributions using equation 8. The inputs are images that sample the reflected
light field B. We perform the estimation using nested procedures.
In the outer procedure, a simplex algorithm adjusts the nonlinear
parameters µ and σ to minimize RMS error with respect to image
pixels. In the inner procedure, a linear problem is solved for Kd
and Ks . For numerical work, we use the simplex method e04ccc
and linear solvers f01qcc and f01qdc in the NAG [5] C libraries. The main difference from previous work is that equation 8
provides a principled way of accounting for all components of the
lighting and BRDF, allowing for the use of general illumination
conditions.

Figure 2: Comparison of BRDF parameters recovered by our algorithm under complex lighting to those fit to measurements made by
the method of Marschner et al. [10].

1
Since the number of image pixels in a number of views can be very large, we
randomly subsample the data for computational simplicity. We have used 12000 randomly selected image pixels.

The results in figure 2 show that the estimates of BRDF parameters from our method are quite accurate, and there is only a small

Parameter
Reflectance
Kd /(Kd + Ks )
Ks /(Kd + Ks )
µ
σ
RM S

Our Method
0.86
0.89
0.11
1.78
0.12
9.3%

Fit to Data
0.87
0.91
0.09
1.85
0.13
8.5%
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increase in the error-of-fit when using parameters recovered by our
algorithm to fit the measured BRDF. We also determined percentage RMS errors between images rendered using recovered BRDFs
and real photographs to be between 5 and 10%. A visual comparison is shown in the first and third rows of figure 7. All these results
indicate that, as expected theoretically, we can accurately estimate
BRDFs even under complex lighting.
Textured objects with complex geometry: Handling concavities in complex geometric objects is not significantly more difficult, since we simply need to take visibility into account, and use
equation 11 instead of equation 8. Equation 11 can also be used
directly to estimate textured BRDFs. However, there are a number
of subtle differences from direct BRDF estimation, which are noted
below.
In considering textured surfaces, we essentially wish to consider
each point on the surface separately, estimating a BRDF for each
point independently from observations of that point alone. However, we now have only a few observations for each point (the
number of images used). If there were no image noise, and our
simplified four parameter microfacet model were a perfectly accurate description of the surface, this would still be sufficient. However, in practice, we are not able to reliably estimate the nonlinear parameters from such sparse data. This is true even for point
source illumination, and has been observed by many authors. In
our case, since we have complex illumination, the problem is even
harder. Therefore, like much previous work, we assume the nonlinear parameters σ and µ are constant across the surface. A weaker
assumption would be to allow them to vary slowly, or break the
surface into regions of constant µ and σ.
Therefore, we will solve for the global nonlinear parameters σ
x) and
and µ, as well as the diffuse and specular textures, Kd (
x). The corresponding radiance values for each image obserKs (
vation can be written as
x)D + Ks (
x)S(µ, σ)
B = Kd (

(12)

where D and S stand for the diffuse and specular components computed from equation 11. These depend only on the lighting and
viewing configuration, and S also depends on the nonlinear parameters µ and σ. It should be noted that much previous work has
assumed constant values for the specular coefficient. The reason
is that specularities are not usually observed over the whole object
surface. By using complex illumination, we alleviate this problem
somewhat, since large regions of the object can exhibit specularity
in a single image. Nevertheless, there might be dimly lit regions or
places where no specularities are observed in a sequence of views,
and we will not be able to estimate coefficients in these regions.
Therefore, we introduce confidence measures to enscapsulate the
importance of each observation.
Wd

=

Ws

=

D cos θo
+S
S cos θo

(13)

Here, Wd and Ws are the confidence parameters for diffuse and
specular reflection respectively. The multiplication by cos θo is to
give less weight to observations made at grazing exitant angles. is
a small constant to avoid divisions by 0. In the diffuse weight Wd ,
we give greater importance to well illuminated pixels (high values
of D) without too much specularity. In the specular weight Ws , we
give importance to pixels observing strong specular reflections S.
Parameter estimation now proceeds much as BRDF estimation
for untextured surfaces. Initially, we solve for values of the nonlinear parameters µ and σ using a simplex algorithm (outer loop). To
account for regions where specularity is not strongly observed, in
this phase, we include Ks as a global parameter to be solved for.
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In the inner loop of the procedure, we solve (at each point sepax) to minimize the RMS error over all views. The
rately) for Kd (
output from this stage are parameters Ks , µ and σ, as well as an
x). We use these global
initial estimate of the diffuse texture Kd (
values of µ and σ. The global estimated value of Ks will be used
in regions where a better estimate is not possible, but will in general be refined. In this first pass of the algorithm, we weight each
observation using the confidence weight Wd .
We then use an iterative scheme to refine the estimates of Ks
and Kd . While we could simply solve a linear system, corresponding to equation 12, for each vertex on the object, we have obtained
better results using an iterative scheme, alternatively solving for
x) and Ks (
x) while keeping the other fixed. Since we use
Kd (
the dielectric model, Ks has no color, and we recover 4 linear texture parameters for each pixel (a diffuse RGB color and a specular
coefficient). It should be noted that different confidence weights
(Wd or Ws ) are used in the iteration, depending on whether we are
estimating the diffuse or specular component of the texture. We
start by using a constant value of Ks , and the corresponding value
x) recovered in the first phase, where we solved for µ and
of Kd (
x) fixed and solve for Ks (
x). Thereafter,
σ. We then hold Kd (
we hold Ks (
x) fixed and solve for Kd (
x), and repeat this process
till convergence to the desired tolerance, which usually takes a few
iterations.
Ws or
Wd (the sumThere can of course be cases where
mation is over all views of that point) are too low (numerically zero)
to accurately estimate specular or diffuse textures respectively. This
corresponds to not observing specularities (when Ws is close to
0), or having the point being so dimly lit that the texture isn’t disWd is close to 0). In the former case, we simply
cernible (when
use the mean value of the specular texture, while in the latter case,
we mark the diffuse texture estimate as unreliable. It should be
noted that using complex illumination greatly reduces the number
of points where this is an issue, since much more of the object receives illumination and exhibits specularities than with a point light
source.

4.2 Inverse Lighting with Known BRDF
Previous methods for estimating the lighting have been developed
only for the special cases of mirror BRDFs (a gazing sphere), Lambertian BRDFs (Marschner and Greenberg [9]), and when shadows are present (Sato et al. [14]). Previous methods [9, 14] have
also required regularization using penalty terms with user-specified
weights, and have been limited by the computational complexity of their formulations to a coarse discretization of the sphere.
We present two new algorithms for curved surfaces with general
BRDFs. The first method directly recovers spherical harmonic
lighting coefficients Llm . The second algorithm estimates parameters of the dual angular and frequency-space lighting model of section 2. This method requires no explicit regularization, and yields
high-resolution results that are sharper than those from the first algorithm, but is more difficult to extend to concave surfaces.
The theory tells us that inverse lighting is ill-conditioned for
high-frequencies. Therefore, we will recover only low-frequency
continuous lighting distributions, and will not explicitly account for
directional sources, i.e. we assume that Bs,f ast = 0. The reflected
light field is essentially independent of the surface roughness σ under these conditions, so our algorithms do not explicitly use σ. The
theory predicts that the recovered illumination will be a filtered version of the real lighting. Directional sources will appear as filtered
into continuous distributions of angular width approximately σ.
Estimation of Spherical Harmonic Lighting coefficients:
We may represent the lighting entirely in frequency-space by coefficients Llm with l ≤ l∗ , and solve a linear least-squares system for
Llm . The first term in parentheses below corresponds to Bd , and
the second to Bs,slow . The cutoff l∗ is used for regularization, and
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should be of order l∗ ∼ σ −1 . Since most materials have σ ∼ .1,
we use l∗ = 12.

1

∗

B=

l
l



Phase 2

B
2

1

L lm

(14)
To extend this to concave surfaces, we simply need to add terms
corresponding to visibility and shadowing, following equation 11,
but the problem remains a linear system.

+

L lm

φ
θ

Input

Phase 1
Bs,slow

∗

B=

Bd

=

Llm Kd Âl Ylm (α, β) + Ks F Ylm (θR , φR )

l=0 m=−l

l
l



2

Bd

L

Llm Kd Ỹlm (
x) + Ks F V (θR , φR )Ylm (θR , φR )

l=0 m=−l

(15)
Estimation of Parametric Dual Lighting Model: Another
approach is to estimate the dual angular and frequency-space lighting model of section 3. Our algorithm is based on subtracting out
the diffuse component Bd of the reflected light field. After this,
we treat the object as a mirror sphere, recovering a high-resolution
angular-space version of the illumination from the specular component alone. To determine Bd , we need only the 9 lowest frequencyspace coefficients Llm with l ≤ 2. Our algorithm uses the following methods to convert between angular and frequency-space:
1. 9 parameters to High-Resolution Lighting: The inputs to
phase 1 are the coefficients L1lm . These suffice to find Bd1 by
equation 3. Since we assumed that Bs,f ast = 0,
Bs,slow

Lslow (R)

=

 = B − Bd1 (L1lm )
Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)

=

B−
Ks F (µ, θo )

Figure 3: Estimation of dual lighting representation. In phase 1,
we use frequency-space parameters L1lm to compute diffuse component Bd1 . This is subtracted from the input image, leaving the specular component, from which the angular-space lighting is found.
In phase 2, we compute coefficients L2lm , which can be used to
determine Bd2 . The consistency condition is that Bd1 = Bd2 or
L1lm = L2lm . In this and all subsequent figures, the lighting is visualized by unwrapping the sphere so θ ranges in equal increments
from 0 to π from top to bottom, and φ ranges in equal increments
from 0 to 2π from left to right (so the image wraps around in the
horizontal direction).

Phase 2 to compute the lighting coefficients can also be written as a linear expression in terms of all the (discretized) reflected
directions.
L2lm =

Bd1 (L1lm )

N
N
2π 2  
∗
sin θi Lslow (θi , φj )Ylm
(θi , φj )
N2

(17)

i=1 j=1

We assume the BRDF parameters are known, and B is the
input to the algorithm, so the right-hand side can be evaluated.
In practice, we will have several observations corresponding
to the reflected direction, and these will be weighted by the
appropriate confidence and combined. For simplicity, the rest
of the mathematical discussion will assume without loss of
generality, that there is a single image observation for each
reflected direction.

Here, N is the angular resolution, with the summation being a discrete version of the integral to find lighting coefficients.
But, the summation on the right hand side can be written in terms
of lighting coefficients L1lm , simply by plugging in the formula for
Lslow . We now obtain,

2. High-Resolution Lighting to 9 parameters: Using the angular space values L found from the first phase, we can easily
find the 9 frequency-space parameters of the lighting L2lm .

Mathematically, the consistency condition allows us to drop the
superscripts, reducing the above to a linear system for Llm . This
will involve a simple 9 × 9 linear system expressed in terms of a
matrix Ql m ,lm .

L2lm

2π 2
=
N2



N
N



sin θi

U(θi , φj ) −





∗
Ylm
(θi , φj )

Wl m (θi , φj )L1l m

l ,m

i=1 j=1

(18)

Now, assume we run phase 1 (with inputs L1lm ) and phase 2
(with outputs L2lm ) sequentially. The consistency condition is that
L1lm = L2lm —converting from frequency to angular to frequency
space must not change the result. Equivalently, the computed diffuse components must match, i.e. Bd1 (L1lm ) = Bd2 (L2lm ). This is
illustrated in figure 3. Since everything is linear in terms of the
lighting coefficients, the consistency condition reduces to a system
of 9 simultaneous equations. After solving for Llm , we run phase
1 to determine the high-resolution lighting in angular space.
More formally, phase 1 can be written as a linear system in terms
of constants U and Wlm , with (α, β) the coordinates of the surface
normal.
2
l



=

U (θR , φR ) −

U (θR , φR )

=

B
Ks F (µ, θo )

Wlm (θR , φR )

=

Kd Âl Ylm (α, β)
Ks F (µ, θo )

Lslow (θR , φR )

Wlm (θR , φR )L1lm

l=0 m=−l

(16)



2
l



Qlm,l m Ll m = Plm
l =0 m =−l

Plm =

2π 2
N2

(19)



∗
sin θi U(θi , φj )Ylm
(θi , φj )

i,j

Qlm,l ,m = δlm,l m +

2π 2
N2



∗
sin θi Wl m (θi , φj )Ylm
(θi , φj )

i,j

The summations are just discrete versions of integrals that determine the appropriate spherical harmonic coefficients. The above
equation has a very intuitive explanation. It may be derived direction from equation 8, considering the linear system that results for
the first 9 lighting terms. The key idea is that we have reparameterized by the reflection vector, so we may simply take the first 9 coefficients of the reflected light field. The formula for the irradiance
becomes more complicated (because of the reparameterization) but
can still be expressed in terms of the first 9 lighting coefficients.
Mathematically, we can rewrite equation 8 for our purposes as
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B(θR , φR )

=

Kd

l
2



Âl Ll m Yl m (α, β)

l =0 m =−l

Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (θR , φR )

+

(20)

Here, we have simply parameterized the reflected light field by
the reflected direction (θR , φR ). Remember that for simplicity,
we’re assuming a single image, i.e. one value of (α, β) corresponding to each (θR , φR ), with (α, β) a function of (θR , φR ). With
multiple images, we would have to weight contributions appropriately.
Now, it’s a simple enough matter to compute coefficients obtaining


Âl Ll m

Blm = Kd



l ,m

(21)

Here, we have used the notation < ·, · > for the integral or inner
product over the spherical domain of integration. This is what is
computed discretely in equation 19. It can now be seen that equation 21 has the same form as equation 19. Note that in equation 21,
we have multiplied out the denominators, and we use Blm here
instead of Plm .
This inverse lighting method is difficult to extend to concave
surfaces, since the 9 parameter diffuse model is no longer entirely
valid. It is a subject of future work to see if it can be applied simply
by increasing the number of parameters and the size of the matrix
of simultaneous equations to be solved.
Positive regularization: So far, we have not explicitly tried to
ensure positivity of the illumination. In practical applications, the
methods above when applied naively will result in negative values,
especially where the illumination is dark, and there is uncertainty
about the precise value. Regularizing so the results are positive
can also substantially improve the quality of the results by reducing high-frequency noise centered close to the zero point in dark
regions.
We apply positive regularization to the unregularized solution
from either of the previous two methods. For the first method (direct solution of linear system to determine lighting coefficients),
we simply add another term to the RMS error which penalizes negative regions. While this method is a soft constraint and can still
leave some negative regions, we have observed that it works well
in practice. We use a conjugate gradient method to minimize
ν = ν + λ



ν0
κ0


κ

Comparison: Figure 4 compares the methods to each other,
and to a reference solution from a gazing sphere. Both algorithms
give reasonably accurate results. As predicted by the theory, highfrequency components are filtered by the roughness σ. In the first
method, involving direct recovery of Llm , there will still be some
residual energy for l > l∗ . Since we regularize by not considering higher frequencies—we could increase l∗ , but this makes the
result noisier—the recovered lighting is somewhat blurred compared to our dual angular and frequency-space algorithm (second
method). As expected, positive regularization in algorithm 2 results in a smoother solution.
φ

θ

REAL (GAZING SPHERE)

∗
Ylm
(θR , φR ), Yl m (α, β) +Ks F (µ, θo )Llm

(22)

Here, ν is the RMS error corresponding to equation 14 or 15. κ is a
new penalty term added to penalize negative values of the lighting.
ν0 and κ0 are initial values (for the unregularized solution), and λ
weights the importance of the penalty term. λ is a dimensionless
quantity, and we have found experimentally that λ = 1 works well.
The penalty term κ is simply the sum of squares of all lighting
pixels having negative values. Thus, negative values are penalized,
but no penalty is imposed for positive values.
For our second method (using a dual angular and frequencyspace method to estimate the lighting), regularization may be enforced (in step 1) simply by clamping Lslow to 0 if the right hand
side in the first line of equation 16 is negative. This must be taken
into account in the 9 × 9 simultaneous equations, and we solve
the positivity enforced equations with a conjugate gradient method,
using as a starting guess the solution without enforced positivity.
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ALGORITHM 1

ALGORITHM 2

l * = 12

l*= 20

l*= 20

POSITIVE REG.

Figure 4: Comparison of inverse lighting methods. From left to
right, real lighting (from a gazing sphere), recovered illumination
by direct estimation of spherical harmonic coefficients with l∗ = 12
and l∗ = 20, and estimation of dual angular and frequency-space
lighting model. To make the artifacts more apparent, we have set
0 to gray. The results from the dual algorithm are sharper, but still
somewhat blurred because of filtering by σ. A small amount of
ringing occurs for direct coefficient recovery, and can be seen for
l∗ = 12. Using l∗ = 20 makes the solution very noisy. Positive
regularization (rightmost) gives a smoother solution.

4.3 Factorization—Unknown Lighting and BRDF
We can combine the inverse-BRDF and inverse-lighting methods to
factor the reflected light field, simultaneously recovering the lighting and BRDF when both are unknown. Therefore, we are able
to accurately recover BRDFs of curved surfaces under unknown
complex illumination, something which has not previously been
demonstrated. There is an unrecoverable global scale factor, so we
set Kd + Ks = 1; we cannot find absolute reflectance. Also, the
theory predicts that for low-frequency lighting, estimation of the
surface roughness σ is ill-conditioned—blurring the lighting while
sharpening the BRDF does not significantly change the reflected
light field. However, for high-frequency lighting, this ambiguity
can be removed. We will use a single manually specified directional source in the recovered lighting distribution to estimate σ.
Algorithm: The algorithm consists of nested procedures. In the
outer loop, we effectively solve an inverse-BRDF problem—a nonlinear simplex algorithm adjusts the BRDF parameters to minimize
error with respect to image pixels. Since Kd + Ks = 1, and σ will
not be solved for till after the lighting and other BRDF parameters
have been recovered, there are only 2 free parameters, Ks and µ.
In the inner procedure, a linear problem is solved to estimate the
lighting for a given set of BRDF parameters, using the methods of
the previous subsection. Pseudocode is given below.
// Input images
global Binput
// BRDF parameters
global Kd ,Ks ,µ,σ
global L
// Lighting
procedure Factor
Minimize(Ks ,µ,ObjFun)
// Simplex Method
σ = FindRoughness(L)
// Figure 5, Equation 23
function ObjFun(Ks ,µ)
Kd = 1 − Ks
// Kd + Ks = 1
// Inverse Lighting
L = Lighting(Kd ,Ks ,µ)
// Predicted Light Field
Bpred = Predict(L,Kd ,Ks ,µ)
// RMS Error
return RMS(Binput ,Bpred )
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Finding σ using a directional source: If a directional
source is present—and manually specified by us in the recovered
lighting—we can estimate σ by equating specular components predicted by equations 5 and 7 for the center, i.e. brightest point, of
the light source at normal exitance. An illustration is in figure 5.
Lcen

Ltotal
≈
4πσ 2

(23)

φ
θ

L cen = 1.0

Teflon

Color: We have so far ignored issues of color, assuming the three
color channels are considered separately. However, in the case of
BRDF recovery under unknown lighting, there is a separate scale
factor associated with each color channel. In order to obtain accurate colors for the BRDF and lighting components, we need some
way to relate these 3 scale factors. For dielectrics, the specular
component Ks is not spectrally sensitive, i.e. it is the same for red,
green, and blue channels. The recovered BRDFs are scaled in order
to make this hold. The issue is trickier for metals. There is a fundamental ambiguity between the color of the BRDF and the color
of the lighting. We resolve this by considering the average color
of the metallic surface as corresponding to white light. The use of
more sophisticated color-space separation methods such as that of
Klinker et al [6] might bring further benefits.
Results: We used the method of this subsection—with the dual
angular and frequency-space algorithm for inverse lighting—to factor the light field for the spheres, simultaneously estimating the
BRDF and lighting. The same setup and lighting were used for
all the spheres so we could compare the recovered illumination distributions.
We see from figure 6 that the BRDF estimates under unknown
lighting are accurate. Absolute errors are small, compared to parameters recovered under known lighting. The only significant
anomalies are the slightly low values for the refractive index µ—
caused because we cannot know the high-frequency lighting components, which are necessary for more accurately estimating the
Fresnel term. We are also able to estimate a filtered version of the
lighting. As shown in figure 7, the recovered lighting distributions
from all the samples are largely consistent. As predicted by the
theory, the directional source is spread out to different extents depending on how rough the surface is, i.e. the value of σ. Finally,
figure 7 shows that rendered images using the estimated lighting
and BRDF are almost indistinguishable from real photographs.
This section has been a detailed presentation of our practical algorithms for inverse rendering under complex illumination, using
spheres of different materials to illustrate the concepts. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, our results using complex

Sandblasted

Bronze

Painted

Rendered
Images
Unknown
Lighting
Rendered
Images
Known
Lighting
Recovered
Lighting
φ

θ

Real lighting

Figure 5: We manually specify (red box) the region corresponding
to the directional source in a visualization of the lighting. The algorithm then determines Lcen , the intensity at the center (brightest
point), Ltot , the total energy integrated over the region specified by
the red box, and computes σ using equation 23. The method does
not depend on the size of the red box—provided it encloses the entire (filtered) source—nor the precise shape into which the source
is filtered in the recovered lighting.

Delrin

Real
Images

L tot = 0.14
σ = 0.11

8

Filtered version
of real lighting
σ=0.12

Figure 7: Spheres rendered using BRDFs estimated under known
(section 4.1) and unknown (section 4.3) lighting. The algorithm in
section 4.3 also recovers the lighting. Since there is an unknown
global scale, we scale the recovered lighting distributions in order
to compare them. The recovered illumination is largely consistent
between all samples, and is similar to a filtered version of the real
lighting. As predicted by the theory, the different roughnesses σ
cause the directional source to be spread out to different extents.
The filtered source is slightly elongated or asymmetric because the
microfacet BRDF is not completely symmetric about the reflection
vector.
geometric models and textured objects are found in section 6.4 of
our SIGGRAPH paper [13], to which we refer the reader for examples of images created by applying our algorithms to real-world
objects under complex illumination conditions.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have considered the problem of complex illumination in inverse
rendering. The use of realistic lighting and materials is likely to be
of increasing importance in graphics and vision, and inverse rendering to acquire real-world material properties is likely to be a
significant future direction. The use of natural lighting is becoming increasingly common in computer graphics and vision, and the
techniques presented here allow for inverse rendering to be applied
in arbitrary uncontrolled conditions rather than a laboratory setting.
Furthermore, in certain cases, complex illumination may help in
solving inverse problems, such as by allowing a much larger fraction of an image to exhibit specularity. Dror et al. [3] have also
shown that people perceive reflectance properties much more easily under natural illumination.
However, this is only the first step in solving inverse problems
under complex illumination. There are a number of open problems
that remain subjects for future work. There has been relatively little
work on BRDF representations in between low-parameter models
and full measured representations. It is not clear what the best way
to measure factored or separable BRDF representations is, or how
to estimate these or higher-dimensional representations under complex illumination. We have not considered statistical properties of
the illumination, that may allow us to simultaneously determine
the lighting, BRDF and texture. All of our examples use a small
number of images, and an interesting future direction is whether
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Material
Teflon
Delrin
Neoprene Rubber
Sandblasted Steel
Bronze
Painted

Known
0.89
0.87
0.92
0.20
(.15,.08,.05)
(.62,.71,.62)

Kd
Unknown
0.87
0.88
0.93
0.14
(.09,.07,.07)
(.67,.75,.64)
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Ks
Known
0.11
0.13
0.08
0.80
(.85,.68,.59)
0.29

Unknown
0.13
0.12
0.07
0.86
(.91,.69,.55)
0.25

Known
1.78
1.44
1.49
1.38

µ
Unknown
1.48
1.35
1.34
1.15

Known
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.12
0.15

σ
Unknown
0.14
0.11
0.10
0.19
0.10
0.15

Figure 6: BRDFs of various spheres, recovered under known (section 4.1) and unknown (section 4.3) lighting. The reported values are
normalized so Kd + Ks = 1. RGB values are reported for colored objects. We see that Ks is much higher for the more specular metallic
spheres, and that σ is especially high for the rough sandblasted sphere. The Fresnel effect is very close to 1 for metals, so we do not consider
the Fresnel term for these spheres.

a single image suffices. We also believe there are more insights
to be obtained from frequency space analysis and new frequency
domain algorithms to be explored for inverse problems. Another
interesting future direction is to preserve and extrapolate the original images to new conditions, using inverse rendering only as a
guide in this extrapolation, but without explicitly computing lighting and reflectance parameters. This would have the potential to
unify inverse and image-based (interpolatory) rendering methods.
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Introduction

In the last few years, there has been a significant amount of research
in inverse rendering, which we are showcasing in this course. The
methods of Debevec et al. [2], Marschner et al. [10], Sato et al. [16],
and others have produced high quality measurements, leading to the
creation of very realistic images. However, most previous work has
been conducted in highly controlled lighting conditions, usually by
careful active positioning of a single point source. Even methods
that work in outdoor conditions, such as those of Yu and Malik [19],
Sato and Ikeuchi [15] and Love [8], are designed specifically for
natural illumination, and assume a simple parametric model for
skylight.
The usefulness of inverse rendering would be greatly enhanced
if it could be applied under general uncontrolled, and possibly unknown, lighting. For instance, this would allow for application in
general unconstrained indoor or outdoor settings, or for estimation
of BRDFs under unknown illumination. There are also a number of
applications to human vision and perception. For instance, Dror et
al. [3] have studied reflectance classification from a single image of
a sphere under complex illumination to clarify how well the human
visual system perceives materials, and to develop computational
vision methods for the same task.
One reason there has previously been relatively little work in
considering complex illumination is the lack of a common theoretical framework for determining under what conditions inverse problems can and cannot be solved, and for making principled approximations. Recently, we [12, 13] have developed a signal-processing
framework for reflection on a curved surface, whereby the reflected
light field can be viewed as a spherical convolution of the incident
illumination and the BRDF. This framework can be used to determine the well-posedness of inverse problems, i.e. analyze which
inverse problems can be solved, and to make appropriate approximations. In particular, inverse rendering may be viewed as deconvolution.
The purpose of these course notes is to provide a more detailed
account of the practical representations and algorithms developed
by us for inverse rendering under complex illumination, than in
our earlier SIGGRAPH paper [13], which is also included in the
course notes. Here, we assume the theoretical framework and focus in more detail on the practical algorithms for inverse rendering
under complex illumination. Specifically, we present a more detailed version of the derivations and algorithms in sections 5.3 and
6 of the SIGGRAPH paper. That paper will be the point of reference for the background, theoretical analysis, and results, and we
will frequently refer to the appropriate sections there, as required.
The rest of these course notes are organized as follows. In section 2, we summarize the complications that arise in practice, and
the key theoretical ideas that are relevant for practical inverse rendering problems. In section 3, we use these ideas to derive a new
low-parameter dual angular and frequency space representation applied in the next section. Section 4 presents our new practical algorithms in detail, and illustrates the concepts using spheres of different materials. Finally, section 5 concludes these course notes
and discusses unsolved problems that may be directions for future
work.
∗
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Preliminaries

The input to our algorithms consists of object geometry (acquired
using a laser range scanner and a volumetric merging algorithm [1])
and photographs from a number of different viewing directions,
with known extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. We assume
static scenes, i.e. that the object remains stationary and the lighting
remains the same between views. Our method is a passive-vision
approach; we do not actively disturb the environment. We will also
assume the illumination comes from distant sources, and is a function only of the global incident direction, which can be represented
with an environment map. For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves
to isotropic BRDFs and neglect the effects of interreflection. Our
theoretical analysis also discounts self-shadowing for concave surfaces, although our practical algorithms will account for it where
necessary. Our assumptions (known geometry, distant illumination, isotropic BRDFs and no interreflections) are commonly made
in computer vision and interactive computer graphics.
Recently, we have developed a signal-processing framework [13] for reflection based on the assumptions outlined above,
ignoring concavities and self-shadowing. Thus, the reflected light
field can be expressed as a spherical convolution of the incident
illumination and the BRDF, and written as a product of spherical
harmonic coefficients of the lighting and BRDF. This allows us to
view inverse rendering as deconvolution, or as a factorization of the
reflected light field into the lighting and BRDF. Our theory leads
to several new insights by reformulating reflection in the frequency
domain. However, the frequency-space ideas must be put into practice carefully. This is analogous to practical implementation of the
Fourier-space theory of aliasing. The ideal Fourier-space bandpass
filter in the spatial domain, the sinc function, is usually modified for
practical purposes because it has infinite extent and leads to ringing. Similarly, representing BRDFs purely as a linear combination
of spherical harmonics leads to ringing. Moreover, in practical applications, the following complications often arise. Below, we list
the important practical issues, followed by a discussion of the practical implications of the theory, and how we address these issues.

2.1 Practical Complications
Small number of photographs: Our signal-processing
framework [13] allows us to derive analytic formulae for the lighting and BRDF spherical harmonic coefficients. However, these formulae require knowledge of all the reflected light field coefficients.
In practical applications, we often want to work with a small number of photographs. Just as it is difficult to compute Fourier spectra
from sparse irregularly sampled data, it is difficult to compute the
reflected light field coefficients from a few photographs; we would
require a very large number of input images, densely sampling the
entire sphere of possible directions. Therefore, we use ideas from
the theory to derive a simple practical low-parameter model of the
reflected light field for the microfacet BRDF, that simultaneously
uses the angular domain and the frequency domain.
Concave objects and self shadowing: Real geometry can
often be complex with self shadowing due to concave regions. As
discussed in the next subsection, we use associativity of convolution to blur the illumination and treat the specular BRDF component like a mirror. This allows us to simply check the reflected ray
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for shadowing, which is straightforward in a raytracer.
Concavities (or multiple objects) also lead to interreflections.
We have not yet addressed this issue, but we believe an iterative
solution, similar to that used by Yu et al. [18] should be applicable.
Textured objects: Finally, our theoretical analysis does not account for spatial variation in the BRDF. Here, we make the common
assumption that this spatial variation can be accounted for simply
by texture-mapping the BRDF parameters, i.e. the diffuse and specular reflectivities.

2.2 Practical implications of theory
We now discuss a number of key insights and quantitative results
obtained from the theory that influence our practical representations, which address the issues raised above.
Dual Angular and Frequency-Space Representations:
Quantities local in angular space have broad frequency spectra and
vice-versa. By developing a frequency-space view of reflection,
we ensure that we can use either the angular-space or frequencyspace representation, or even a combination of the two. The diffuse BRDF component is slowly varying in angular-space, but is
local in frequency-space, while the specular BRDF component is
local in the angular domain. For representing the lighting, the
frequency-space view is appropriate for the diffuse BRDF component, while the angular-space view is appropriate for the specular component. In the next section, we derive a dual angular and
frequency-space representation for the reflected light field from
the microfacet BRDF model. A similar form can be derived for
other common BRDFs like the Phong reflection model. This lowparameter representation may be used for inverse rendering when
we have only a small number of photographs available, i.e. sparse
sampling of the reflected light field.
Irradiance formula: For the Lambertian BRDF component, we
have derived [12] a simple analytic formula, and have shown that
the irradiance at all surface orientations can be approximated to
within 1% using only 9 parameters, i.e. coefficients of spherical
harmonics up to order 2. Thus, it makes sense to apply this simple
formula where possible, representing the diffuse component of the
reflected light field in the frequency domain.
Associativity of convolution: Because the coefficients of the
reflected light field in the frequency domain are simply a product of
the spherical harmonic coefficients of the incident illumination and
the BRDF, we may apply the associativity of convolution. Thus, we
can blur the illumination and sharpen the BRDF without changing
the final results. In the extreme case, for specular models like the
Phong BRDF, we may treat the BRDF as a mirror, while blurring
the illumination, convolving it with the BRDF filter. Within the
context of environment map rendering [4, 11], this is known as
prefiltering. Besides increased efficiency, this approach also allows
for very efficient approximate computation of cast shadows due to
concave surfaces. One need simply check the reflected ray, as if the
surface were a mirror, which is a simple operation in a raytracer.
Separation of slow and fast-varying lighting: In general,
because the lighting and BRDF are not one-dimensional quantities,
applying the associativity property above destroys the symmetries
and reciprocity of the BRDF, so we cannot simply blur the illumination and treat the BRDF as a perfect mirror. However, for
radially symmetric specular BRDFs, like the Phong model, where
the BRDF depends only on the angle between the incident illumination and the reflection of the viewing direction about the surface
normal, this is a valid operation. Therefore, we separate the illumination into slow and fast-varying components, corresponding
to area sources and point sources. It can be shown that for lowfrequency lighting, models like the microfacet BRDF (TorranceSparrow [17] model) behave much like a Phong model (the dom-
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inant term is Phong-like reflection), so that we may blur the illumination and treat the BRDF as a mirror. Furthermore, the largest
errors in this approximation occur for grazing angles, where measurements are accorded low confidence in practical applications
anyway. The fast-varying lighting components may be treated as
point sources, which makes it easy to find angular-space formulae
for the reflected light field.
It should be noted that the theoretical analysis is conducted without taking concavities into account. We will derive our representation in the next section under the convex-surface assumption. However, we will also show there how the representation can be simply
extended to account for textured objects and cast shadows.

3

Dual angular and frequency-space representation

In a sense, the practical implications discussed above simply formalize a reflection model commonly used when rendering with environment maps. In that context, the BRDF is assumed to be a
combination of Lambertian diffuse and Phong specular reflection.
The reflected light is then the combination of a diffuse irradiance
map due to the Lambertian BRDF component and a specular reflection map due to the specular Phong lobe. Our theoretical analysis allows for two practical improvements to be made. Firstly,
the irradiance map can be represented using only 9 parameters in
the frequency domain, which makes computations more efficient
and compact. Secondly, we may use a single angular-space reflection map as a good approximation for the specular reflections,
even for more complex physically-based BRDFs like the microfacet model [17], provided we first separate the lighting into slow
and fast-varying components. This section is an expanded version
of section 5.3 in our SIGGRAPH paper [13].
We will use a simplified Torrance-Sparrow [17] model, defined
as follows.
ρ(
ωi , ωo )

=

ωh


=

F

=

S

=

Kd + Ks

FS
4 cos θi cos θo

o
ωi + ω


ωi + ω
o 
F (µ, θo )
F (µ, 0)


1
exp − (θh /σ)2
πσ 2

(1)

Here, ρ is the BRDF, and σ is the surface roughness parameter. The
BRDF is a function of incoming and outgoing directions (
ωi , ωo ).
The incident and outgoing angles with respect to the surface normal
are denoted by θi and θo . Note that for clarity, we have dropped the
primes as compared to the SIGGRAPH paper, since there is now
no confusion regarding global or local coordinates. The subscript
h stands for the half-way vector. F (µ, θo ) is the Fresnel term for
refractive index µ; we normalize it to be 1 at normal exitance. Actually, F depends on the angle with respect to the half-way vector;
in practice, this angle is usually very close to θo . For simplicity
in the analysis, we have omitted the geometric attenuation factor
G. In practice, this omission is not very significant except for observations made at grazing angles, which are usually assigned low
confidence anyway in practical applications.

3.1 Model for reflected light field
Our model for the reflected light from the microfacet BRDF now
includes three terms.
B = Bd + Bs,slow + Bs,f ast

(2)
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Here, B is the net reflected light field. The component because of
the diffuse part in the BRDF is denoted Bd . Bs,slow represents
specularities from the slowly-varying lighting, and Bs,f ast specular highlights from the fast varying lighting component.
We may represent and compute Bd in the frequency domain by
using the irradiance formula (which corresponds directly to the reflection from a Lambertian surface). We use the 9 parameter representation, explicitly noting the frequency l ≤ 2.
=

Bd
E(α, β)

Kd E(α, β)
2


=



Âl

l=0

+l



Llm Ylm (α, β)

(3)

m=−l

Here, E is the irradiance, and Kd is the albedo or coefficient for
diffuse reflection. The surface is parameterized by its orientation
or surface normal in spherical coordinates (α, β). The spherical
harmonics are denoted by Ylm , and the spherical harmonic coefficients of the lighting by Llm . The numerical values of Âl are given
by
Â0 = π

Â1 = 2π/3

Â2 = π/4

(4)
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3.2 Textures and shadowing
We now show how to extend our representation to account for object textures and self-shadowing on complex concave geometry.
The representation can be extended to textured surfaces simply by
letting the BRDF parameters (such as Kd and Ks ) be functions of
surface location. It would appear that concave regions, where one
part of the surface may shadow another, are a more serious problem since our theory is developed for convex objects and assumes
no self-shadowing. However, in the remainder of this section, we
will see that the extensions necessary mainly just involve checking
for shadowing of the reflected ray and directional sources, which
are routine operations in a raytracer.
We consider each of the three terms in our model of the reflected
light field. In the presence of shadows, the 9 parameter model can
no longer be used to directly compute Bd . Instead, the irradiance
may be computed in the more conventional angular-space way by
integrating the scene lighting while considering visibility. Alternatively, we can continue to use a spherical harmonic approximation, making use of the linearity of light transport. Note that the
irradiance can still be written as a linear combination of lighting
coefficients. Thus, we may replace equation 3 by
Bd

For Bs,slow , we filter the lighting, and treat the BRDF as a mir denoting the reflected direction, and Lslow the filtered
ror. With R
version of the lighting, we obtain

Bs,slow = Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)

(5)

The filtered version of the illumination Lslow is obtained by multiplying the illumination coefficients by those of a filter corresponding to the term S in the microfacet BRDF of equation 1, i.e.





= exp − (σl)2 Llm
Lslow
lm

(6)

In the angular domain, this corresponds to convolving with a filter
of angular width approximately σ−1 , or using a normalized Phong
lobe with Phong exponent 12 σ −2 .
For the fast varying portion of the lighting—corresponding to
sources of angular width  σ—we treat the total energy of the
source, given by an integral over the (small) solid angle subtended,
as located at its center, so the lighting is a delta function. Bs,f ast
is given by the standard equation for the specular highlight from
a directional source. The extra factor of 4 cos θo in the denominator as compared to equation 5 comes from the relation between
differential microfacet and global solid angles.
Bs,f ast
Tj (σ)

Ks F (µ, θo ) 
Tj (σ)
4 cos θo

=

j



exp − (θh /σ)2

=

  Lj,f ast 
πσ 2

(7)

The subscript j denotes a particular directional source; there could
be several. Note that Lj,f ast is now the total energy of the source.
For BRDF estimation, it is convenient to expand out these equations, making dependence on the BRDF parameters explicit.
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Here, we have increased the maximum frequency from 2 to lmax ,
where lmax can be larger than 2. Further, we have replaced the
spherical harmonics with Ỹlm . Ỹlm is the effect of the illumination spherical harmonic Ylm . Since this effect now depends on the
specific shadowing patterns, we have replaced the surface normal
(α, β) with the position 
x. For convex objects, as per equation 3,
Ỹlm (
x) = Âl Ylm (α, β).
For the specular components of the reflected light field, we simply check if the reflected ray (for the “slow” component) or the
point sources (for the “fast” component) are shadowed. The main
benefit is for slow specularities, where instead of a complex integration including visibility, the effects of shadowing are approximated
simply by checking the reflected ray. It should be emphasized that
in all cases, the corrections for visibility depend only on object
geometry and viewing configuration (to determine the reflected direction), and can be precomputed for each point on the object using
a ray tracer. Thus, we may replace equation 5 by
 (R)

Bs,slow = Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)V

(10)

where V is a binary value specifying if the reflected ray is unshadowed. Similarly, a visibility term needs to multiply Tj in equation 7. Putting it all together, and including the effects of textures,
by making the diffuse and specular reflectances function of position

x, equation 8 becomes
+l
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Algorithms

This section presents our practical algorithms for a broad range of
inverse rendering problems under complex illumination, with simple illustrations using spheres of different materials. The objective
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is to describe some of our practical algorithms in greater detail than
in sections 6.1-6.3 of our SIGGRAPH paper. The first part of section 6 in that paper contains details on image acquisition and experimental setup, which will not be duplicated here. Similarly, refer
to section 6.4 of our SIGGRAPH paper for results using complex
geometric and textured objects.
We describe two types of methods—algorithms that recover coefficients of a purely frequency-space description of the lighting
or BRDF by representing these quantities as a sum of spherical
harmonic terms, and algorithms that estimate parameters corresponding to our dual angular and frequency-space model of section 3. Section 4.1 on BRDF estimation discusses direct recovery of spherical harmonic BRDF coefficients, as well as estimation
of parametric microfacet BRDFs using equations 8 and 11. Similarly, section 4.2 demonstrates direct recovery of spherical harmonic lighting coefficients, as well as estimation of a dual angular and frequency-space lighting description as per the model of
section 3. Finally, section 4.3 shows how to combine BRDF and
lighting estimation techniques to simultaneously recover the lighting and BRDF parameters, when both are unknown. In this case,
we do not show direct recovery of spherical harmonic coefficients,
as we have thus far found this to be impractical.

4.1 Inverse BRDF with known lighting
Estimation of Spherical Harmonic BRDF coefficients:
Spherical harmonics and Zernike polynomials have been fit [7] to
measured BRDF data, but previous work has not tried to estimate
coefficients directly. Since the BRDF is linear in the coefficients
ρ̂lpq , we simply solve a linear system to determine ρ̂lpq , to minimize the RMS error with respect to image observations1 . It should
be noted that in so doing, we are effectively interpolating (and extrapolating) the reflected light field to the entire 4D space, from a
limited number of images.
Figure 1 compares the parametric BRDFs estimated under complex lighting to BRDFs measured using a single point source with
the method of Marschner et al. [10]. As expected [7], the recovered
BRDFs exhibit ringing. One way to reduce ringing is to attenuate
high-frequency coefficients. According to our theory, this is equivalent to using low frequency lighting. Therefore, as seen in figure 1,
images rendered with low-frequency lighting do not exhibit ringing
and closely match real photographs, since only the low-frequency
components of the BRDF are important. However, images rendered
using directional sources show significant ringing.
For practical applications, it is usually more convenient to recover low-parameter BRDF models since these are compact, can
be estimated from relatively fewer observations, and do not exhibit ringing. In the rest of this section, we will derive improved
inverse rendering algorithms, assuming a parametric microfacet
BRDF model.
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Order 6
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Rendered
Low-Frequency Lighting
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Figure 1: Top: Slices of the BRDF transfer function of a teflon
sphere for fixed exitant angle of 63◦ . θo varies linearly from 0◦ to
90◦ from top to bottom, and | φo − φi | linearly from 0◦ to 360◦
from left to right. The central bright feature is the specular highlight. Left is the BRDF slice independently measured using the approach of Marschner et al. [10], middle is the recovered value using
a maximum order 6, and right is the recovered version for order 12.
Ringing is apparent in both recovered BRDFs. The right version is
sharper, but exhibits more pronounced ringing. Bottom: Left is
an actual photograph; the lighting is low-frequency from a large
area source. Middle is a rendering using the recovered BRDF for
order 6 and the same lighting. Since the lighting is low-frequency,
only low-frequency components of the BRDF are important, and
the rendering appears very similar to the photograph even though
the recovered BRDF does not include frequencies higher than order
6. Right is a rendering with a directional source at the viewpoint,
and exhibits ringing.
We tested our algorithm on the spheres. Since the lighting includes high and low-frequency components (a directional source
and an area source), the theory predicts that parameter estimation
is well-conditioned. To validate our algorithm, we compared parameters recovered under complex lighting for one of the samples, a white teflon sphere, to those obtained by fitting to the full
BRDF separately measured by us using the method of Marschner et
al. [10]. Unlike most previous work on BRDF estimation, we consider the Fresnel term. It should be noted that accurate estimates
for the refractive index µ require correct noise-free measurements
at grazing angles. Since these measurements tend to be the most
error-prone, there will be small errors in the estimated values of µ
for some materials. Nevertheless, we find the Fresnel term important for reproducing accurate specular highlights at oblique angles.
It should also be noted that while the results are quite accurate,
there is still potential for future work on appropriate error metrics,
especially for estimation of the roughness σ; a linear RMS error
may not always be optimal.

Estimation of parametric BRDF model: We estimate
BRDF parameters under general known lighting distributions using equation 8. The inputs are images that sample the reflected
light field B. We perform the estimation using nested procedures.
In the outer procedure, a simplex algorithm adjusts the nonlinear
parameters µ and σ to minimize RMS error with respect to image
pixels. In the inner procedure, a linear problem is solved for Kd
and Ks . For numerical work, we use the simplex method e04ccc
and linear solvers f01qcc and f01qdc in the NAG [5] C libraries. The main difference from previous work is that equation 8
provides a principled way of accounting for all components of the
lighting and BRDF, allowing for the use of general illumination
conditions.

Figure 2: Comparison of BRDF parameters recovered by our algorithm under complex lighting to those fit to measurements made by
the method of Marschner et al. [10].

1
Since the number of image pixels in a number of views can be very large, we
randomly subsample the data for computational simplicity. We have used 12000 randomly selected image pixels.

The results in figure 2 show that the estimates of BRDF parameters from our method are quite accurate, and there is only a small

Parameter
Reflectance
Kd /(Kd + Ks )
Ks /(Kd + Ks )
µ
σ
RM S

Our Method
0.86
0.89
0.11
1.78
0.12
9.3%

Fit to Data
0.87
0.91
0.09
1.85
0.13
8.5%
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increase in the error-of-fit when using parameters recovered by our
algorithm to fit the measured BRDF. We also determined percentage RMS errors between images rendered using recovered BRDFs
and real photographs to be between 5 and 10%. A visual comparison is shown in the first and third rows of figure 7. All these results
indicate that, as expected theoretically, we can accurately estimate
BRDFs even under complex lighting.
Textured objects with complex geometry: Handling concavities in complex geometric objects is not significantly more difficult, since we simply need to take visibility into account, and use
equation 11 instead of equation 8. Equation 11 can also be used
directly to estimate textured BRDFs. However, there are a number
of subtle differences from direct BRDF estimation, which are noted
below.
In considering textured surfaces, we essentially wish to consider
each point on the surface separately, estimating a BRDF for each
point independently from observations of that point alone. However, we now have only a few observations for each point (the
number of images used). If there were no image noise, and our
simplified four parameter microfacet model were a perfectly accurate description of the surface, this would still be sufficient. However, in practice, we are not able to reliably estimate the nonlinear parameters from such sparse data. This is true even for point
source illumination, and has been observed by many authors. In
our case, since we have complex illumination, the problem is even
harder. Therefore, like much previous work, we assume the nonlinear parameters σ and µ are constant across the surface. A weaker
assumption would be to allow them to vary slowly, or break the
surface into regions of constant µ and σ.
Therefore, we will solve for the global nonlinear parameters σ
x) and
and µ, as well as the diffuse and specular textures, Kd (
x). The corresponding radiance values for each image obserKs (
vation can be written as
x)D + Ks (
x)S(µ, σ)
B = Kd (

(12)

where D and S stand for the diffuse and specular components computed from equation 11. These depend only on the lighting and
viewing configuration, and S also depends on the nonlinear parameters µ and σ. It should be noted that much previous work has
assumed constant values for the specular coefficient. The reason
is that specularities are not usually observed over the whole object
surface. By using complex illumination, we alleviate this problem
somewhat, since large regions of the object can exhibit specularity
in a single image. Nevertheless, there might be dimly lit regions or
places where no specularities are observed in a sequence of views,
and we will not be able to estimate coefficients in these regions.
Therefore, we introduce confidence measures to enscapsulate the
importance of each observation.
Wd

=

Ws

=

D cos θo
+S
S cos θo

(13)

Here, Wd and Ws are the confidence parameters for diffuse and
specular reflection respectively. The multiplication by cos θo is to
give less weight to observations made at grazing exitant angles. is
a small constant to avoid divisions by 0. In the diffuse weight Wd ,
we give greater importance to well illuminated pixels (high values
of D) without too much specularity. In the specular weight Ws , we
give importance to pixels observing strong specular reflections S.
Parameter estimation now proceeds much as BRDF estimation
for untextured surfaces. Initially, we solve for values of the nonlinear parameters µ and σ using a simplex algorithm (outer loop). To
account for regions where specularity is not strongly observed, in
this phase, we include Ks as a global parameter to be solved for.

5

In the inner loop of the procedure, we solve (at each point sepax) to minimize the RMS error over all views. The
rately) for Kd (
output from this stage are parameters Ks , µ and σ, as well as an
x). We use these global
initial estimate of the diffuse texture Kd (
values of µ and σ. The global estimated value of Ks will be used
in regions where a better estimate is not possible, but will in general be refined. In this first pass of the algorithm, we weight each
observation using the confidence weight Wd .
We then use an iterative scheme to refine the estimates of Ks
and Kd . While we could simply solve a linear system, corresponding to equation 12, for each vertex on the object, we have obtained
better results using an iterative scheme, alternatively solving for
x) and Ks (
x) while keeping the other fixed. Since we use
Kd (
the dielectric model, Ks has no color, and we recover 4 linear texture parameters for each pixel (a diffuse RGB color and a specular
coefficient). It should be noted that different confidence weights
(Wd or Ws ) are used in the iteration, depending on whether we are
estimating the diffuse or specular component of the texture. We
start by using a constant value of Ks , and the corresponding value
x) recovered in the first phase, where we solved for µ and
of Kd (
x) fixed and solve for Ks (
x). Thereafter,
σ. We then hold Kd (
we hold Ks (
x) fixed and solve for Kd (
x), and repeat this process
till convergence to the desired tolerance, which usually takes a few
iterations.
Ws or
Wd (the sumThere can of course be cases where
mation is over all views of that point) are too low (numerically zero)
to accurately estimate specular or diffuse textures respectively. This
corresponds to not observing specularities (when Ws is close to
0), or having the point being so dimly lit that the texture isn’t disWd is close to 0). In the former case, we simply
cernible (when
use the mean value of the specular texture, while in the latter case,
we mark the diffuse texture estimate as unreliable. It should be
noted that using complex illumination greatly reduces the number
of points where this is an issue, since much more of the object receives illumination and exhibits specularities than with a point light
source.

4.2 Inverse Lighting with Known BRDF
Previous methods for estimating the lighting have been developed
only for the special cases of mirror BRDFs (a gazing sphere), Lambertian BRDFs (Marschner and Greenberg [9]), and when shadows are present (Sato et al. [14]). Previous methods [9, 14] have
also required regularization using penalty terms with user-specified
weights, and have been limited by the computational complexity of their formulations to a coarse discretization of the sphere.
We present two new algorithms for curved surfaces with general
BRDFs. The first method directly recovers spherical harmonic
lighting coefficients Llm . The second algorithm estimates parameters of the dual angular and frequency-space lighting model of section 2. This method requires no explicit regularization, and yields
high-resolution results that are sharper than those from the first algorithm, but is more difficult to extend to concave surfaces.
The theory tells us that inverse lighting is ill-conditioned for
high-frequencies. Therefore, we will recover only low-frequency
continuous lighting distributions, and will not explicitly account for
directional sources, i.e. we assume that Bs,f ast = 0. The reflected
light field is essentially independent of the surface roughness σ under these conditions, so our algorithms do not explicitly use σ. The
theory predicts that the recovered illumination will be a filtered version of the real lighting. Directional sources will appear as filtered
into continuous distributions of angular width approximately σ.
Estimation of Spherical Harmonic Lighting coefficients:
We may represent the lighting entirely in frequency-space by coefficients Llm with l ≤ l∗ , and solve a linear least-squares system for
Llm . The first term in parentheses below corresponds to Bd , and
the second to Bs,slow . The cutoff l∗ is used for regularization, and
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should be of order l∗ ∼ σ −1 . Since most materials have σ ∼ .1,
we use l∗ = 12.

1

∗

B=

l
l



Phase 2

B
2

1

L lm

(14)
To extend this to concave surfaces, we simply need to add terms
corresponding to visibility and shadowing, following equation 11,
but the problem remains a linear system.

+

L lm

φ
θ

Input

Phase 1
Bs,slow

∗

B=

Bd

=

Llm Kd Âl Ylm (α, β) + Ks F Ylm (θR , φR )

l=0 m=−l

l
l



2

Bd

L

Llm Kd Ỹlm (
x) + Ks F V (θR , φR )Ylm (θR , φR )

l=0 m=−l

(15)
Estimation of Parametric Dual Lighting Model: Another
approach is to estimate the dual angular and frequency-space lighting model of section 3. Our algorithm is based on subtracting out
the diffuse component Bd of the reflected light field. After this,
we treat the object as a mirror sphere, recovering a high-resolution
angular-space version of the illumination from the specular component alone. To determine Bd , we need only the 9 lowest frequencyspace coefficients Llm with l ≤ 2. Our algorithm uses the following methods to convert between angular and frequency-space:
1. 9 parameters to High-Resolution Lighting: The inputs to
phase 1 are the coefficients L1lm . These suffice to find Bd1 by
equation 3. Since we assumed that Bs,f ast = 0,
Bs,slow

Lslow (R)

=

 = B − Bd1 (L1lm )
Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)

=

B−
Ks F (µ, θo )

Figure 3: Estimation of dual lighting representation. In phase 1,
we use frequency-space parameters L1lm to compute diffuse component Bd1 . This is subtracted from the input image, leaving the specular component, from which the angular-space lighting is found.
In phase 2, we compute coefficients L2lm , which can be used to
determine Bd2 . The consistency condition is that Bd1 = Bd2 or
L1lm = L2lm . In this and all subsequent figures, the lighting is visualized by unwrapping the sphere so θ ranges in equal increments
from 0 to π from top to bottom, and φ ranges in equal increments
from 0 to 2π from left to right (so the image wraps around in the
horizontal direction).

Phase 2 to compute the lighting coefficients can also be written as a linear expression in terms of all the (discretized) reflected
directions.
L2lm =

Bd1 (L1lm )

N
N
2π 2  
∗
sin θi Lslow (θi , φj )Ylm
(θi , φj )
N2

(17)

i=1 j=1

We assume the BRDF parameters are known, and B is the
input to the algorithm, so the right-hand side can be evaluated.
In practice, we will have several observations corresponding
to the reflected direction, and these will be weighted by the
appropriate confidence and combined. For simplicity, the rest
of the mathematical discussion will assume without loss of
generality, that there is a single image observation for each
reflected direction.

Here, N is the angular resolution, with the summation being a discrete version of the integral to find lighting coefficients.
But, the summation on the right hand side can be written in terms
of lighting coefficients L1lm , simply by plugging in the formula for
Lslow . We now obtain,

2. High-Resolution Lighting to 9 parameters: Using the angular space values L found from the first phase, we can easily
find the 9 frequency-space parameters of the lighting L2lm .

Mathematically, the consistency condition allows us to drop the
superscripts, reducing the above to a linear system for Llm . This
will involve a simple 9 × 9 linear system expressed in terms of a
matrix Ql m ,lm .

L2lm

2π 2
=
N2



N
N



sin θi

U(θi , φj ) −





∗
Ylm
(θi , φj )

Wl m (θi , φj )L1l m

l ,m

i=1 j=1

(18)

Now, assume we run phase 1 (with inputs L1lm ) and phase 2
(with outputs L2lm ) sequentially. The consistency condition is that
L1lm = L2lm —converting from frequency to angular to frequency
space must not change the result. Equivalently, the computed diffuse components must match, i.e. Bd1 (L1lm ) = Bd2 (L2lm ). This is
illustrated in figure 3. Since everything is linear in terms of the
lighting coefficients, the consistency condition reduces to a system
of 9 simultaneous equations. After solving for Llm , we run phase
1 to determine the high-resolution lighting in angular space.
More formally, phase 1 can be written as a linear system in terms
of constants U and Wlm , with (α, β) the coordinates of the surface
normal.
2
l



=

U (θR , φR ) −

U (θR , φR )

=

B
Ks F (µ, θo )

Wlm (θR , φR )

=

Kd Âl Ylm (α, β)
Ks F (µ, θo )

Lslow (θR , φR )

Wlm (θR , φR )L1lm

l=0 m=−l

(16)



2
l



Qlm,l m Ll m = Plm
l =0 m =−l

Plm =

2π 2
N2

(19)



∗
sin θi U(θi , φj )Ylm
(θi , φj )

i,j

Qlm,l ,m = δlm,l m +

2π 2
N2



∗
sin θi Wl m (θi , φj )Ylm
(θi , φj )

i,j

The summations are just discrete versions of integrals that determine the appropriate spherical harmonic coefficients. The above
equation has a very intuitive explanation. It may be derived direction from equation 8, considering the linear system that results for
the first 9 lighting terms. The key idea is that we have reparameterized by the reflection vector, so we may simply take the first 9 coefficients of the reflected light field. The formula for the irradiance
becomes more complicated (because of the reparameterization) but
can still be expressed in terms of the first 9 lighting coefficients.
Mathematically, we can rewrite equation 8 for our purposes as
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B(θR , φR )

=

Kd

l
2



Âl Ll m Yl m (α, β)

l =0 m =−l

Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (θR , φR )

+

(20)

Here, we have simply parameterized the reflected light field by
the reflected direction (θR , φR ). Remember that for simplicity,
we’re assuming a single image, i.e. one value of (α, β) corresponding to each (θR , φR ), with (α, β) a function of (θR , φR ). With
multiple images, we would have to weight contributions appropriately.
Now, it’s a simple enough matter to compute coefficients obtaining


Âl Ll m

Blm = Kd



l ,m

(21)

Here, we have used the notation < ·, · > for the integral or inner
product over the spherical domain of integration. This is what is
computed discretely in equation 19. It can now be seen that equation 21 has the same form as equation 19. Note that in equation 21,
we have multiplied out the denominators, and we use Blm here
instead of Plm .
This inverse lighting method is difficult to extend to concave
surfaces, since the 9 parameter diffuse model is no longer entirely
valid. It is a subject of future work to see if it can be applied simply
by increasing the number of parameters and the size of the matrix
of simultaneous equations to be solved.
Positive regularization: So far, we have not explicitly tried to
ensure positivity of the illumination. In practical applications, the
methods above when applied naively will result in negative values,
especially where the illumination is dark, and there is uncertainty
about the precise value. Regularizing so the results are positive
can also substantially improve the quality of the results by reducing high-frequency noise centered close to the zero point in dark
regions.
We apply positive regularization to the unregularized solution
from either of the previous two methods. For the first method (direct solution of linear system to determine lighting coefficients),
we simply add another term to the RMS error which penalizes negative regions. While this method is a soft constraint and can still
leave some negative regions, we have observed that it works well
in practice. We use a conjugate gradient method to minimize
ν = ν + λ



ν0
κ0


κ

Comparison: Figure 4 compares the methods to each other,
and to a reference solution from a gazing sphere. Both algorithms
give reasonably accurate results. As predicted by the theory, highfrequency components are filtered by the roughness σ. In the first
method, involving direct recovery of Llm , there will still be some
residual energy for l > l∗ . Since we regularize by not considering higher frequencies—we could increase l∗ , but this makes the
result noisier—the recovered lighting is somewhat blurred compared to our dual angular and frequency-space algorithm (second
method). As expected, positive regularization in algorithm 2 results in a smoother solution.
φ

θ

REAL (GAZING SPHERE)

∗
Ylm
(θR , φR ), Yl m (α, β) +Ks F (µ, θo )Llm

(22)

Here, ν is the RMS error corresponding to equation 14 or 15. κ is a
new penalty term added to penalize negative values of the lighting.
ν0 and κ0 are initial values (for the unregularized solution), and λ
weights the importance of the penalty term. λ is a dimensionless
quantity, and we have found experimentally that λ = 1 works well.
The penalty term κ is simply the sum of squares of all lighting
pixels having negative values. Thus, negative values are penalized,
but no penalty is imposed for positive values.
For our second method (using a dual angular and frequencyspace method to estimate the lighting), regularization may be enforced (in step 1) simply by clamping Lslow to 0 if the right hand
side in the first line of equation 16 is negative. This must be taken
into account in the 9 × 9 simultaneous equations, and we solve
the positivity enforced equations with a conjugate gradient method,
using as a starting guess the solution without enforced positivity.
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ALGORITHM 1

ALGORITHM 2

l * = 12

l*= 20

l*= 20

POSITIVE REG.

Figure 4: Comparison of inverse lighting methods. From left to
right, real lighting (from a gazing sphere), recovered illumination
by direct estimation of spherical harmonic coefficients with l∗ = 12
and l∗ = 20, and estimation of dual angular and frequency-space
lighting model. To make the artifacts more apparent, we have set
0 to gray. The results from the dual algorithm are sharper, but still
somewhat blurred because of filtering by σ. A small amount of
ringing occurs for direct coefficient recovery, and can be seen for
l∗ = 12. Using l∗ = 20 makes the solution very noisy. Positive
regularization (rightmost) gives a smoother solution.

4.3 Factorization—Unknown Lighting and BRDF
We can combine the inverse-BRDF and inverse-lighting methods to
factor the reflected light field, simultaneously recovering the lighting and BRDF when both are unknown. Therefore, we are able
to accurately recover BRDFs of curved surfaces under unknown
complex illumination, something which has not previously been
demonstrated. There is an unrecoverable global scale factor, so we
set Kd + Ks = 1; we cannot find absolute reflectance. Also, the
theory predicts that for low-frequency lighting, estimation of the
surface roughness σ is ill-conditioned—blurring the lighting while
sharpening the BRDF does not significantly change the reflected
light field. However, for high-frequency lighting, this ambiguity
can be removed. We will use a single manually specified directional source in the recovered lighting distribution to estimate σ.
Algorithm: The algorithm consists of nested procedures. In the
outer loop, we effectively solve an inverse-BRDF problem—a nonlinear simplex algorithm adjusts the BRDF parameters to minimize
error with respect to image pixels. Since Kd + Ks = 1, and σ will
not be solved for till after the lighting and other BRDF parameters
have been recovered, there are only 2 free parameters, Ks and µ.
In the inner procedure, a linear problem is solved to estimate the
lighting for a given set of BRDF parameters, using the methods of
the previous subsection. Pseudocode is given below.
// Input images
global Binput
// BRDF parameters
global Kd ,Ks ,µ,σ
global L
// Lighting
procedure Factor
Minimize(Ks ,µ,ObjFun)
// Simplex Method
σ = FindRoughness(L)
// Figure 5, Equation 23
function ObjFun(Ks ,µ)
Kd = 1 − Ks
// Kd + Ks = 1
// Inverse Lighting
L = Lighting(Kd ,Ks ,µ)
// Predicted Light Field
Bpred = Predict(L,Kd ,Ks ,µ)
// RMS Error
return RMS(Binput ,Bpred )
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Finding σ using a directional source: If a directional
source is present—and manually specified by us in the recovered
lighting—we can estimate σ by equating specular components predicted by equations 5 and 7 for the center, i.e. brightest point, of
the light source at normal exitance. An illustration is in figure 5.
Lcen

Ltotal
≈
4πσ 2

(23)

φ
θ

L cen = 1.0

Teflon

Color: We have so far ignored issues of color, assuming the three
color channels are considered separately. However, in the case of
BRDF recovery under unknown lighting, there is a separate scale
factor associated with each color channel. In order to obtain accurate colors for the BRDF and lighting components, we need some
way to relate these 3 scale factors. For dielectrics, the specular
component Ks is not spectrally sensitive, i.e. it is the same for red,
green, and blue channels. The recovered BRDFs are scaled in order
to make this hold. The issue is trickier for metals. There is a fundamental ambiguity between the color of the BRDF and the color
of the lighting. We resolve this by considering the average color
of the metallic surface as corresponding to white light. The use of
more sophisticated color-space separation methods such as that of
Klinker et al [6] might bring further benefits.
Results: We used the method of this subsection—with the dual
angular and frequency-space algorithm for inverse lighting—to factor the light field for the spheres, simultaneously estimating the
BRDF and lighting. The same setup and lighting were used for
all the spheres so we could compare the recovered illumination distributions.
We see from figure 6 that the BRDF estimates under unknown
lighting are accurate. Absolute errors are small, compared to parameters recovered under known lighting. The only significant
anomalies are the slightly low values for the refractive index µ—
caused because we cannot know the high-frequency lighting components, which are necessary for more accurately estimating the
Fresnel term. We are also able to estimate a filtered version of the
lighting. As shown in figure 7, the recovered lighting distributions
from all the samples are largely consistent. As predicted by the
theory, the directional source is spread out to different extents depending on how rough the surface is, i.e. the value of σ. Finally,
figure 7 shows that rendered images using the estimated lighting
and BRDF are almost indistinguishable from real photographs.
This section has been a detailed presentation of our practical algorithms for inverse rendering under complex illumination, using
spheres of different materials to illustrate the concepts. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, our results using complex

Sandblasted

Bronze

Painted

Rendered
Images
Unknown
Lighting
Rendered
Images
Known
Lighting
Recovered
Lighting
φ

θ

Real lighting

Figure 5: We manually specify (red box) the region corresponding
to the directional source in a visualization of the lighting. The algorithm then determines Lcen , the intensity at the center (brightest
point), Ltot , the total energy integrated over the region specified by
the red box, and computes σ using equation 23. The method does
not depend on the size of the red box—provided it encloses the entire (filtered) source—nor the precise shape into which the source
is filtered in the recovered lighting.

Delrin

Real
Images

L tot = 0.14
σ = 0.11

8

Filtered version
of real lighting
σ=0.12

Figure 7: Spheres rendered using BRDFs estimated under known
(section 4.1) and unknown (section 4.3) lighting. The algorithm in
section 4.3 also recovers the lighting. Since there is an unknown
global scale, we scale the recovered lighting distributions in order
to compare them. The recovered illumination is largely consistent
between all samples, and is similar to a filtered version of the real
lighting. As predicted by the theory, the different roughnesses σ
cause the directional source to be spread out to different extents.
The filtered source is slightly elongated or asymmetric because the
microfacet BRDF is not completely symmetric about the reflection
vector.
geometric models and textured objects are found in section 6.4 of
our SIGGRAPH paper [13], to which we refer the reader for examples of images created by applying our algorithms to real-world
objects under complex illumination conditions.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have considered the problem of complex illumination in inverse
rendering. The use of realistic lighting and materials is likely to be
of increasing importance in graphics and vision, and inverse rendering to acquire real-world material properties is likely to be a
significant future direction. The use of natural lighting is becoming increasingly common in computer graphics and vision, and the
techniques presented here allow for inverse rendering to be applied
in arbitrary uncontrolled conditions rather than a laboratory setting.
Furthermore, in certain cases, complex illumination may help in
solving inverse problems, such as by allowing a much larger fraction of an image to exhibit specularity. Dror et al. [3] have also
shown that people perceive reflectance properties much more easily under natural illumination.
However, this is only the first step in solving inverse problems
under complex illumination. There are a number of open problems
that remain subjects for future work. There has been relatively little
work on BRDF representations in between low-parameter models
and full measured representations. It is not clear what the best way
to measure factored or separable BRDF representations is, or how
to estimate these or higher-dimensional representations under complex illumination. We have not considered statistical properties of
the illumination, that may allow us to simultaneously determine
the lighting, BRDF and texture. All of our examples use a small
number of images, and an interesting future direction is whether
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Material
Teflon
Delrin
Neoprene Rubber
Sandblasted Steel
Bronze
Painted

Known
0.89
0.87
0.92
0.20
(.15,.08,.05)
(.62,.71,.62)

Kd
Unknown
0.87
0.88
0.93
0.14
(.09,.07,.07)
(.67,.75,.64)
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Ks
Known
0.11
0.13
0.08
0.80
(.85,.68,.59)
0.29

Unknown
0.13
0.12
0.07
0.86
(.91,.69,.55)
0.25

Known
1.78
1.44
1.49
1.38

µ
Unknown
1.48
1.35
1.34
1.15

Known
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.12
0.15

σ
Unknown
0.14
0.11
0.10
0.19
0.10
0.15

Figure 6: BRDFs of various spheres, recovered under known (section 4.1) and unknown (section 4.3) lighting. The reported values are
normalized so Kd + Ks = 1. RGB values are reported for colored objects. We see that Ks is much higher for the more specular metallic
spheres, and that σ is especially high for the rough sandblasted sphere. The Fresnel effect is very close to 1 for metals, so we do not consider
the Fresnel term for these spheres.

a single image suffices. We also believe there are more insights
to be obtained from frequency space analysis and new frequency
domain algorithms to be explored for inverse problems. Another
interesting future direction is to preserve and extrapolate the original images to new conditions, using inverse rendering only as a
guide in this extrapolation, but without explicitly computing lighting and reflectance parameters. This would have the potential to
unify inverse and image-based (interpolatory) rendering methods.
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A Signal-Processing Framework for Inverse Rendering
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Abstract
Realism in computer-generated images requires accurate input
models for lighting, textures and BRDFs. One of the best ways of
obtaining high-quality data is through measurements of scene attributes from real photographs by inverse rendering. However, inverse rendering methods have been largely limited to settings with
highly controlled lighting. One of the reasons for this is the lack
of a coherent mathematical framework for inverse rendering under
general illumination conditions. Our main contribution is the introduction of a signal-processing framework which describes the
reflected light field as a convolution of the lighting and BRDF, and
expresses it mathematically as a product of spherical harmonic coefficients of the BRDF and the lighting. Inverse rendering can then
be viewed as deconvolution. We apply this theory to a variety of
problems in inverse rendering, explaining a number of previous empirical results. We will show why certain problems are ill-posed
or numerically ill-conditioned, and why other problems are more
amenable to solution. The theory developed here also leads to new
practical representations and algorithms. For instance, we present
a method to factor the lighting and BRDF from a small number of
views, i.e. to estimate both simultaneously when neither is known.
CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Realism; I.4.8
[Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis—Photometry
Keywords: Signal Processing, Spherical Harmonics, Inverse
Rendering, Radiance, Light Field, Irradiance, Illumination, BRDF

1

Introduction

To create a realistic computer-generated image, we need both
an accurate, physically-based rendering algorithm and a detailed
model of the scene including light sources and objects specified
by their geometry and material properties—texture and reflectance
(BRDF). There has been substantial progress in the development
of rendering algorithms, and nowadays, realism is often limited by
the quality of input models. As a result, image-based rendering is
becoming widespread. In its simplest form, image-based rendering uses view interpolation to construct new images from acquired
images without constructing a conventional scene model.
The quality of view interpolation may be significantly improved
if it is coupled with inverse rendering. Inverse rendering measures rendering attributes—lighting, textures, and BRDF—from
photographs. Whether traditional or image-based rendering algorithms are used, rendered images use measurements from real objects, and therefore appear very similar to real scenes. Measuring scene attributes also introduces structure into the raw imagery,
making it easier to manipulate the scene. For example, an artist can
change independently the material properties or the lighting.
Inverse rendering methods such as those of Debevec et al. [6],
Marschner et al. [21], and Sato et al. [32], have produced high
∗
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Real Photograph

Rendered Image

Figure 1:

Left: Real Photograph Right: Rendered image. The BRDF used for
the rendered image was estimated under complex unknown illumination from 3 photographs of a cat sculpture with known geometry. Our algorithm also recovered the
lighting distribution, which consisted of two directional sources and an area source.
The images above show a new view not used in BRDF recovery; the lighting is also
new, being composed of a single directional source (with known direction) not used in
BRDF estimation. These images show that the recovered BRDF accurately predicts
appearance even under novel viewing and lighting conditions.

quality measurements. However, most previous work has been conducted in highly controlled lighting conditions, usually by careful
active positioning of a single point source. Even methods that work
in outdoor conditions, such as those of Yu and Malik [39], Sato and
Ikeuchi [31] and Love [17], are designed specifically for natural
illumination, and assume a simple parametric model for skylight.
Previous methods have also usually tried to recover only one of the
unknowns—texture, BRDF or lighting. The usefulness of inverse
rendering would be greatly enhanced if it could be applied under
general uncontrolled lighting, and if we could simultaneously estimate more than one unknown. For instance, if we could recover
both the lighting and BRDF, we could determine BRDFs under
unknown illumination. One reason there has been relatively little
work in these areas is the lack of a common theoretical framework
for determining under what conditions inverse problems can and
cannot be solved, and for making principled approximations.
Our main contribution is a theoretical framework for analyzing
the reflected light field from a curved convex homogeneous surface
under distant illumination. We believe this framework provides a
solid mathematical foundation for many areas of graphics. With
respect to inverse rendering, we obtain the following results:
Reflection as Convolution: It has been observed qualitatively by
Miller and Hoffman [23], Cabral et al. [3], Bastos et al. [2] and
others that the reflection operator behaves like a convolution in the
angular domain. We formalize these notions mathematically. The
reflected light field can therefore be thought of in a precise quantitative way as obtained by convolving the lighting and BRDF, i.e.
by filtering the illumination using the BRDF. We believe this is a
useful way of analyzing many computer graphics problems. In particular, inverse rendering can be viewed as deconvolution.
Well-posedness and Conditioning of Inverse Problems: Inverse problems can be ill-posed—there may be no solutions or several solutions. They are also often numerically ill-conditioned, i.e.
extremely sensitive to noisy input data. From our theory, we are
able to analyze the well-posedness and conditioning of a number
of inverse problems, explaining many previous empirical observations. This analysis can serve as a guideline for future research.
New Practical Representations and Algorithms: Insights from
the theory lead to the derivation of a simple practical representation,
which can be used to estimate BRDFs under complex lighting. The

theory also leads to novel frequency space and hybrid angular and
frequency space methods for inverse problems, including two new
algorithms for estimating the lighting, and an algorithm for simultaneously determining the lighting and BRDF. Therefore, we can
recover BRDFs under general, unknown lighting conditions.

2

Previous Work

To describe previous work, we will introduce a taxonomy based on
how many of the three quantities—lighting, BRDF and texture—
are unknown. To motivate the taxonomy, we first write a simplified
version of the reflection equation, omitting visibility.
Z

T (x)ρ(
ωi , 
ωo )L(x, ω
 i )(
ωi · n) d ωi

B(x, ωo ) =

(1)

Ωi

Here, B is the reflected light field, expressed as a function of the
surface position x and outgoing direction 
ωo . The normal vector is
n. For simplicity, we assume that a single texture T modulates the
BRDF. In practice, we would use separate textures for the diffuse
and specular components of the BRDF.
The integrand is a product of terms—the texture T (x), the
 o ), and the lighting L(x, 
ωi ). Inverse rendering, asBRDF ρ(
ωi , ω
suming known geometry, involves inverting the integral to recover
one or more of ρ, L, or T . If two or more quantities are unknown,
inverse rendering involves factoring the reflected light field.

One Unknown
1. Unknown Texture: Previous methods have recovered the
diffuse texture of a surface using a single point light source by
dividing by the irradiance in order to estimate the albedo at each
point. Details are given by Marschner [34] and Levoy et al. [16].
2. Unknown BRDF: The BRDF [24] is a fundamental intrinsic
surface property. Active measurement methods, known as gonioreflectometry, involving a single point source and a single observation at a time, have been developed. Improvements are suggested
by Ward [37] and Karner et al. [12]. More recently, image-based
BRDF measurement methods have been proposed by Lu et al. [18]
and Marschner et al. [21]. If the entire BRDF is measured, it may be
represented by tabulating its values. An alternative representation
is by low-parameter models such as those of Ward [37] or Torrance
and Sparrow [36]. The parametric BRDF will generally not be as
accurate as a full measured BRDF. However, parametric models are
often preferred in practice since they are compact, and are simpler
to estimate. Love [17] estimates parametric BRDFs under natural illumination, assuming a low-parameter model for skylight and
sunlight. Dror et al. [7] classify the surface reflectance as one of
a small number of predetermined BRDFs, making use of assumed
statistical characteristics of natural lighting. However, the inverse
BRDF problem has not been solved for general illumination.
3. Unknown Lighting: A common solution is to use a mirrored
ball, as done by Miller and Hoffman [23]. Marschner and Greenberg [20] find the lighting from a Lambertian surface. D’Zmura [8]
proposes, but does not demonstrate, estimating spherical harmonic
coefficients. For Lambertian objects, we [29] have shown how to
recover the first 9 spherical harmonics. Previous work has not estimated the lighting from curved surfaces with general BRDFs.

Two Unknowns
4. Factorization—Unknown Lighting and BRDF: BRDF
estimation methods have been proposed by Ikeuchi and Sato [10]
and Tominaga and Tanaka [35] for the special case when the lighting consists of a single source of unknown direction. However,
these methods cannot simultaneously recover a complex lighting
distribution and the object BRDF. One of the main practical contributions of this paper is a solution to this problem for curved surfaces, allowing us to estimate BRDFs under general unknown illumination, while also determining the lighting. The closest previous
work is that of Sato et al. [30] who use shadows to estimate the
illumination distribution and the surface reflectance properties. We

extend this work by not requiring shadow information, and presenting improved methods for estimating the illumination.
5. Factorization—Unknown Texture and BRDF: This corresponds to recovering textured, or spatially-varying BRDFs. Sato
et al. [32] rotate an object on a turntable, using a single point
source, to recover BRDF parameters and texture. Yu et al. [38] recover a texture only for the diffuse BRDF component, but account
for interreflections. Using a large number of images obtained by
moving a point source around a sphere surrounding the subject,
Debevec et al. [6] acquire the reflectance field of a human face,
and recover parameters of a microfacet BRDF model for each surface location. Sato and Ikeuchi [31] and Yu and Malik [39] recover
BRDFs and diffuse textures under natural illumination, assuming
a simple parametric model for skylight, and using a sequence of
images acquired under different illumination conditions. Most of
these methods recover only diffuse textures; constant values, or
relatively low-resolution textures, are used for the specular parameters. A notable exception is the work of Dana et al. [5] who generalize BRDFs to a 6D bi-directional texture function (BTF).
6. Factorization—Unknown Lighting and Texture: We
have shown [29] that a distant illumination field can cause only low
frequency variation in the radiosity of a convex Lambertian surface. This implies that, for a diffuse object, high-frequency texture
can be recovered independently of lighting. These observations are
in agreement with the perception literature, such as Land’s retinex
theory [15], wherein high-frequency variation is usually attributed
to texture, and low-frequency variation associated with illumination. However, note that there is a fundamental ambiguity between
low-frequency texture and lighting effects. Therefore, lighting and
texture cannot be factored without using active methods or making
further assumptions regarding their expected characteristics.

General Case: Three Unknowns
7. Factorization—Unknown Lighting, Texture, BRDF:
Ultimately, we wish to recover textured BRDFs under unknown
lighting. We cannot solve this problem without further assumptions, because we must first resolve the lighting-texture ambiguity.
Our approach differs from previous work in that it is derived
from a mathematical theory of inverse rendering. As such, it has
similarities to inverse methods used in areas of radiative transfer
and transport theory such as hydrologic optics [26] and neutron
scattering. See McCormick [22] for a review.
In previous theoretical work, D’Zmura [8] has analyzed reflection as a linear operator in terms of spherical harmonics, and discussed some resulting perceptual ambiguities between reflectance
and illumination. In computer graphics, Cabral et al. [3] first
demonstrated the use of spherical harmonics to represent BRDFs.
We extend these methods by explicitly deriving the frequencyspace reflection equation (i.e. convolution formula), and by providing quantitative results for various special cases. We have earlier reported on theoretical results for planar or flatland light fields [27],
and for determining the lighting from a Lambertian surface [29].
For the Lambertian case, similar results have been derived independently by Basri and Jacobs [1] in simultaneous work on face
recognition. This paper extends these previous results to the general 3D case with arbitrary isotropic BRDFs, and applies the theory
to developing new practical inverse-rendering algorithms.

3

Assumptions

The input to our algorithms consists of object geometry and photographs from a number of different locations, with known extrinsic
and intrinsic camera parameters. We assume static scenes, i.e. that
the object remains stationary and the lighting remains the same between views. Our method is a passive-vision approach; we do not
actively disturb the environment. Our assumptions are:
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Figure 2:

For the purposes of theoretical analysis, we assume curved convex isotropic surfaces. We also assume homogeneous objects, i.e.
untextured surfaces, with the same BRDF everywhere. We parameterize the surface by the spherical coordinates of the normal vector
(α, β), using the standard convention that (α, β) = (0, 0) corresponds to the north pole or +Z axis. Notation used in this section
is listed in figure 2, and a diagram is in figure 3. We will use two
types of coordinates. Unprimed global coordinates denote angles
with respect to a global reference frame. On the other hand, primed
local coordinates denote angles with respect to the local reference
frame, defined by the local surface normal. These two coordinate
systems are related simply by a rotation, to be defined shortly.
Reflection Equation: We modify equation 1 based on our assumptions, dropping the texturing term, and using the surface normal (α, β) instead of the position x to parameterize B. Since
L(x, 
ωi ) is assumed to be independent of x, we write it as
n) can be written simply as cos θi , the
L(θi , φi ). Finally, (ωi · 
cosine of the incident angle in local coordinates.

Notation

Known Geometry: We use a laser range scanner and a volumetric merging algorithm [4] to obtain object geometry. By assuming
known geometry, we can focus on lighting and material properties.
Curved Objects: Our theoretical analysis requires curved surfaces, and assumes knowledge of the entire 4D reflected light field,
corresponding to the hemisphere of outgoing directions for all surface orientations. However, our practical algorithms will require
only a small number of photographs.
Distant Illumination: The illumination field will be assumed to
be homogeneous, i.e. generated by distant sources, allowing us to
use the same lighting function regardless of surface location. We
treat the lighting as a general function of the incident angle.
Isotropic BRDFs: We will consider only surfaces having
isotropic BRDFs. The BRDF will therefore be a function of only 3
variables, instead of 4, i.e. 3D instead of 4D.
No Interreflection: For concave surfaces, interreflection will be
ignored. Also, shadowing is not considered in our theoretical analysis, which is limited to convex surfaces. However, we will account
for shadowing in our practical algorithms, where necessary.

4

4.1 Preliminaries

Theory of Reflection as Convolution

This section presents a signal-processing framework wherein reflection can be viewed as convolution, and inverse rendering as deconvolution. First, we introduce some preliminaries, defining the
notation and deriving a version of the reflection equation. We then
expand the lighting, BRDF and reflected light field in spherical harmonics to derive a simple equation in terms of spherical harmonic
coefficients. The next section explores implications of this result.

B(α, β, θo , φo ) =

B(α, β, θo , φo ) =

α

Figure 3:

L(θi , φi )ρ̂(θi , φi , θo , φo ) dωi

(3)

= Rα,β (θi , φi )

−1
= Ry (−α)Rz (−β)(θi , φi ) = Rα,β
(θi , φi )

B(α, β, θo , φo ) =

θo
θ’o
BRDF

Ωi

Rz (β)Ry (α)(θi , φi )

Outgoing Light (B)

θi
θ’i

Z

We can now write the dependence on incident angle in equation 3
entirely in global coordinates, or entirely in local coordinates.

BRDF
Incoming Light (L)

(2)

Rotations—Converting Local and Global coordinates:
Local and global coordinates are related by a rotation corresponding to the surface normal (α, β). The north pole in local coordinates, (0 , 0 ) is the surface normal. The corresponding global
coordinates are clearly (α, β). We define Rα,β as a rotation operator2 on column vectors that rotates (θi , φi ) into global coordinates,
and is given by Rα,β = Rz (β)Ry (α) where Rz is a rotation about
the Z axis and Ry a rotation about the Y axis.
(θi , φi )

θ’o

L(θi , φi )ρ(θi , φi , θo , φo ) cos θi dωi

Ωi

We have mixed local (primed) and global (unprimed) coordinates.
The lighting is a global function, and is naturally expressed in a
global coordinate frame as a function of global angles. On the
other hand, the BRDF is naturally expressed as a function of the
local incident and reflected angles. When expressed in the local
coordinate frame, the BRDF is the same everywhere for a homogeneous surface. Similarly, when expressed in the global coordinate
frame, the lighting is the same everywhere, under the assumption
of distant illumination. The reflected radiance B can be expressed
conveniently in either local or global coordinates; we have used local coordinates to match the BRDF. Similarly, integration can be
conveniently done over either local or global coordinates, but the
upper hemisphere is easier to express in local coordinates.
We now define a transfer1 function ρ̂ = ρ cos θi in order to absorb the cosine term. With this modification, equation 2 becomes

(θi , φi ) =
θ’i

Z

α

Schematic of reflection. On top, we show the situation with respect to
the local surface. The BRDF maps the incoming light distribution L to an outgoing
light distribution B. The bottom figure shows how the rotation α affects the situation.
Different orientations of the surface correspond to rotations of the upper hemisphere
and BRDF, with global directions (θi ,θo ) corresponding to local directions (θi ,θo ).

=



R
Ωi

R

Ωi

−1
L(θi , φi )ρ̂ Rα,β
(θi , φi ), θo , φo



d ωi (4)

L (Rα,β (θi , φi )) ρ̂(θi , φi , θo , φo ) d ωi (5)

1
If we want the transfer function to be reciprocal, i.e. symmetric with respect to
incident and outgoing angles, we may multiply both the transfer function and the reflected light field by cos θo . See equation 13.
2
For anisotropic surfaces, we need an initial rotation about Z to set the local tangent frame. We would then have rotations about Z, Y and Z—the familiar EulerAngle parameterization. Since we are dealing with isotropic surfaces, we have ignored
this initial Z rotation, which has no physical significance. It is not difficult to derive
the theory for the more general anisotropic case.

Interpretation as Convolution: In the spatial domain, convolution is the result generated when a filter is translated over an
input signal. However, we can generalize the notion of convolution
to other transformations Ta , where Ta is a function of a, and write

We now represent the transfer function ρ̂ = ρ cos(θi ) in terms
of spherical harmonics. Note that ρ̂ is nonzero only over the upper
hemisphere, i.e. when cos θi > 0 and cos θo > 0.

Z

(f ⊗ g)(a) =

X

ρ̂(θi , φi , θo , φo ) =

f (t)g (Ta (t)) dt

∗
ρ̂lm,pq Ylm
(θi , φi )Ypq (θo , φo )

l,m,p,q

t

When Ta is a translation by a, we obtain the standard expression
for spatial convolution. When Ta is a rotation by the angle a, the
above formula defines convolution in the angular domain.
Therefore, equations 4 and 5 represent rotational convolutions.
Equation 4 in global coordinates states that the reflected light field
at a given surface orientation corresponds to rotating the BRDF to
that orientation, and then integrating over the upper hemisphere.
The BRDF can be thought of as the filter, while the lighting is the
input signal. Symmetrically, equation 5 in local coordinates states
that the reflected light field at a given surface orientation may be
computed by rotating the lighting into the local coordinate system
of the BRDF, and then doing the hemispherical integration.

4.2 Spherical Harmonic Representation
For the translational case, the well-known frequency-space convolution formula is given in terms of Fourier transforms. For a general
operator, an analogous formula can be obtained in terms of group
representations and the associated basis functions. For translations,
these basis functions are sines and cosines—the familiar Fourier
basis. For rotations, the corresponding basis functions are spherical harmonics, and we now proceed to derive the frequency-space
rotational convolution formula in terms of spherical harmonics.
Inui et al. [11] is a good reference for background on spherical
harmonics and their relationship to rotations. Our use of spherical harmonics to represent the lighting is similar in some respects
to previous methods [25] that use steerable linear basis functions.
Spherical harmonics, as well as the closely related Zernike Polynomials, have been used before to represent BRDFs [3, 14, 33].
Spherical harmonics are the analog on the sphere to the Fourier
basis on the line or circle. The spherical harmonic Ylm is given by
s

Nlm

=

2l + 1 (l − m)!
4π (l + m)!

Ylm (θ, φ)

=

Nlm Plm (cos θ)eImφ

l
X

l
Imβ
Dmm
 (α)e
Ylm (θi , φi )

(6)

m =−l

The important thing to note here is that the m indices are mixed—a
spherical harmonic after rotation must be expressed as a combination of other spherical harmonics with different m indices. However, the l indices are not mixed; rotations of spherical harmonics
with order l are composed entirely of other spherical harmonics
with order l. For given order l, Dl is a matrix that tells us how a
spherical harmonic transforms under rotation about the y-axis, i.e.
how to rewrite a rotated spherical harmonic as a linear combination
of all the spherical harmonics of the same order.
We begin by expanding the lighting in global coordinates.
L(θi , φi ) =

∞
X

l
X

Llm Ylm (θi , φi )

(7)

l=0 m=−l

Here, the coefficients Llm can be computed in the standard way by
∗
integrating against the complex conjugate Ylm
Z

π

Z

2π

Llm =
θi =0

φi =0

∗
L(θi , φi )Ylm
(θi , φi ) sin θi dθi dφi

ρ̂(θi , φi , θo , φo ) =

X

ρ̂lq,pq Ylq∗ (θi , φi )Ypq (θo , φo )

(8)

l,p,q

Furthermore, invariance of the BRDF with respect to negating
both incident and outgoing azimuthal angles requires that ρ̂lq,pq =
ρ̂l(−q),p(−q) . Finally, we use only three indices for the BRDF.
ρ̂lpq = ρ̂lq,pq = ρ̂l(−q),p(−q)
To represent the reflected light field, we define a new set of orthonormal basis functions. The normalization and form of these
functions are derived in the appendix. In particular, the matrix
D comes from the rotation formula for spherical harmonics, equation 6. It will be convenient to first define a normalization constant.
r

Λl =

4π
2l + 1

r

Λ−1
l

=

2l + 1
4π

The new basis functions can then be written
l
Imβ
Clmpq (α, β, θo , φo ) = Λ−1
Ypq (θo , φo )
l Dmq (α)e

(9)

The expansion of the reflected light field is now
X

B(α, β, θo , φo ) =

Blmpq Clmpq (α, β, θo , φo )

l,m,p,q

where Nlm is a normalization factor. In the above equation, the
azimuthal dependence is expanded in terms of Fourier basis functions. The θ dependence is expanded in terms of the associated
Legendre functions Plm . The indices obey l ≥ 0 and −l ≤ m ≤ l.
The rotation formula for spherical harmonics is
Ylm (Rα,β (θi , φi )) =

We are interested in isotropic BRDFs, which depend only on
| φo − φi |. This implies that the BRDF is invariant with respect
to adding a constant angle φ to both incident and outgoing azimuthal angles. It can be shown from the form of the spherical harmonics that this condition forces all terms to vanish unless m = q.
∗
in the expansion above
The use of the complex conjugate for Ylm
is to make m = q instead of m = −q. We now write

The translational convolution theorem expresses convolution in
frequency-space as a product of Fourier coefficients. For the rotational case, an analogous result is derived in the appendix, using spherical harmonics instead of complex exponentials. The
frequency-space reflection equation (or rotational convolution formula) is a similar product of basis-function coefficients.
Blmpq = Λl Llm ρ̂lpq

5

(10)

Implications

This section explores the implications of our results for problems
in inverse rendering, and works out some special cases in detail.
Our theory indicates which inverse problems are tractable, as opposed to being ill-posed or ill-conditioned. Finally, we will use the
insights gained to develop a new practical representation.

5.1 General Observations
Inverse BRDF: Equation 10 can be manipulated to yield
ρ̂lpq = Λ−1
l

Blmpq
Llm

(11)

We may use any index m in inverse BRDF computation. Therefore,
BRDF recovery is well-posed unless the denominator vanishes for
all m, i.e. all terms for some order l in the spherical harmonic expansion of the lighting vanish. In signal processing terms, if the
input signal (lighting) has no amplitude along certain modes of the
filter (BRDF), those modes cannot be estimated. BRDF recovery is
well conditioned when the lighting contains high frequencies like
directional sources, and is ill-conditioned for soft lighting.

3.5

= B cos θo
B̃lmpq = Λl Llm ρ̃lpq
(13)
The new transfer function ρ̃ is symmetric with respect to incident
and outgoing directions, and corresponding indices: ρ̃lpq = ρ̃plq .
There is a global scale factor we cannot recover, since B̃ is not
affected if we multiply the lighting and divide the BRDF by the
same amount. p
Therefore, we scale the lighting so the DC term
=
1/ (4π). Now, using equations 11, 12, and 13,
L00 = Λ−1
0
L00 = Λ−1
0
B̃

ρ̃0p0

=

B̃00p0

Llm

=

Λ−1
l



B̃lm00
B̃lm00
B̃lmpq
=
=
ρ̃lpq
ρ̃l00
ρ̃0l0



B̃lm00
B̃00l0
−1 B̃lmpq
ρ̃lpq = Λl
Llm
B̃lmpq B̃00l0
=
B̃lm00
In the last line, we can use any value of m. This gives an explicit
formula for the lighting and BRDF in terms of coefficients of the
output light field. Therefore, up to global scale, the reflected light
field can be factored into the lighting and the BRDF, provided
the appropriate coefficients of the reflected light field do not vanish.
=

Λ−1
l

5.2 Special Cases
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Figure 4: Left: Successive approximations to the clamped cosine function by adding
more spherical harmonic terms. For l = 2, we get a very good approximation. Right:
The solid line is a plot of spherical harmonic coefficients Al = Λl ρ̂l . For l > 1,
odd terms vanish, and even terms decay rapidly.

The factor of (−1)q is because the azimuthal angle changes by π
upon reflection. We see that the lighting coefficients correspond in
a very direct way to the coefficients of the reflected light field. In
signal processing terminology, the inverse lighting problem is well
conditioned because the frequency spectrum of a delta function remains constant with increasing order l, and does not decay.
Single Directional Source: For convenience, we position the
coordinate axes so that the source is located at +Z, i.e. at (0, 0).
Because the directional source is described by a delta function,
the spherical harmonic expansion coefficients are given simply by
∗
(0), which vanishes for m = 0. Thus,
Llm = Ylm
Llm
Blmpq
ρ̂lpq

δm0 Yl0∗ (0) = δm0 Λ−1
l
δm0 ρ̂lpq
Bl0pq

=
=
=

In angular space, a single observation corresponds to a single
BRDF measurement. This property is used in image-based BRDF
measurement [18, 21]. We see that in frequency space, there is a
similar straightforward relation between BRDF coefficients and reflected light field coefficients. BRDF recovery is well-conditioned
since we are estimating the BRDF filter from its impulse response.
Lambertian BRDF: For a Lambertian object, the transfer function is a scaled clamped cosine function, since it is proportional to
the cosine of the incident angle over the upper hemisphere when
cos θi ≥ 0 and is equal to 0 over the lower hemisphere. Plots
of spherical-harmonic fits to the clamped cosine function and the
magnitude of the coefficients are shown in figure 4. Because there
is no dependence on outgoing angle, we can drop the indices p and
q. Further, the reflected light field is now effectively the surface
radiosity function, and can be expanded3 in spherical harmonics.
B(α, β) =

∞ X
l
X

Blm Ylm (α, β)

l=0 m=−l

We [29] have shown that with the definitions,




ρ̂(θi ) = max cos θi , 0

=

∞
X

ρ̂l Yl0 (θi )

l=0

Z

ρ̂l

=

π/2

cos θi Yl0 (θi ) sin θi dθi

2π
0

one can derive

Mirror BRDF: The mirror BRDF corresponds to a gazing
sphere. Just as the inverse lighting problem is easily solved in angular space in this case, we will show that it is well-posed and easily
solved in frequency space. The BRDF involves a delta function,
ρ̂(θi , φi , θo , φo ) = δ(cos θi − cos θo )δ(φi − φo ± π)
Note that the BRDF is nonzero only when θi ≤ π/2 and θo ≤ π/2.
The coefficients for the BRDF, reflected light field, and lighting are
ρ̂lpq = (−1)q δlp
Blmpq = Λl (−1)q δlp Llm
∀q : Llm

Clamped Cos
l=0
l=1
l=2
l=4

1

BRDF coefficient −>

Inverse Lighting: Equation 10 can also be manipulated to yield
Blmpq
Llm = Λ−1
(12)
l
ρ̂lpq
Similarly as for BRDF recovery, any p, q can be used for inverse
lighting. The problem is well-posed unless the denominator ρ̂lpq
vanishes for all p, q for some l. In signal processing terms, when
the BRDF filter truncates certain frequencies in the input lighting
signal (for instance, if it were a low-pass filter), we cannot determine those frequencies from the output signal. Inverse lighting is
well-conditioned when the BRDF has high-frequency components
like sharp specularities, and is ill-conditioned for diffuse surfaces.
Light Field Factorization—Lighting and BRDF: We now
consider the problem of factorizing the light field, i.e simultaneously recovering the lighting and BRDF when both are unknown.
The reflected light field is defined on a four-dimensional domain
while the lighting is a function of two dimensions and the isotropic
BRDF is defined on a three-dimensional domain. This seems to indicate that we have more knowns (in terms of coefficients of the reflected light field) than unknowns (lighting and BRDF coefficients).
For fixed order l, we can use known lighting coefficients Llm
to find unknown BRDF coefficients ρ̂lpq and vice-versa. In fact,
we need only one known nonzero lighting or BRDF coefficient to
bootstrap this process. It would appear from equation 10, however,
that there is an unrecoverable scale factor for each order l, corresponding to the known coefficient we require. But, we can also use
reciprocity of the BRDF. To make the transfer function symmetric,
we multiply it, as well as the reflected light field B, by cos θo .
ρ̃ = ρ̂ cos θo = ρ cos θi cos θo

=

q
Λ−1
l (−1) Blmlq

(14)

Blm

=

Llm

=

Λl ρ̂l Llm
Blm
Λ−1
l
ρ̂l

(15)

We define Âl = Λl ρ̂l . An analytic formula for Al may be derived [29]. It can be shown that Âl vanishes for odd values of l > 1,
3
l
Imβ
The basis functions Clmpq in equation 9 become Λ−1
if we
l Dm0 (α)e
ignore output dependence, and set q = 0 (the BRDF is azimuthally symmetric). It
can be shown that this is simply Ylm (α, β). Equation 15 now follows naturally
from equation 10 upon dropping indices p and q. Our previous derivation [29] was
specialized to the Lambertian case, and ignored the output dependence from the onset.

and even terms fall off very rapidly as l−5/2 . More than 99% of the
energy of the BRDF filter is captured by l ≤ 2. Numerically,
Â0 = 3.14 Â1 = 2.09 Â2 = 0.79 Â3 = 0 Â4 = −0.13 (16)
Thus, the Lambertian BRDF acts like a low-pass filter, truncating or severely attenuating frequencies with l > 2. Therefore,
from observations of a Lambertian surface, estimation of the illumination is formally ill-posed, and is well-conditioned only for the
lighting coefficients with l ≤ 2, corresponding to 9 parameters—1
for order 0 ( (l, m) = (0, 0)), 3 for order 1 (l = 1,−1 ≤ m ≤ 1),
and 5 for order 2 (l = 2,−2 ≤ m ≤ 2). This explains the illconditioning observed by Marschner and Greenberg [20] in trying
to solve the inverse lighting problem from a Lambertian surface.
Furthermore, for practical applications, including forward rendering [28], the reflected light field from a Lambertian surface can
be characterized using only its first 9 spherical harmonic coefficients; lighting effects cannot produce high-frequency variation
in intensity with respect to surface curvature.
Phong BRDF: The normalized Phong transfer function is

 is the reflection of the outgoing (viewing) direction about
where R
 is the direction to the light source, and s is
the surface normal, L
the shininess, or Phong exponent. The normalization ensures the
Phong lobe has unit energy. Technically, we must also zero the
BRDF when the light is not in the upper hemisphere. However, the
Phong BRDF is not physically based, so others have often ignored
this boundary effect, and we will do the same.
 transforming
We now reparameterize by the reflection vector R,
the integral over the upper hemisphere centered on the surface nor The reflection vector takes the
mal to an integral centered on R.
 and
place of the normal in the analysis, with (α, β) referring to R,
 ·L
 = cos θi . The Phong BRDF after reparameterization is mathR
ematically analogous to the Lambertian BRDF just discussed. In
fact, the properties of convolution can be used to show that for the
Phong BRDF, blurring the lighting and using a mirror BRDF is
equivalent to using the real lighting and real BRDF. This formalizes the transformation often made in rendering with environment
maps [23]. Specifically, equation 15 can be written as
Llm
Λl ρ̂l
Blm

=
=
=

Λl ρ̂l Llm
1
Λl ρ̂l Llm = Llm

Llm

(17)

ρ̂l

is the blurred illumination and is the mirror BRDF4 .
Here,
The BRDF coefficients depend on s, and are given by
Z

π/2

ρ̂l = (s + 1)



cos θi

s

Yl0 (θi ) sin θi dθi

(18)

0

This integral may be solved analytically. Formulae are in the appendix, and numerical plots are in figure 5.
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Figure 5: Numerical plots of the Phong coefficients Λl ρ̂l , as defined by equation 18.
The solid lines are the approximations in equation 19.
4

The formula Λl ρ̂l

s, a good approximation is


l2
Λl ρ̂l ≈ exp −
2s

= 1 is not identical to equation 14 since we have now reparameterized by the reflection vector. This accounts for the slightly different normalization.



(19)

√
The coefficients fall off as a gaussian with width of order s. The
Phong BRDF behaves in the frequency domain like a gaussian filter, with the filter width controlled by the shininess. Therefore,
inverse√lighting calculations will be well-conditioned only up to
order s. As s approaches infinity, Λl ρ̂l = 1, and the frequency
spectrum becomes constant, corresponding to a perfect mirror.
Microfacet BRDF: We now consider a simplified 4-parameter
Torrance-Sparrow [36] model, with parameters Kd , Ks , µ and σ.
This microfacet model is widely used in computer graphics.
FS
ρ(
ωi , ωo  ) = Kd + Ks
4 cos θi cos θo
ωo
ωi + 

ωh =



ωi + 
ωo 
F (µ, θo )
F (µ, 0)
h ;
2 i
1
S =
exp − θh /σ
2
πσ
The subscript h stands for the half-way vector. F (µ, θo ) is the
Fresnel term for refractive index µ; we normalize it to be 1 at normal exitance. Actually, F depends on the angle with respect to the
half-way vector; in practice, this angle is usually very close to θo .
For simplicity in the analysis, we have omitted the geometric attenuation factor G. In practice, this omission is not very significant
except for observations made at grazing angles, which are usually
assigned low confidence anyway in practical applications.
We focus on the specular component, reparameterizing by the
reflection vector, as for the Phong BRDF. It will also simplify matters to fix the exitant direction, and focus on the frequency-space
representation of the incident-angle dependence. Precise analytic
formulae are difficult to derive, but we can make a good approximation, as shown in the appendix. For normal exitance,
F

s + 1    s
R·L
2π

ρ̂ =

For large s and l

=



Λl ρ̂l ≈ exp − (σl)2



(20)

For normal exitance, the specular part of the BRDF is a gaussian,
so equation 20 simply states that even in the spherical-harmonic
basis, the frequency spectrum of a gaussian is also gaussian, with
the frequency width related to the reciprocal of the angular width.
For non-normal exitance, microfacet BRDFs are not symmetric
about the reflection vector. Unlike for the Phong BRDF, there is a
preferred direction, determined by the exitant angle. However, the
BRDF filter is essentially symmetric about the reflected direction
for small viewing angles, as well as for low frequencies l. Hence, it
can be shown by Taylor-series expansions and verified numerically,
that the corrections to equation 20 are small under these conditions.
Finally, we approximate the effects of the Fresnel factor at nonnormal exitance by multiplying our expressions by F (µ, θo ).
With respect to the conditioning of inverse problems, equation 20 indicates that inverse lighting from a microfacet BRDF is
well-conditioned only for frequencies up to order l ∼σ−1 . Equation 20 also indicates that BRDF estimation is ill-conditioned under
low-frequency lighting. For low-frequency lighting, we may apply
the properties of convolution as we did for Phong BRDFs, filtering
the lighting using equations 17 and 20, while using a mirror BRDF.
Note that for frequencies l << σ−1 , the effects of this filtering
are insignificant. The BRDF passes through virtually all the lowfrequency energy. Therefore, if the lighting contains only low
frequencies, the reflected light field from a microfacet BRDF
is essentially independent of the BRDF filter width σ −1 ; this
makes estimation of the surface roughness σ ill-conditioned.

5.3 Practical Representation
Thus far, we have presented the theoretical foundation for, and
some implications of, a frequency-space view of reflection. A sig-

nal processing approach has been used before in some other areas of computer graphics, notably the theory of aliasing. Just as a
frequency-space analysis of aliasing gives many insights difficult
to obtain by other means, the last two sections lead to new ways of
analyzing inverse rendering problems. However, the Fourier-space
theory of aliasing is not generally used directly for antialiasing. The
ideal Fourier-space bandpass filter in the spatial domain, the sinc
function, is usually modified for practical purposes because it has
infinite extent and leads to ringing. Similarly, representing BRDFs
purely as a linear combination of spherical harmonics leads to ringing. Moreover, it is difficult to compute Fourier spectra from sparse
irregularly sampled data. Similarly, it is difficult to compute the reflected light field coefficients Blmpq from a few photographs; we
would require a very large number of input images, densely sampling the entire sphere of possible directions.
For these reasons, the frequency-space ideas must be put into
practice carefully. Here, we first discuss two useful practical techniques—dual angular and frequency-space representations,
and the separation of the lighting into slow and fast-varying components. Finally, we use these ideas, and the insights gained from
the previous subsection, to derive a simple practical model of the
reflected light field for the microfacet BRDF. This representation
will be used extensively in the practical algorithms of section 6.
Dual Angular and Frequency-Space Representations:
Quantities local in angular space have broad frequency spectra and
vice-versa. By developing a frequency-space view of reflection,
we ensure that we can use either the angular-space or frequencyspace representation, or even a combination of the two. The diffuse
BRDF component is slowly varying in angular-space, but is local
in frequency-space, while the specular BRDF component is local in
the angular domain. For representing the lighting, the frequencyspace view is appropriate for the diffuse BRDF component, while
the angular-space view is appropriate for the specular component.
Separation of slow and fast-varying lighting: For the
angular-space description of the lighting, used in computing the reflected light field from the specular BRDF component, we separate
the lighting into a slow varying component corresponding to low
frequencies or area sources—for which we filter the lighting and
use a mirror BRDF—and a fast varying component corresponding
to high frequencies or directional sources. For the frequency-space
lighting description, used for the diffuse BRDF component, this
distinction need not be made since the formulae for the Lambertian
BRDF are the same for both slow and fast varying components.
Model for Reflected Light Field: Our model for the reflected
light field from the microfacet BRDF includes three components.
B = Bd + Bs,slow + Bs,f ast
Bd is from the diffuse component of the BRDF. Bs,slow represents
specularities from the slowly-varying lighting, and Bs,f ast specular highlights from the fast varying lighting component.
To write Bd , corresponding to the Lambertian BRDF component, we use the 9 parameter frequency-space representation of the
lighting. Explicitly noting l ≤ 2, and with E being the irradiance,
=

Bd
E(α, β)

=

Kd E(α, β)
2
X
l=0

Λl ρ̂l

+l
X

!

Llm Ylm (α, β)

(21)

m=−l

The numerical values of Λl ρ̂l are given in equation 16.
For Bs,slow , we filter the lighting, using equations 17 and 20,
 denoting the reflected
and treat the BRDF as a mirror. With R
direction, and Lslow the filtered version of the lighting, we obtain

Bs,slow = Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)

(22)

For the fast varying portion of the lighting—corresponding to
sources of angular width
σ—we treat the total energy of the
source, given by an integral over the (small) solid angle subtended,
as located at its center, so the lighting is a delta function. Bs,f ast

is given by the standard equation for the specular highlight from a
directional source. The extra factor of 4 cos θo in the denominator as compared to equation 22 comes from the relation between
differential microfacet and global solid angles.
Ks F (µ, θo ) X
Tj
Bs,f ast =
4 cos θo
j
h

;

2 i





Lj,f ast
(23)
πσ 2
The subscript j denotes a particular directional source; there could
be several. Note that Lj,f ast is now the total energy of the source.
For BRDF estimation, it is convenient to expand out these equations, making dependence on the BRDF parameters explicit.
Tj

B = Kd E

6

=

exp − θh /σ

+ Ks F (µ, θo )

2
 +
4Lslow (R)

1
4 cos θo

X

3
Tj (σ)5

(24)

j

Algorithms and Results

This section shows how the theory, and in particular the model just
derived in section 5.3, can be applied to a broad range of practical
inverse rendering problems. We present two types of methods—
algorithms that recover coefficients of a purely frequency-space description of the lighting or BRDF by representing these quantities
as a sum of spherical harmonic terms, and algorithms that estimate
parameters corresponding to our model of section 5.3. Section 6.1
on BRDF estimation demonstrates direct recovery of spherical harmonic BRDF coefficients, as well as estimation of parametric microfacet BRDFs using equation 24. Similarly, section 6.2 demonstrates direct recovery of spherical harmonic lighting coefficients,
as well as estimation of a dual angular and frequency-space lighting
description as per the model of section 5.3. Section 6.3 shows how
to combine BRDF and lighting estimation techniques to simultaneously recover the lighting and BRDF parameters, when both are
unknown. In this case, we do not show direct recovery of spherical
harmonic coefficients, as we have thus far found this to be impractical. Finally, section 6.4 demonstrates our algorithms on geometrically complex objects, showing how it is straightforward to extend
our model to handle textures and shadowing.
To test our methods, we first used homogeneous spheres5 of different materials. Spheres are naturally parameterized with spherical coordinates, and therefore correspond directly to our theory.
Later, we also used complex objects—a white cat sculpture, and a
textured wooden doll—to show the generality of our algorithms.
Data Acquisition: We used a mechanical gantry to position an
inward-looking Toshiba IK-TU40A CCD(x3) camera on an arc of
radius 60cm. Calibration of intrinsics was done by the method of
Zhang [40]. Since the camera position was computer-controlled,
extrinsics were known. The mapping between pixel and radiance
values was also calibrated. We acquired 60 images of the target
sphere, taken at 3 degree intervals. To map from image pixels to
angular coordinates (α, β, θo , φo ), we used image silhouettes to
find the geometric location of the center of the sphere and its radius.
Our gantry also positioned a 150W white point source along an
arc. Since this arc radius (90 cm) was much larger than the sphere
radii (between 1.25 and 2cm), we treated the point source as a directional light. A large area source, with 99% of its energy in lowfrequency modes of order l ≤ 6, was obtained by projecting white
light on a projection screen. The lighting distribution was determined using a gazing sphere. This information was used directly
for experiments assuming known illumination, and as a reference
solution for experiments assuming unknown illumination.
We also used the same experimental setup, but with only the
point source, to measure the BRDF of a white teflon sphere using
the image-based method of Marschner et al. [21]. This independent measurement was used to verify the accuracy of our BRDF
estimation algorithms under complex illumination.
5

Ordered from the McMaster-Carr catalog http://www.mcmaster.com

6.1 Inverse BRDF with Known Lighting
Estimation of Spherical Harmonic BRDF coefficients:
Spherical harmonics and Zernike polynomials have been fit [14] to
measured BRDF data, but previous work has not tried to estimate
coefficients directly. Since the BRDF is linear in the coefficients
ρ̂lpq , we simply solve a linear system to determine ρ̂lpq .
Figure 6 compares the parametric BRDFs estimated under complex lighting to BRDFs measured using a single point source with
the method of Marschner et al. [21]. As expected [14], the recovered BRDFs exhibit ringing. One way to reduce ringing is to attenuate high-frequency coefficients. According to our theory, this
is equivalent to using low frequency lighting. Therefore, as seen
in figure 6, images rendered with low-frequency lighting do not
exhibit ringing and closely match real photographs, since only the
low-frequency components of the BRDF are important. However,
images rendered using directional sources show significant ringing.
0
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BRDF
slices
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θ ’i
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Real (Marschner)

Order 6

Order 12

at grazing angles. Since these measurements tend to be the most
error-prone, there will be small errors in the estimated values of µ
for some materials. Nevertheless, we find the Fresnel term important for reproducing accurate specular highlights at oblique angles.
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Figure 7: Comparison of BRDF parameters recovered by our algorithm under complex lighting to those fit to measurements made by the method of Marschner et al. [21].

The results in figure 7 show that the estimates of BRDF parameters from our method are quite accurate, and there is only a small
increase in the error-of-fit when using parameters recovered by our
algorithm to fit the measured BRDF. We also determined percentage RMS errors between images rendered using recovered BRDFs
and real photographs to be between 5 and 10%. A visual comparison is shown in the first and third rows of figure 12. All these results
indicate that, as expected theoretically, we can accurately estimate
BRDFs even under complex lighting.

6.2 Inverse Lighting with Known BRDF

Images
Real
Rendered
Low-Frequency Lighting

Rendered
Directional Source

Figure 6:

Top: Slices of the BRDF transfer function of a teflon sphere for fixed
exitant angle of 63◦ . θi varies linearly from 0◦ to 90◦ from top to bottom, and


| φo − φi | linearly from 0◦ to 360◦ from left to right. The central bright feature
is the specular highlight. Left is the BRDF slice independently measured using the
approach of Marschner et al. [21], middle is the recovered value using a maximum
order 6, and right is the recovered version for order 12. Ringing is apparent in both
recovered BRDFs. The right version is sharper, but exhibits more pronounced ringing.
Bottom: Left is an actual photograph; the lighting is low-frequency from a large area
source. Middle is a rendering using the recovered BRDF for order 6 and the same
lighting. Since the lighting is low-frequency, only low-frequency components of the
BRDF are important, and the rendering appears very similar to the photograph even
though the recovered BRDF does not include frequencies higher than order 6. Right
is a rendering with a directional source at the viewpoint, and exhibits ringing.

For practical applications, it is usually more convenient to recover low-parameter BRDF models since these are compact, can
be estimated from fewer observations, and do not exhibit ringing.
In the rest of this section, we will derive improved inverse rendering
algorithms, assuming our parametric BRDF model.
Estimation of Parametric BRDF Model: We estimate
BRDF parameters under general known lighting distributions using
equation 24. The inputs are images that sample the reflected light
field B. We perform the estimation using nested procedures. In the
outer procedure, a simplex algorithm adjusts the nonlinear parameters µ and σ to minimize error with respect to image pixels. In
the inner procedure, a linear problem is solved for Kd and Ks . For
numerical work, we use the simplex method e04ccc and linear
solvers f01qcc and f01qdc in the NAG [9] C libraries. The
main difference from previous work is that equation 24 provides a
principled way of accounting for all components of the lighting and
BRDF, allowing for the use of general illumination conditions.
We tested our algorithm on the spheres. Since the lighting includes high and low-frequency components (a directional source
and an area source), the theory predicts that parameter estimation
is well-conditioned. To validate our algorithm, we compared parameters recovered under complex lighting for one of the samples, a white teflon sphere, to those obtained by fitting to the full
BRDF separately measured by us using the method of Marschner et
al. [21]. Unlike most previous work on BRDF estimation, we consider the Fresnel term. It should be noted that accurate estimates
for the refractive index µ require correct noise-free measurements

Previous methods for estimating the lighting have been developed
only for the special cases of mirror BRDFs (a gazing sphere), Lambertian BRDFs (Marschner and Greenberg [20]), and when shadows are present (Sato et al. [30]). Previous methods [20, 30] have
also required regularization using penalty terms with user-specified
weights, and have been limited by the computational complexity of their formulations to a coarse discretization of the sphere.
We present two new algorithms for curved surfaces with general
BRDFs. The first method directly recovers spherical harmonic
lighting coefficients Llm . The second algorithm estimates parameters of the dual angular and frequency-space lighting model of
section 5.3. This method requires no explicit regularization, and
yields high-resolution results that are sharper than those from the
first algorithm, but is more difficult to extend to concave surfaces.
The theory tells us that inverse lighting is ill-conditioned for
high-frequencies. Therefore, we will recover only low-frequency
continuous lighting distributions, and will not explicitly account
for directional sources, i.e. we assume that Bs,f ast = 0. The reflected light field is essentially independent of the surface roughness σ under these conditions, so our algorithms do not explicitly
use σ. The theory predicts that the recovered illumination will be a
filtered version of the real lighting. Directional sources will appear
as continuous distributions of angular width approximately σ.
Estimation of Spherical Harmonic Lighting coefficients:
We represent the lighting by coefficients Llm with l ≤ l∗ , and solve
a linear least-squares system for Llm . The first term in parentheses
below corresponds to Bd , and the second to Bs,slow . The cutoff l∗
is used for regularization, and should be of order l∗ ∼ σ −1 .
B=

l∗ X
l
X

Llm (Kd Λl ρ̂l Ylm (α, β) + Ks F Ylm (θR , φR )) (25)

l=0 m=−l

Estimation of Parametric Dual Lighting Model: Another
approach is to estimate the dual angular and frequency-space lighting model of section 5.3. Our algorithm is based on subtracting out
the diffuse component Bd of the reflected light field. After this,
we treat the object as a mirror sphere, recovering a high-resolution
angular-space version of the illumination from the specular component alone. To determine Bd , we need only the 9 lowest frequencyspace coefficients Llm with l ≤ 2. Our algorithm uses the following methods to convert between angular and frequency-space:
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Figure 8:

Estimation of dual lighting representation. In phase 1, we use frequencyspace parameters L1lm to compute diffuse component Bd1 . This is subtracted from the
input image, leaving the specular component, from which the angular-space lighting
is found. In phase 2, we compute coefficients L2lm , which can be used to determine
Bd2 . The consistency condition is that Bd1 = Bd2 or L1lm = L2lm . In this and all
subsequent figures, the lighting is visualized by unwrapping the sphere so θ ranges in
equal increments from 0 to π from top to bottom, and φ ranges in equal increments
from 0 to 2π from left to right (so the image wraps around in the horizontal direction).

1. 9 parameters to High-Resolution Lighting: The inputs to
phase 1 are the coefficients L1lm . These suffice to find Bd1 by
equation 21. Since we assumed that Bs,f ast = 0,
 = B − Bd1 (L1lm )
Bs,slow = Ks F (µ, θo )Lslow (R)

Lslow (R)

=

B − Bd1 (L1lm )
Ks F (µ, θo )

We assume the BRDF parameters are known, and B is the
input to the algorithm, so the right-hand side can be evaluated.
2. High-Resolution Lighting to 9 parameters: Using the angular space values L found from the first phase, we can easily
find the 9 frequency-space parameters of the lighting L2lm .
Now, assume we run phase 1 (with inputs L1lm ) and phase 2
(with outputs L2lm ) sequentially. The consistency condition is that
L1lm = L2lm —converting from frequency to angular to frequency
space must not change the result. Equivalently, the computed diffuse components must match, i.e. Bd1 (L1lm ) = Bd2 (L2lm ). This is
illustrated in figure 8. Since everything is linear in terms of the
lighting coefficients, the consistency condition reduces to a system
of 9 simultaneous equations. After solving for Llm , we run phase
1 to determine the high-resolution lighting in angular space.
Figure 9 compares the methods to each other, and to a reference solution from a gazing sphere. Both algorithms give reasonably accurate results. As predicted by the theory, high-frequency
components are filtered by the roughness σ. In the first method,
involving direct recovery of Llm , there will still be some residual energy for l > l∗ . Since we regularize by not considering
higher frequencies—we could increase l∗ , but this makes the result
noisier—the recovered lighting is somewhat blurred compared to
our dual angular and frequency-space algorithm (second method).
φ
θ

Real (Gazing Sphere) Algorithm 1 l * = 12

l * = 20

Algorithm 2

Figure 9:

Comparison of inverse lighting methods. From left to right, real lighting
(from a gazing sphere), recovered illumination by direct estimation of spherical harmonic coefficients with l∗ = 12 and l∗ = 20, and estimation of dual angular and
frequency-space lighting model. To make the artifacts more apparent, we have set 0
to gray. The results from the dual algorithm are sharper, but still somewhat blurred
because of filtering by σ. A small amount of ringing occurs for direct coefficient recovery, and can be seen for l∗ = 12. Using l∗ = 20 makes the solution very noisy.

6.3 Factorization—Unknown Lighting and BRDF
We can combine the inverse-BRDF and inverse-lighting methods
to factor the reflected light field, simultaneously recovering the
lighting and BRDF when both are unknown. Therefore, we are
able to recover BRDFs of curved surfaces under unknown complex

illumination, something which has not previously been demonstrated. There is an unrecoverable global scale factor, so we set
Kd + Ks = 1; we cannot find absolute reflectance. Also, the
theory predicts that for low-frequency lighting, estimation of the
surface roughness σ is ill-conditioned—blurring the lighting while
sharpening the BRDF does not significantly change the reflected
light field. However, for high-frequency lighting, this ambiguity
can be removed. We will use a single manually specified directional source in the recovered lighting distribution to estimate σ.
Algorithm: The algorithm consists of nested procedures. In
the outer loop, we effectively solve an inverse-BRDF problem—a
nonlinear simplex algorithm adjusts the BRDF parameters to
minimize error with respect to image pixels. Since Kd + Ks = 1,
and σ will not be solved for till after the lighting and other BRDF
parameters have been recovered, there are only 2 free parameters,
Ks and µ. In the inner procedure, a linear problem is solved to
estimate the lighting for a given set of BRDF parameters, using the
methods of the previous subsection. Pseudocode is given below.
global Binput
global Kd ,Ks ,µ,σ
global L
procedure Factor
Minimize(Ks ,µ,ObjFun)
σ = FindRoughness(L)
function ObjFun(Ks ,µ)
Kd = 1 − Ks
L = Lighting(Kd ,Ks ,µ)
Bpred = Predict(L,Kd ,Ks ,µ)
return RMS(Binput ,Bpred )

// Input images
// BRDF parameters
// Lighting
// Simplex Method
// Figure 10, Equation 26
// Kd + Ks = 1
// Inverse Lighting
// Predicted Light Field
// RMS Error

Finding σ using a directional source: If a directional
source is present—and manually specified by us in the recovered
lighting—we can estimate σ by equating specular components predicted by equations 22 and 23 for the center, i.e. brightest point, of
the light source at normal exitance. An illustration is in figure 10.
Lcen ≈

Ltotal
4πσ 2

(26)

φ
θ

L cen = 1.0
L tot = 0.14
σ = 0.11

Figure 10:

We manually specify (red box) the region corresponding to the directional source in a visualization of the lighting. The algorithm then determines Lcen ,
the intensity at the center (brightest point), Ltot , the total energy integrated over the
region specified by the red box, and computes σ using equation 26. The method does
not depend on the size of the red box—provided it encloses the entire (filtered) source—
nor the precise shape into which the source is filtered in the recovered lighting.

Results: We used the method of this subsection—with the dual
angular and frequency-space algorithm for inverse lighting—to factor the light field for the spheres, simultaneously estimating the
BRDF and lighting. The same setup and lighting were used for
all the spheres so we could compare the recovered illumination.
We see from figure 11 that the BRDF estimates under unknown
lighting are accurate. Absolute errors are small, compared to parameters recovered under known lighting. The only significant
anomalies are the slightly low values for the refractive index µ—
caused because we cannot know the high-frequency lighting components, which are necessary for more accurately estimating the
Fresnel term. We are also able to estimate a filtered version of the
lighting. As shown in figure 12, the recovered lighting distributions from all the samples are largely consistent. As predicted by
the theory, the directional source is spread out to different extents
depending on how rough the surface is, i.e. the value of σ. Finally,
figure 12 shows that rendered images using the estimated lighting
and BRDF are almost indistinguishable from real photographs.
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Teflon
Delrin
Neoprene Rubber
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Painted
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0.89
0.87
0.92
0.20
(.15,.08,.05)
(.62,.71,.62)

Kd
Unknown
0.87
0.88
0.93
0.14
(.09,.07,.07)
(.67,.75,.64)

Ks
Known
0.11
0.13
0.08
0.80
(.85,.68,.59)
0.29

Unknown
0.13
0.12
0.07
0.86
(.91,.69,.55)
0.25

Known
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Known
0.12
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0.10
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0.12
0.15
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0.11
0.10
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0.10
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Figure 11: BRDFs of various spheres, recovered under known (section 6.1) and unknown (section 6.3) lighting. The reported values are normalized so Kd + Ks = 1. RGB
values are reported for colored objects. We see that Ks is much higher for the more specular metallic spheres, and that σ is especially high for the rough sandblasted sphere. The
Fresnel effect is very close to 1 for metals, so we do not consider the Fresnel term for these spheres.
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Figure 12: Spheres rendered using BRDFs estimated under known (section 6.1) and
unknown (section 6.3) lighting. The algorithm in section 6.3 also recovers the lighting.
Since there is an unknown global scale, we scale the recovered lighting distributions
in order to compare them. The recovered illumination is largely consistent between
all samples, and is similar to a filtered version of the real lighting. As predicted by
the theory, the different roughnesses σ cause the directional source to be spread out to
different extents. The filtered source is slightly elongated or asymmetric because the
microfacet BRDF is not completely symmetric about the reflection vector.

6.4 Complex Objects—Texture and Shadowing
We now demonstrate our algorithms on objects with complex geometry, and discuss extensions to handle concave surfaces and textured objects. Although the theory is developed for homogeneous
surfaces, our algorithms can be extended to textured objects simply
by letting the BRDF parameters be functions of surface position. It
would appear that concave regions, where one part of the surface
may shadow another, are a more serious problem since our theory
is developed for convex objects and assumes no self-shadowing.
However, using our new practical model of section 5.3, we will
see that the extensions necessary mainly just involve checking for
shadowing of the reflected ray and directional sources, which are
routine operations in a raytracer.
Shadowing—Concave Surfaces: In our practical model, the
reflected light field consists of 3 parts—Bd , Bs,slow , and Bs,f ast .
 the slowly-varying component of
Bs,slow depends on Lslow (R),
the lighting evaluated at the reflection vector. Our model allows us
to approximate the effects of shadowing simply by checking if the
reflected ray is shadowed. The other components are handled in the
standard manner. To consider shadowing when computing Bs,f ast ,
corresponding to specularities from directional sources, we check
if these sources are shadowed. Bd depends on the irradiance E,
which should now be computed in the more conventional angularspace way by integrating the scene lighting while considering visibility, instead of using the 9-parameter lighting approximation of
equation 21. It should be emphasized that in all cases, the corrections for visibility depend only on object geometry, and can be
precomputed for each point on the object using a ray tracer.

For parametric BRDF estimation, we modify each component of
equation 24 to consider visibility, as discussed above. Our first inverse lighting method, that directly recovers the coefficients Llm , is
modified similarly. In equation 25, we check if the reflected ray is
shadowed, and consider shadowing when computing the irradiance
due to each Ylm . Note that B is still a linear combination of the
lighting coefficients, so we will still solve a linear system for Llm .
However, it is difficult to extend our dual angular and frequencyspace method for inverse lighting to handle concave surfaces because Bd no longer depends only on the 9 lighting coefficients Llm
with l ≤ 2. For light field factorization, we simply extend both the
inverse-BRDF and inverse-lighting methods as discussed.
A white cat sculpture was used to test our algorithms on complex
geometric objects that include concavities. Geometry was acquired
using a Cyberware range scanner and aligned to the images by manually specifying correspondences. The lighting was slightly more
complex than that for the spheres experiment; we used a second
directional source in addition to the area source.
To show that we can recover BRDFs using a small number of
images, we used only 3 input photographs. We recovered BRDFs
under both known lighting, using the method of section 6.1, and
unknown lighting—using the factorization method of section 6.3,
with the inverse lighting component being direct recovery of spherical harmonic coefficients using l∗ = 12. Comparisons of photographs and renderings are in figures 1 and 13. BRDF and lighting
parameters are tabulated in figure 14. This experiment indicates
that our methods for BRDF recovery under known and unknown
lighting are consistent, and are accurate even for complex lighting
and geometry. The rendered images are very close to the original
photographs, even under viewing and lighting conditions not used
for BRDF recovery. The most prominent artifacts are because of
imprecise geometric alignment and insufficient geometric resolution. For instance, since our geometric model does not include the
eyelids of the cat, that feature is missing from the rendered images.
Textured BRDFs: Since the theory shows that factorization of
lighting and texture is ambiguous, we consider only recovery of
textured BRDFs under known lighting. It is fairly straightforward
to allow Kd (x) and Ks (x) to be described by textures that depend
on surface position x. In the inner procedure of the parametric
BRDF estimation algorithm of section 6.1, we simply solve a separate linear problem for each point x to estimate Kd (x) and Ks (x).
As an experimental test, we used a wooden doll. We compared
the real input photographs with images rendered using the recovered textured BRDF. We also took a photograph of the same object
under a single directional source and compared this to a rendering
using the textured BRDF recovered under complex illumination.
The results in figure 15 show that our renderings closely resemble
real photographs. The main artifact is blurring of texture because
of geometry-image misregistration.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has developed a signal-processing framework for inverse rendering. The qualitative observation that the reflected light
field is a convolution of the lighting and BRDF has been formalized
mathematically. We have shown in frequency-space why a gazing sphere is well-suited for recovering the lighting—the frequency
spectrum of the mirror BRDF (a delta function) is constant—and

Rendered, Known Lighting

Real Photograph

Rendered, Unknown Lighting

Real

Rendered

Real

Rendered

Input
View

1 view in original input sequence

Same view, novel lighting

Figure 15:

Recovering textured BRDFs under complex lighting. The rendered images closely resemble the real photographs, even under novel lighting.

New
View

Figure 13:

Comparison of real photographs (middle column) to images rendered
using BRDFs recovered under known lighting (left column), and using BRDFs (and
lighting) estimated under unknown lighting (right column). The top row is one of the
3 input views. The bottom row is a new view, not used for BRDF estimation. Note
that in the top row, we have composited the left and right renderings over the same
background as the middle photograph in order to make a meaningful comparison.

Parameter
Kd
Ks
µ
σ
(l,m) = (0,0)
(1,-1)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(2,-2)
(2,-1)
(2,0)
(2,1)
(2,2)

Known Lighting
Unknown Lighting
BRDF Parameters
0.88
0.90
0.12
0.10
1.68
1.47
0.12
0.14
Lighting Coefficients (l,m)
0.68
0.68
-0.06
-0.02
-0.17
-0.15
-0.02
-0.06
0.10
0.04
0.03
0.09
-0.55
-0.51
0.30
0.28
0.84
0.88

Figure 14: BRDF and lighting parameters for the cat sculpture. We see good agreement between BRDF parameter values recovered with known and unknown lighting,
showing our methods are consistent. Note that we normalize so Kd + Ks = 1.
We may also check the accuracy of the recovered lighting. Since there is an unknown
global scale for the recovered values, we report normalized lighting coefficient values for the first 9 spherical harmonic coefficients (in real form), which are the most
important, because they significantly affect the diffuse component of the BRDF.
why a directional source is well-suited for recovering the BRDF—
we are estimating the BRDF filter by considering its impulse response. The conditioning properties and well-posedness of BRDF
and lighting estimation under various conditions have been derived, as well as an explicit formula for factoring the reflected light
field into the lighting and BRDF. The ill-conditioning observed by
Marschner and Greenberg [20] in estimating the lighting from a
Lambertian surface has been explained, and we have shown that
factorization of lighting effects and low-frequency texture is ambiguous. All these results indicate that the theory provides a useful
analytical tool for studying the properties of inverse problems.
The insights gained from the theory also lead to a new practical representation. We can numerically represent quantities in angular or frequency space, depending on where they are more local. This leads to new algorithms which are often expressed in a
combination of angular and frequency-space. We can determine
which BRDF and lighting parameters are important, and can handle the various components appropriately. For BRDF estimation,
the parametric recovery algorithms of Yu and Malik [39], Sato
and Ikeuchi [31], and Love [17]—which are designed specifically
for natural lighting—can be seen as special cases of this general

approach; they treat sunlight (high-frequency) and skylight (lowfrequency) separately. We provide a general framework for arbitrary illumination, and also determine conditions under which parameter recovery is robust. For instance, our theory predicts that
estimation of σ is ill-conditioned on a cloudy day, with only lowfrequency lighting. Our framework can also be applied to developing new frequency-space algorithms to estimate the lighting from
objects with general BRDFs. The use of frequency-space naturally handles continuous lighting distributions. Our dual angular
and frequency-space algorithm effectively reduces the problem for
general BRDFs to that for a gazing sphere, requires no explicit regularization, and allows much higher resolutions to be obtained than
with previous purely angular-space methods [20, 30]. Finally, we
demonstrate a method for factoring the light field to simultaneously
estimate the lighting and BRDF. This allows us to estimate BRDFs
of geometrically complex objects under unknown general lighting,
which has not previously been demonstrated.
We have only scratched the surface of possible applications. In
the future, it is likely that many more algorithms can be derived
using the basic approaches outlined here. Possible algorithmic improvements include extending the consistency condition for inverse
lighting so we can use color-space methods [13] to help separate
diffuse and specular components for colored objects. Finally, while
we have discussed only inverse rendering applications, we believe
the convolution-based approach is of theoretical and practical importance in many other areas of computer graphics. We have already shown [28] how to use the 9 term irradiance approximation
for efficient forward rendering of diffuse objects with environment
maps, and we believe there are many further applications.
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Next, we reproduce the BRDF expansion in equation 8, using l instead of l, in order
not to conflict with the index l, already in use for the lighting.

L(θi , φi )

=
=

;
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By orthonormality of the spherical harmonics, the value of the integral is δll δm q .
We can therefore set m = q and l = l and eliminate l and m .



X

B(α, β, θo , φo ) =



l
(Llm ρ̂lpq ) Dmq
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l,m,p,q

From this, we derive the form of Clmpq in equation 9, and the frequency-space reflection formula, equation 10. The prefactor Λ−1
in equation 9, and the resulting factor
l
Λl in equation 10, is for normalization. The orthonormality of the basis functions
Clmpq , as well as the value of the normalization constant Λl , can be derived from
the orthogonality of the group representation matrices Dl (equation 7.73 of [11]).
Phong BRDF: We substitute u = cos θi in equation 18, and note that

Yl0 (θi ) = Λ−1
l Pl (cos θi ), where Pl is the legendre polynomial of order l.
ρ̂l = Λ−1
l (s + 1)

Z

1

us Pl (u) d u

0

An analytic formula is given by MacRobert [19] in equations 19 and 20 of chapter 5.
ODD l

Λl ρ̂l

=

(s + 1)(s − 1)(s − 3) . . . (s − l + 2)
(s + l + 1)(s + l − 1) . . . (s + 2)

EVEN l

Λl ρ̂l
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s(s − 2) . . . (s − l + 2)
(s + l + 1)(s + l − 1) . . . (s + 3)

This can be expressed using Euler’s Gamma function, which for positive integers is
simply the factorial function, Γ(n) = (n − 1)!. Neglecting constant terms, we
obtain for large s and s > l − 1,
Λl ρ̂l =
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If l  s, we can expand the logarithm of this function in a Taylor series about l = 0.



log(Λl ρ̂l ) = −l2

1
1
−
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For large s, 1/s  1/s2 , and we derive equation 19.

Microfacet BRDF: Consider normal exitance, and ignore Fresnel variation

= θi /2.
with incident angle. There is no azimuthal dependence, and θh
Z

h

π/2

ρ̂l = 2π

exp −θi 2 /4σ2

i

4πσ2

0

Yl0 (θi ) sin θi d θi

The expansion of Yl0 (t) near t = 0 for small l is
Yl0 (t) = Λ−1
l



1−



Yl0 (t) ∼ Λ−1
l

(27)



l(l + 1) 2
t + O(t4 )
4

The asymptotic form of Yl0 (t) near t = 0 for large l is
1
√ cos[(l + 1/2)t − π/4]
t

(28)


(29)

To integrate equation 27, we substitute θi = 2σu. Assuming σ  1, the upper limit
of the integral becomes infinite, and sin θi d θi = θi d θi = 4σ2 u d u.

Z

∞

ρ̂l =

2

2e−u Yl0 (2σu)u d u

0

We therefore set t = 2σu in equations 28 and 29. When σl  1, we use equation 28.
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B(α, β, θo , φo ) =

X
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2ue−u d u − (σl)2

0

Frequency-space Reflection Equation: We rewrite the spherical
harmonic lighting expansion in equation 7, applying the rotation formula in equation 6.

l ,p,q

We can now write out the reflection integral, equation 5. The integrand is simply the
product of the above two results for the lighting and BRDF. After taking terms not
depending on (θi , φi ) outside the integral, we obtain

Λl ρ̂l

Appendix: Mathematical Derivations
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2u3 e−u d u

0

Note that these are the first terms in the Taylor series of exp[−(σl)2 ]. When σl  1,
we use equation 29 to obtain (Φ is a phase that encapsulates the lower-order terms):
Z ∞
2√
e−u
u cos[(2σl)u + Φ] d u
Λl ρ̂l ∼
0

The dominant term can be shown to be exp[−(2σl)2 /4] = exp[−(σl)2 ]. Therefore, we can simply use exp[−(σl)2 ] as a valid approximation in both domains,
giving rise to equation 20. We have also verified this result numerically.
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These course notes are closely related to the attached
paper "Image-Based Reconstruction of Spatially Varying
Materials" [7] which has been published at the Eurograhpics Workshop on Rendering 2001.
The overall pipeline for the image-based measurement
of spatially varying materials for one object consists of
the following steps:

within a single material. Photorealistic rendering of such
objects requires accurate measurements of the reflection
properties of each material, as well as the spatially varying
effects.
The process of measuring the BRDF of a homogeneous
material is already quite demanding. There are several
methods to measure the BRDF directly.

• acquisition of 3D geometry

1.1

• capturing of high dynamic range images with different illumination

BRDF Measurement for Homogeneous
Materials

Given a flat sample surface, a gonioreflectometer samples
the BRDF by varying the position of a light source and
• clustering of surface points into clusters of similar a sensor over the hemisphere. At each position the reflectivity is measured for exactly one pair of incident and
materials
exitant directions. A dense sampling of the BRDF thus
requires moving the light source and the sensor to a large
• fitting a BRDF model to the material clusters
number of different positions which is very time consum• representing the BRDF of each point as a weighted ing. In Figure 1.1a the principle setup of a gonioreflecsum of cluster BRDFs.
tometer is depicted. The same effect can be obtained by
The course notes will emphasize the basic idea of keeping either the light source or the sensor fix while tiltimage-based measurement of spatially varying materials. ing the surface and changing its orientation instead (see
The notes will also give some insight into practical issues Figure 1.1b).
A more efficient technique to acquire BRDFs of hoon the acquisition process complementing the techniques
mogeneous
materials has been proposed by Marschner et
described in the paper.
al. [8]. Here, the sensor is replaced by a digital camera
which acts as a sensor array. Instead of a planar sample
the
technique uses a curved surface. Since the surface nor1 Spatially Varying Materials
mal for a curved object is different at each point a single
Real-world objects are usually composed of a number of image of the object lit by a point light source captures a
different materials that often show subtle changes even large number of different incident and exitant light direc• resampling

1

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: a) Principle setup of a gonioreflectometer: The BRDF of a flat, homogeneous surface is sampled by varying
the position of the light source and the detecting sensor. b) Instead of moving the sensor, the surface sample is tilted,
varying the surface normal. c) In image-based BRDF measurement the sensor is replaced by a camera which captures
many samples of the BRDF at one shot since the surface is curved, resulting in a different normal at each pixel.
multiple cameras at the same time allows rendering
from arbitrary views, however the amount of data to be
acquired increases drastically.

tions with respect to the surface. Only a small number of
images is needed for a dense sampling of the BRDF.

1.2 Inhomogeneous Materials
For a real world object it is typically not adequate to assume that it consists of only a single homogeneous material. The material and thus the reflection properties may
be different for each point on the surface.
In simple cases, this variation is modeled simply as an
albedo map or texture which only represents the view independent diffuse part of the BRDF [9, 10]. The specular
part is assumed to be constant or to vary only smoothly
over the surface [11, 15, 14]. An albedo map can be obtained from a couple of images taken of the object.
One could also think of using a gonioreflectometer to
exactly measure spatially varying reflection properties.
Using a gonioreflectometer for an arbitrarily shaped object, one would need to measure the BRDF at each position on the surface separately which clearly would be very
tedious.
A more suitable approach has been taken by Debevec
et al. [1]. For the purpose of acquiring the reflection
field they constructed the light stage where a point light
source spins around the object while a video camera takes
several hundreds of images for a fixed view. For one view
the incident light directions are densely sampled. The
images of several camera positions can be combined to
collect multiple samples of the viewing direction. Using

1.3

Image-Based Measurement of Material
Clusters

In many cases actually far less images are necessary to
measure the spatially varying properties. Based on the
image-based BRDF measurement technique we have developed a method that captures the spatial variation of
reflection properties across the surface just from a small
number of images (around 30).
The goal is to determine the BRDF of each single surface point or texel. However, instead of trying to measure
the BRDF for each texel separately we first measure the
BRDF of whole groups or clusters of surface points.
The approach is motivated by the fact that many manmade objects and even quite a lot of naturally grown objects are composed of only a few visually distinguishable
materials or mixtures of them. The partitioning of surface
points into clusters of similar material is the first step of
the algorithm. A complete description of how the clustering is performed can be found in the attached paper.
Given a partitioning of the surface points into a finite
number of clusters, a single image of a curved object already yields a more or less dense sampling of the clusters’
2

BRDFs, like in the image-based measurement approach
for homogeneous materials. Multiple images have to be
taken to increase the sampling rate concerning the incident and outgoing direction, and at the same time to ensure that each point on the surface is visible in at least one
image. The number of images necessary for the sampling
rate in many cases matches the number of images required
to fulfill the visibility constraint.

1.4 Parameterization
Knowing the BRDF of the clusters allows us to synthesize images of the object from arbitrary views with arbitrary illumination. Directly using the sampled BRDF
data to render the object is not so easy though, because no
regular sampling pattern is present. Instead, samples are
scattered over the four dimensional domain of the BRDF.
Reconstructing the correct reflection for a given incident
and exitant direction would require scattered data interpolation.
To avoid this reconstruction for every synthesized image we chose to represent the BRDF by a mathematical
model. Using a BRDF model has the further advantage
that it also shows a smooth behavior for regions of the
BRDF’s 4D domain where actually no samples have been
collected.
Several different BRDF models have been proposed
(e.g. [5, 12, 13]) with different parameters describing the
reflection properties. These parameters have to be determined from our input data for every cluster by a nonlinear optimization. Reconstructing the reflection for a
given incident and outgoing direction then boils down to
evaluating the BRDF model.

Figure 2: Picture of the acquisition setup in a photo studio covered with dark felt (from left to right): point light
source, metal spheres for light source tracking, object to
be measured, digital still camera.
of single texels (3-10 samples on average). These are
clearly too sparse to represent the BRDF directly using
scattered data interpolation. Even the fitting of parameters of a BRDF model will not work reliably for so few
samples.
In order to model the spatial detail we represent the
BRDF at a single texel as a mixture of the BRDFs that
were measured for the clusters. As the cluster BRDFs are
blended by a weighted sum, we now have to determine the
optimal weights for each texel. Most often a very small set
of samples is enough to compute these weights reliably.
Even if there are too few samples for a texel a plausible BRDF can be obtained since the sum is formed by
reasonable BRDFs determined for whole groups of texels
with a large number of samples. Further details on the
representation can be found in the attached paper.

1.5 Adding Spatial Variation
Unfortunately, we are not done by just measuring and
representing the BRDFs of material clusters. Assuming
that all texels within one cluster show the same reflection properties does not result in realistic images since
real surfaces exhibit subtle changes like dust or impurities even within the same material. Additionally, smooth
transitions between materials should be modeled.
Again we have to determine the BRDF of each surface
point separately. However, the small number of images
yields only a very small number of samples of the BRDF

2

Acquisition

Before fitting any parameters to samples, the samples
have to be acquired. In this section we give a brief
overview over the necessary steps, consisting of 3D scanning, calibration, high-dynamic range imaging, and so on.
We obtain the 3D models with a structured light
3D scanner and a computer tomography scanner both gen3
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Figure 3: a) the ring flash mounted on the camera yields
a highlight in the center of the spheres. b) rays from the
camera to the light source highlights will be reflected to
the point light.

erating dense triangle meshes. The triangle meshes are
smoothed [3, 4], manually cleaned, and decimated.
All images are acquired in a measurement lab (see Figure 2) using a professional digital camera. An HMI metal
halide bulb serves as point light source for the BRDF measurements. The interior of the photo studio is covered
with dark and diffusely reflecting felt to minimize the influence of the environment on the measurements.
Several views of each object are captured with different camera and light source positions. Light source and
camera are positioned manually, which, however, is easily possible since only a few different views are required.
For each view we acquire three sets of images: one image
of the object’s silhouette to register the 3D model with the
images, and two images to recover the light source position (see Section 2.1). We then acquire a high dynamic
range image of the object lit by the point light source
by taking a series of photographs with varying exposure
time [2]. One high dynamic range image of a gray card
with known camera and light position is taken in order to
allow for an absolute calibration of the reflectance.
In addition, a series of calibration images of a checkerboard pattern is taken whenever the lens settings are
changed. The calibration method proposed by Zhang [16]
is used to recover the intrinsic camera parameters.
To register the images with the 3D model we use a
silhouette-based method [6] that yields the camera position relative to the object.

Recovering the Light Source Position

In order to recover the position of the point light source
a geometric approach was used which requires no user
interaction. Six steel spheres of known, equal diameter
are used (see Figure 2). A metal fixture manufactured
using a CNC milling machine ensures that the spheres are
lying exactly on a straight line, and are separated by the
same known distance.
For each view two images of the spheres are acquired.
One view shows only the reflection of the point light
source in the spheres. For the second view a ring flash
mounted on the camera lens produces a highlight on the
center of each sphere. The exact centers of these reflections in the images are determined by automatically fitting
ellipses to the highlights.
Given the intrinsic parameters of the camera, the pixel
coordinates of the reflections of the ring flash define rays
in space on which the centers of the spheres are located (see Figure 3a). Knowing the distance between the
spheres we can triangulate their positions relative to the
camera.
Now we send rays from the camera to the positions
of the light source highlights and reflect the rays off the
spheres. The light source position is located at the intersection of the rays (see Figure 3b). To increase the stability of this method more than the three necessary spheres
are used and a least squares approximation is computed.
After measuring the light source position the metal
spheres are covered with black cloth in order to avoid disturbing the acquisition of the HDR images.

3

Resampling

After acquisition of the geometric model, high dynamic
range image recovery, and registration, it is necessary to
merge the acquired data for further processing. For each
point on the model’s surface we collect the available information from all the images where the point is visible
and lit.
How the points for which the data is collected are determined in order to best match the resolution of the input
images and what data actually is stored per texel is described in the attached paper (Section 4).
Here, we want to point out some important issues that
4

4

have to be considered when resampling the data of the
input images and combining it with the geometry.

Conclusion

Putting it all together, the complete pipeline for the BRDF
measurement of spatially varying materials consists of the
following steps: After the acquisition of geometry and im3.1 Discarding Data at
ages, and the resampling, the surface points are clustered
Depth Discontinuities
into groups showing similar reflection properties. The parameters of a BRDF model are fit to the acquired samples
In order to increase the quality of the resampled data it
of each cluster. Finally, spatial variation is obtained by
is sometimes necessary to discard some of the input data.
representing the BRDF of each single point as a weighted
Especially near depth discontinuities the resampled data
sum of BRDFs of the cluster. Please refer to the attached
is prone to registration errors and imprecise 3D geometry.
paper for presentations of results.
If the 3D model is not perfectly aligned with the 2D image
the part of the surface that is visible in one pixel may not
correspond to the surface part predicted by the 3D model.
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• A lumitexel L collects all data
available for a point on the surface:
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• 3D position x
from geometry
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• normal n
• list of radiance samples Ri r,
one for every image where x is visible and lit:
• radiance value ri
• light source direction ûi
from images
• viewing direction v̂i
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Abstract. The measurement of accurate material properties is an important step
towards photorealistic rendering. Many real-world objects are composed of a
number of materials that often show subtle changes even within a single material.
Thus, for photorealistic rendering both the general surface properties as well as
the spatially varying effects of the object are needed.
We present an image-based measuring method that robustly detects the different
materials of real objects and fits an average bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) to each of them. In order to model the local changes as well,
we project the measured data for each surface point into a basis formed by the
recovered BRDFs leading to a truly spatially varying BRDF representation.
A high quality model of a real object can be generated with relatively few input data. The generated model allows for rendering under arbitrary viewing and
lighting conditions and realistically reproduces the appearance of the original object.

1 Introduction
The use of realistic models for all components of image synthesis is a fundamental
prerequisite for photorealistic rendering. This includes models for the geometry, light
sources, and cameras, as well as materials. As more and more visual complexity is
demanded, it is more and more often infeasible to generate these models manually.
Automatic and semi-automatic methods for model acquisition are therefore becoming
increasingly important.
In this paper we concentrate on the acquisition of realistic materials. In particular,
we describe an acquisition process for spatially varying BRDFs that is efficient, reliable,
and requires little manual intervention. Other methods described in the literature (see
Section 2 for an overview) are either focusing on homogeneous materials, or make
assumptions on the type of material to be measured (e.g. human faces). In our work,
we measure spatially varying BRDFs without making any additional assumptions. In
particular, our contributions are
• a robust and efficient BRDF fitting process that clusters the acquired samples into
groups of similar materials and fits a Lafortune model [11] to each group,
• a method that projects every sample texel into a basis of BRDFs obtained from
the clustering procedure. This projection accurately represents the material at that
point and results in a compact representation of a truly spatially varying BRDF.
We require only a relatively small number of high-dynamic range photographs
(about 20-25 images for one object), thereby speeding up the acquisition phase.

As a result of the fitting, clustering, and projection process, we obtain a compact
representation of spatially varying materials that is well suited for rendering purposes
(see Figure 5 for an example). The method works both for objects consisting of a mixture of distinct materials (e.g. paint and silver, see Figure 7), or for smooth transitions
between material properties.
In the following we first review some of the previous work in this area, before we
discuss the details of our own method. We start by describing the acquisition of the
measurement data (Section 3), explain the resampling of this data into our data structures (Section 4), the BRDF fitting and material clustering steps (Sections 5 and 6), and
finally present a method for projecting the materials into a basis of BRDFs (Section 7).
Section 8 briefly describes our rendering method. In Section 9 we present our results
and then we conclude in Section 10.

2 Related Work
The representation of real-world materials has recently received a lot of attention in the
computer graphics community. The approaches can be grouped into three different categories: light field and image database methods with static illumination, dense sampling
of the light and viewing directions to generate a tabular representation of the BRDF, and
finally the fitting of reflection models, often based on a sparser set of samples. This last
approach is the one we take and extend to spatially varying BRDFs.
In the first category, there has been a number of approaches ranging from a relatively sparse set of images with a geometric model [4] over the Lumigraph [7] with
more images and a coarser model to the light field [13] with no geometry and a dense
image database. Recently surface light fields [27, 18] have become popular, which feature both a dense sampling of the directional information and a detailed geometry. In
contrast to these approaches, bidirectional texture functions [1] also work for changes
in the lighting conditions, although at very high storage costs. In our work we use an
algorithm similar to the function quantization approach proposed by Wood et al. [27] to
resample the image data into a compact representation.
The traditional approach for dense sampling of reflectance properties is to use specialized devices (gonioreflectometers), that position both a light source and a sensor
relative to the material. These devices can only obtain one sample for each pair of light
and sensor position and are therefore relatively slow.
More recently, image-based approaches have been proposed. These methods are
able to acquire a large number of samples at once. For example, Ward Larson [25] uses
a hemispherical mirror to sample the exitant hemisphere of light with a single image.
Instead of using curved mirrors, it is also possible to use curved geometry to obtain a
large number of samples with a single image. This approach is taken by Lu et al [15],
who assume a cylindrical surface, and Marschner et al. [17] who obtain the geometry
using a range scanner. Our method is similar in spirit to the method of Marschner et
al., but we are also dealing with spatially varying BRDFs and we are fitting a reflection
model rather than using a tabular form in order to achieve a compact representation.
A number of researchers have also described the fitting of reflection models to the
acquired sample data [2, 11, 22, 25, 28]. Of these methods, the ones by Ward Larson [25] and Lafortune et al. [11] do not consider spatial variations. Sato et al. [22] fit
a Torrance-Sparrow model [24] to the data, and consider high-frequency variations for
the diffuse part but only per-triangle variations for the specular part. This is also the
case for the work by Yu et al. [28], which also takes indirect illumination into account.
In our work, we perform the measurements in a darkened, black room, so that there is

no indirect light coming from the outside of the object. Indirect light within the object
is assumed to be negligible, which excludes the use of objects with extreme concavities.
Debevec et al. [2] describe a method for acquiring the reflectance field of human
faces. In one part of their work they fit a specialized reflection model for human skin to
the measured data (consisting of about 200 images). Both specular and diffuse parameters of the reflection model can vary rapidly across the surface, but other parameters
like the de-saturation of the diffuse component at grazing angles are constant and only
apply to human skin. In our work we try to avoid making assumptions on the kind of
material we are measuring.
Several different representation have been used for fitting BRDF data. In addition to the models used for measured data (e.g. Koenderink et al. [10], Lafortune [11],
Torrance-Sparrow [22, 28], Ward [25]), Westin et al. [26] have used spherical harmonics
for projecting simulated BRDF data. In our work we use the Lafortune model because
it is compact, well suited for optimization algorithms, and capable of representing interesting BRDF properties such as off-specular peaks and retro-reflection.

3 Acquisition
We obtain the 3D models with a structured light 3D scanner and a computer tomography
scanner both generating dense triangle meshes. The triangle meshes are smoothed [5,
9], manually cleaned, and decimated.
All images are acquired in a measurement lab using a professional digital camera.
An HMI metal halide bulb serves as point light source for the BRDF measurements.
The interior of the photo studio is covered with dark and diffusely reflecting felt to
reduce the influence of the environment on the measurements.
Several views of each object are captured with different camera and light source
positions. For each view we acquire three sets of images: two images to recover the
light source position, one image of the object’s silhouette to register the 3D model with
the images. We then acquire a high dynamic range image [3] of the object lit by the
point light source by taking a series of photographs with varying exposure time.
In addition, a series of calibration images of a checkerboard pattern is taken whenever the lens settings are changed. The calibration method proposed by Zhang [29] is
used to recover the intrinsic camera parameters. Another high dynamic range image
of a gray card with known camera and light position is taken in order to compute the
brightness of the light source.
To register the images with the 3D model we use a silhouette-based method [12] that
yields the camera position relative to the object. The light source position is triangulated
based on the reflections in a number of mirroring steel balls. The details of that approach
will be described elsewhere.

4 Resampling of Radiance Values
After acquisition of the geometric model, high-dynamic range image recovery, and registration, it is necessary to merge the acquired data for further processing. For each point
on the model’s surface we collect all available information using two data structures.
The first one is a so called lumitexel denoted by L, which is generated for every
visible surface point. Each lumitexel stores the geometric and photometric data of one
point, i.e. its position ~x and the normal n̂ in world coordinates 1. Linked to the lumitexel
1 hats

denote unit vectors and arrows denote vectors of arbitrary length.

is a list of radiance samples Ri , each representing the outgoing radiance r of the surface
point captured by one image plus the direction of the light û and the viewing direction
v̂. û and v̂ are both given in the local coordinate frame of the surface point spanned by
n̂ and a deterministically constructed tangent and bi-normal.
A lumitexel can be seen as a very sparsely sampled BRDF. We define the error
between a given BRDF fr and a lumitexel L as:
1 X
Efr (L) =
s · I(fr (ûi , v̂i )ui,z , ri ) + D(fr (ûi , v̂i )ui,z , ri ),
(1)
|L|
Ri ∈L

where |L| stands for the number of radiance samples linked to the lumitexel, I(r 1 , r2 )
is a function measuring the intensity difference, and D(r1 , r2 ) measures the colordifference. We introduce the weight s, to be able to compensate for noisy data (e.g. a
slightly wrong normal resulting in a wrong highlight). We always set s ≤ 1. Please
note that since r represents radiance and not reflectance, the BRDF has to be multiplied
by the cosine between the normal and the local light direction, which is u z .
4.1

Assembling Lumitexels

Collecting all radiance samples for a lumitexel requires a resampling of the input images
for the particular point on the surface. At first, one has to determine the set of surface
points for which a lumitexel should be generated. In order to obtain the highest quality
with respect to the input images, the sampling density of the surface points must match
that of the images.
Every triangle of the 3D model is
projected into each image using the pren
viously determined camera parameters.
The area of the projected triangle is meax
sured in pixels and the triangle is assigned to the image Ibest in which its
projected area is largest. For every pixel
within the triangle in Ibest a lumitexel is
generated.
The position ~x of the surface point for
the lumitexel is given by the intersection Fig. 1. The correspondence between pixel posiof the ray from the camera through the tion and point position ~x on the object is compixel with the mesh (see Figure 1). The puted by tracing a ray through the image onto
normal n̂ is interpolated using the trian- the object. At every ~x a local normal n̂ can be
computed from the triangle’s vertex normals.
gle’s vertex normals.
A radiance sample Rj is now constructed for each image Ij in which ~x is visible from the camera position and the surface
point is lit by the point light source. The vectors ûj and v̂j can be directly calculated.
The associated radiance is found by projecting ~x onto the image plane and retrieving
the color cj at that point using bilinear interpolation. Note, that for Ibest no bilinear
interpolation is necessary and cbest can be obtained without resampling since ~x exactly
maps to the original pixel by construction. The radiance rj of the radiance sample Rj
is obtained by scaling cj according to the brightness of the light source and the squared
distance from the light source to ~x.

5 BRDF Fitting
In this section we will first detail the Lafortune BRDF model [11] that we use to fit
our given lumitexels. Then we will explain how this fit is performed using LevenbergMarquardt optimization.
5.1

Lafortune Model

BRDFs are four-dimensional functions that depend on the local viewing and light direction. The dependence on wavelength is often neglected or simply three different
BRDFs are used for the red, green, and blue channel. We use the latter approach.
Instead of representing a measured BRDF as a 4D table the measured samples are in
our case approximated with a parameterized BRDF. This has two advantages. Firstly,
the BRDF requires much less storage since only the parameters are stored and secondly, we only require a sparse set of samples that would not be sufficient to faithfully
represent a complete tabular BRDF.
Many different BRDF models have been proposed (e.g. [24, 25]) with different
strengths and weaknesses. Our method may be used together with any parameterized
BRDF model. We have chosen the computationally simple but general and physically
plausible Lafortune model [11] in its isotropic form:
X
fr (û, v̂) = ρd +
[Cx,i (ux vx + uy vy ) + Cz,i uz vz ]Ni ,
(2)
i

This model uses only a handful of parameters. û and v̂ are the local light and viewing
directions, ρd is the diffuse component, Ni is the specular exponent, the ratio between
Cx,i and Cz,i indicates the off-specularity of lobe i of the BRDF. The sign of Cx,i
makes the lobe i either retro-reflective (positive Cx,i ) or forward-reflective (negative
Cx,i ). The albedo of the lobe i is given by the magnitude of the parameters C x,i and
Cz,i . From now on we will denote the BRDF with fr (~a; û, v̂), where ~a subsumes all
the parameters of the model, i.e. ρd , Cx,i , Cz,i , and Ni . In the case of only one lobe ~a
is 12-dimensional (4 parameters for each color channel).
5.2 Non-Linear Fitting
The Lafortune BRDF is non-linear in its parameters, which means that we have to use a
non-linear optimization method to fit the parameters to the given data. As in the original
work by Lafortune et al. [11], we use the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization [20] to
determine the parameters of the Lafortune model from our measured data. This method
has proven to be well-suited for fitting non-linear BRDFs.
Instead of BRDF samples we use radiance samples as our input data, which means
we are not directly fitting the BRDF fr (~a; û, v̂) but the radiance values fr (~a; û, v̂)uz to
the radiance samples Ri in order to avoid the numerically problematic division by uz .
We also ensure that the fitting process works well and does not get stuck in undesired
local minima by initializing the fitting routine with parameters that correspond to an
average BRDF.
The Levenberg-Marquardt optimization outputs not only the best-fit parameter vector ~a, but also a covariance matrix of the parameters, which provides a rough idea of
the parameters that could not be fit well. This information is used in our splitting and
clustering algorithm, as explained in the next section.

6 Clustering
In this section we will explain how we cluster the given lumitexels so that each cluster
Ci corresponds to one material of the object. Given a set of BRDFs {f i }, each cluster Ci
consists of a list of all the lumitexels Li for which fi provides the best approximation.
Determining these clusters is a problem closely related to vector quantization [6] and kmeans clustering [14, 16], both of which work in affine spaces. Unfortunately, we do not
have an affine space when clustering BRDF samples, and we are therefore employing a
modified Lloyd [14] iteration method.
The general idea is to first fit a BRDF fr to an initial cluster containing all the data.
Then we generate two new BRDF models f1 and f2 using the covariance matrix from
the fit (explained in more detail below) representing two new clusters. The lumitexels
Li from the original cluster are then distributed according to the distance E f1 (Li ) and
Ef2 (Li ) into the new clusters. We then recursively choose another cluster, split it,
and redistribute the lumitexels and so on. This is repeated until the desired number of
materials is reached, as detailed in Section 6.4.
6.1

Lumitexel Selection

The fitting procedure described in Section 5 performs a relatively large number of operations per radiance sample. Thus, it is expensive to fit a BRDF using all lumitexels
(and all radiance samples contained in the lumitexels) generated by the assembling
procedure. Instead, it is sufficient to consider only a few thousand lumitexels at the
beginning. Later on, we increase the number for an accurate fit.
A first, naive approach to choosing this subset for fitting selects every n-th lumitexel
regardless of its reliability or possible contribution. However, as stated in [28] and [23],
for a robust estimation of the specular part of a BRDF it is very important to include
radiance samples within the specular lobe of the material. Unfortunately, these brightest
pixels statistically also carry the largest error.
Following these ideas we select more lumitexels in areas where a highlight is likely
to occur. These areas are determined by the surface normal, the light source position
and a synthetic BRDF with a broad highlight.
6.2 Splitting
Fitting just a single BRDF to the initial cluster of course is not sufficient if the concerned
object consists of more than one material. In order to decide which cluster to split, we
compute the following error for all clusters Cj :
X
Efr (Li ) ∀Cj .
(3)
E(Cj ) =
Li ∈Cj

The cluster Cj with the largest error will be split into two new clusters each with a
different BRDF. Further materials can be extracted by further splitting the clusters.
But how do we split a cluster? The BRDF fit to a cluster represents the average material of the lumitexels in that cluster. Fitting the BRDF using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (see Section 5) will also provide us with the covariance matrix of the parameters. The eigenvector belonging to the largest eigenvalue of this matrix represents the
direction in which the variance of the samples is highest, and is therefore a good choice
for the direction in which the parameter space is to be split.
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BRDF is split into two new BRDFs using the covariance matrix. The lumitexels from the initial cluster are distributed according to their distance to the
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Let ~a be the fit parameter vector of the BRDF f (~a; û, v̂) for cluster C. ~e denotes
the eigenvector belonging to the largest eigenvalue λ of the corresponding covariance
matrix. We then construct two new BRDFs:
f1 (~a + τ λ~e; û, v̂) and f2 (~a − τ λ~e; û, v̂),

(4)

where τ is a scaling factor to adapt λ to a moderate value. Two new clusters C 1 and C2
are generated by distributing every lumitexel Li of cluster C either to C1 if Ef1 (Li ) <
Ef2 (Li ), or to C2 otherwise. In the next step, f1 and f2 are fit to best approximate the
lumitexels in the new clusters.
6.3 Reclustering
Because the parameters of the BRDF fit to a multi-material cluster are not necessarily
the center of the parameters of the contained materials and due to improper scaling of
λ and other reasons like noise, the performed split will not be optimal and the two new
clusters may not be clearly separated, e.g. in the case of two distinct materials some
lumitexels belonging to one material may still be assigned to the cluster of the other
material.
A better separation can be achieved by iterating the procedure of distributing the
lumitexels Li based on Ef1 (Li ) and Ef2 (Li ), and then fitting the BRDFs again. The
iteration stops when the number of lumitexels in the generated cluster does not change
any more. In our experiments this reclustering operation leads to a clear separation of
materials and is done after each split. The split-recluster-fit (SRF) process is visualized
in Figure 2.
When more than two clusters have been generated by successive binary splits and
a new material is clearly distinguished, it is helpful to clean the other clusters, which
were not involved in the last split, from all lumitexels belonging to the newly discovered
material. This can be done in a global reclustering step by redistributing all initial
lumitexels Li to the cluster Cj with
j = argmin Efk (Li ).

(5)

k

And again, the BRDFs of all involved clusters have to be refit. This global reclustering
is repeated several times to clearly separate the materials. We stop this iteration when
the percentage of change is smaller than some , or a maximum number of iterations is
reached. The complete splitting and reclustering algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 4. The clustering process at work. In every image a new cluster was created. The object
was reshaded using only the single BRDFs fit to each cluster before the projection into a basis of
multiple BRDFs.

6.4 Termination of the Splitting Process
We still have to decide when to stop the splitting process. To do this we require the user
to input the estimated number of materials |M |. We stop the splitting and clustering
process after 2|M | − 1 clusters have been created. We use this additional number of
clusters to compensate for the often noisy and not absolutely accurate radiance samples
(e.g. slightly wrong normals, noise in the images, misregistration, etc.).
This means that we do not have a one to one mapping between actual materials
and clusters. This is not crucial since the projection, which we will present in the next
section, uses a weighted sum of several BRDFs to accurately represent every lumitexel.

7 Projection
As can be seen in Figure 4 the representation of an object by a collection of only a
few clusters and BRDFs make the virtual object look flat because real surface exhibit
changes in the reflective properties even within a single material. These changes cannot
be represented by a single BRDF per cluster since all lumitexels within the cluster
would be assigned the same BRDF parameters.
To obtain truly spatially varying BRDFs we must find a specific BRDF for each
lumitexel. But the sparse input data does not allow to fit a reliable or even meaningful
BRDF to a single lumitexel because each lumitexel consists of only a few radiance samples. In addition, you would need to acquire a highlight in every lumitexel to reliably
determine the specular part, as already explained in Section 6.1.
The solution is to project each lumitexel into a basis of BRDFs (see Section 7.1).
The BRDF fπi of a lumitexel Li is represented by the linear combination of m BRDFs
f1 , f2 , . . . , fm :
fπi = t1 f1 + t2 f2 + . . . + tm fm ,

(6)

with t1 , t2 , . . . , tm being positive scalar weights. This forces the space of solutions
(i.e. the possible BRDFs for a pixel) to be plausible since the basis BRDFs are already
reliably fit to a large number of radiance samples.
Given the BRDFs, the weights have to be determined for each lumitexel. Let
rj=1...|Li | be the radiance values of the lumitexel Li . The weights are found by a least
square optimization of the following system of equations using singular-value decomposition:
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with f˜(û, v̂) := f (û, v̂)uz . Compared to the non-linear fitting of BRDF model parameters (see Section 5.2), we now have a linear problem to solve with a smaller degree
of freedom and even more constraints. Above equation shows only the system for one
color channel, whereas the weights ti have to be the same for all channels. In contrast
to this, BRDF parameters would require a distinct set of parameters per channel.
The least square solution may contain negative values for some t k . But negative
weights may result in an oscillating BRDF that represents only the given radiance sample accurately but will produce unpredictable values for other viewing and light directions, we therefore set tk to zero and compute another least square solution for the
remaining t’s, until all t’s are positive. This could also be seen as a constrained minimization problem.
7.1

Basis BRDFs

The next question is how to determine the set of basis BRDFs. Since the changes of the
surface properties within one material tend to be small, a distinct set of basis BRDFs is
assigned to each cluster. Therefore, it is sufficient to store just the scalar weights per
lumitexel instead of the full set of BRDF parameters.
Finding the optimal set of BRDFs f1 , f2 , . . . , fm , that minimizes the error
1 X
Eπ (C) =
Efπi (Li )
(8)
|C|
Li ∈C

for a cluster C, where fπi denotes the least square projection of the lumitexel Li as
defined in Equation 6, is a problem of principal function analysis (PFA) (see [27]).
Principal function analysis is closely related to principal component analysis (PCA)
with the important difference that functions fm are optimized instead of vectors. Unfortunately, the PFA does not reduce to a simple eigenvalue problem as PCA does. To
minimize Eπ (C), we again perform a least square optimization using the LevenbergMarquardt method, this time fitting m BRDFs simultaneously. Within each iteration
we recompute the projection fπi of lumitexel Li into the currently estimated basis.
As for every optimization problem the initial parameters (BRDFs) are quite important. For a given cluster C, we use the following BRDFs as a basis:
• fC , the BRDF fit to the cluster C,
• the BRDFs of spatially neighboring clusters to match lumitexels at cluster boundaries,
• the BRDFs of similar clusters with respect to the material,
• and two BRDFs based on fC , one with slightly increased and one with decreased
diffuse component ρd and exponent N .
In our experiments it turned out that this initial basis together with the projection
already produces very good results with small errors. In most cases the PFA computed
almost negligible changes to the initial BRDFs. This is to be expected because the
initially chosen basis constructed through splitting and clustering already approximates
the material properties quite well.

8 Rendering
As explained in Section 4.1 we know the position of every lumitexel, as well as the
triangle it belongs to and the 2D coordinates within that triangle.

model
angels
bird
bust

T
47000
14000
50000

V
27
25
16

L
1606223
1917043
3627404

R
7.6
6.3
4.2

C
9
5
3

B
6
4
4

1-RMS
.2953
.1513
.1025

C-RMS
.1163
.0627
.0839

P-RMS
.1113
.0387
.0583

F-RMS
.1111
.0387
.0581

Table 1. This table lists the number of triangles (T) of each model, the number of views (V)
we used to reconstruct the spatially varying BRDFs, the number of acquired lumitexels (L) and
the average number of radiance samples (R) per lumitexel, the number of partitioned material
clusters (C), the number of basis BRDFs (B) per cluster, the RMS error for a single average
BRDF (1-RMS), the RMS error when using per-cluster BRDFs, the RMS error after projecting
every lumitexel into the basis of BRDFs, and finally the RMS error after doing a PFA on the basis
BRDFs and projecting every lumitexel into the new basis.

This information can then be used to generate an index texture for the full object.
For every texel, that texture contains an index to the cluster it belongs to. Then we
generate a weight texture map for every cluster that stores the weights resulting from
the projection into the basis BRDFs. The parameters for the basis BRDFs of every
cluster are stored in a small table.
Raytracing such an object is very simple, since for every point on the object that
is raytraced we can simply look up the cluster the texel belongs to. Then we evaluate
the basis BRDFs for the local light and viewing direction and compute the weighted
sum using the weight texture map. So rendering basically reduces to evaluating a few
BRDFs per pixel. Another big advantage of this representation is that mip-mapping
can easily be used. Since the weighted sum is just a linear operation, the weights of
neighboring texels can simply be averaged to generate the next coarser mip-map level.
If the original images are of high resolution and hence the object is sampled very
densely, point sample rendering using forward projection is a viable alternative. It
completely avoids the generation of texture maps and the resulting data can be used
with almost no further processing. This method is used to display our results.

9 Results
We applied our algorithm to three different objects consisting of different materials with
varying reflection properties in both the diffuse and the specular part. The model of the
angels was generated by extracting an isosurface of a computer tomography scan. The
geometry of all other models was captured using a structured light 3D scanner. Some
statistics about the meshes and the number of acquired views are listed in Table 1.
Acquisition of 20 views (each needing about 15 photographs) takes approx. 2.5h. The
high dynamic range conversion and the registration with the 3D model takes about 5h
but is a completely automated task. The clustering and the final projection takes about
1.5h.
In Figure 4 you can see how five successive split operations partition the lumitexels
of the bird into its five materials. The splits were performed as described in Section 6.
Only the per-cluster BRDFs determined by the clustering process are used for shading,
making the object look rather flat. After performing the projection step every lumitexel
is represented in a basis of four BRDFs, now resulting in a much more detailed and
realistic appearance, see Figure 6.
The bust in Figure 5 shows another reconstructed object with very different reflection properties. The bronze look is very well captured.
In Figure 7 you can see a comparison between an object rendered with an acquired
BRDF (using the projection method) and a photograph of the object. You can see that

they are very similar, but differences can be seen in highlights and in places where
not enough radiance samples were captured. Capturing more samples will increase the
quality. The difference in the hair region is due to missing detail in the triangle mesh.
Another difference is due to the fact that the diffuse color of one lumitexel may
not be represented in any of the constructed clusters because the number of lumitexels
belonging to the same material can be so small that they nearly vanish in the mass of
lumitexels of the cluster they are currently assigned to. This effect can for example
be observed at the mouth of the larger angel which in reality exhibits a much more
saturated red, see Figure 7.
In Table 1 we list RMS errors computed between all the radiance samples of a
model and the reconstructed BRDFs. You can see that the error considerably decreases
when going from one average BRDF to per-cluster BRDFs and then to per-pixel BRDFs
(using projection). As already mentioned the PFA only slightly changes the RMS error.
Generally it can be said that for all the models only a few clusters were needed to
accurately represent all the materials since the projection takes care of material changes.
In our experiments even Lafortune BRDFs consisting of a single lobe were sufficient to
form good bases for the clustering and projection.
The projection method also compensates for imprecise normals, and hence no refitting of the normals is needed. Using exactly reconstructed normals for example by
applying a shape-from-shading approach such as the one by Rushmeier et al. [21] may
yield even better results.
Due to the lack of a test object that had a single base color but varying specularity,
we experimented with artificially generated data. The tests proved that our clustering
algorithm is also able to clearly distinguish materials that have the same color but different specularity, even when noise was introduced in the data.

10 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an algorithm and demonstrated a system for reconstructing a highquality spatially varying BRDF from complex solid objects using only a small number
of images. This allows for accurately shaded, photorealistic rendering of these objects
from new viewpoints and under arbitrary lighting conditions.
The output of our algorithm also allows to modify the object’s geometry while preserving material properties, since the fitted BRDFs are represented on a per-texel basis
and do not change with the geometry.
Both the number of input views required by our algorithm and the size of the output data (∼25MB) are very small compared to previous approaches for representing
real-world objects, like surface light fields or reflection fields which needed up to 600
images [27].
We have demonstrated the quality and accuracy of our approach, by applying it
to different objects. The resulting spatially varying BRDFs accurately represent the
original materials.
Until now interreflections within the object are not considered, but it should be easy
to remove the effects of interreflections by simulating secondary reflection using the
results obtained by the presented algorithm, or e.g. using techniques from [19].
We also want to investigate the possibility to do hardware accelerated rendering
with the spatially varying BRDFs. Since our data can be represented as texture maps
and the Lafortune model is computationally fairly simple, this should be easily possible,
e.g. using techniques from [8] or from [27].
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Fig. 5. A bronze bust rendered with a spa- Fig. 6. This image shows the bird with the
tially varying BRDF, which was acquired spatially varying BRDF determined by projecting
each lumitexel into a basis of BRDFs. Note the
with our reconstruction method.
subtle changes of the materials making the object
look realistic.

Fig. 7. Left side: Photograph of model. Right side: Model with acquired BRDF rendered from
the same view with similar lighting direction. The difference in the hair region is due to missing
detail in the triangle mesh.
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1 Shadow Constraints
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Figure 1: 2D schematic of shadowed and nonshadowed regions on a terrain-like surface.  is the parallel lighting
direction. ¼ is an occluder,  ½ is on the shadow boundary caused by  ¼ , and ¾ is a non-shadowed point.
We consider recovering terrain-like height fields in this paper. For the convenience of discrete representation based
on pixels, a height field is assumed to be a piecewise constant function with every pixel corresponding to a piece with
constant height. Every piece of the height field is represented by the point corresponding to the center of the pixel. We
also assume that the distance between the camera and the surface is large enough so that the orthographic projection
model is accurate.
Let us first check what kind of constraints are available from images with shadows. Let  be a height field
defined on a planar domain  with a finite area in the image plane and Ä be the lighting direction pointing downwards
with a tilt angle   . The normal orientation of this height field is denoted as Ò. The boundary curve of
domain  is . The projected vector of Ä in the domain  is Ä  . Let Ü and Ü be two arbitrary 2D points in . The
line segment between them is denoted as a vector interval Ü   Ü  for convenience. Based on whether a point on the
height field is in shadow or not under lighting direction Ä, there are two different sets of constraints (Fig. 1).

 If any point on the line segment Ü   Ü  is in shadow, the points at Ü ¼ and Ü½ are the delimiting points of
this shadow segment, and the point at Ü ¼ is the occluding point generating this shadow segment, we have the
following shadow constraints.
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where the last equation means the lighting vector Ä falls inside the tangential plane at Ü ¼ if the original continuous height field is locally differentiable at Ü ¼ .

 If the point at Ü ¾ is not in shadow, we have the following antishadow constraints.
Ü  Ü ¾
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(4)

where Ü   and the line segment Ü   Ü  is in the same direction as Ä  .

2 Integrated Shadowing and Shading Constraints
Given a sparse set of images with known lighting directions, we would like to recover shape using both shadow
and shading constraints. As we have seen, shadows impose explicit constraints over surface height values, but they
are usually not sufficient if applied alone. On the other hand, shading information imposes constraints over normal
orientation.
Since shape-from-shading is not the focus of this paper, we adopt the direct height from shading algorithm in [2]
as the base for solving shading constraints. Since this technique computes a height field directly rather than through
surface normals, it is relatively easy to incorporate shadow constraints and enforce surface upper/lower bounds from
the previous section. The shape-from-shading problem is formulated to minimize the following cost function in [2]:
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where is the surface albedo,  is the observed image intensity,  ,  ,  ,  are the symmetric first and second
finite differences of the surface height field   , and  are two constant coefficients, and is the Lambertian reflectance model. The first term in Eq. (5) corresponds to the photometric error term. And the second is a regularization
term on the smoothness of the surface.
This formulation can be easily generalized to accommodate multiple input images and shadow masks as follows.
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(6)

 is a binary shadow mask
where      represents the  -th input image with corresponding reflectance map  , 
indicating whether pixel    in the  -th image is lit by the light source or not, and  is the unknown pixelwise
surface albedo. This treatment is similar to photometric stereo, but solves the height field directly instead. With
multiple images, the regularization term becomes much less important, and can be set close to zero. However, it may
still have some effects at pixels that are lit in less than three different images.
To further incorporate the constraints in Eq. (1) and (4) into the above formulation, we notice that the constraints
have the same form which looks like
  ¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ 
(7)

To enforce this kind of inequalities in a gradient-based minimization method, a differentiable half-sided parabola is
adopted as a penalty function.
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(8)

The penalty functions for all the inequalities and equalities can be inserted as additional terms into Eq. (6). The new
cost function for surface reconstruction is given as follows.
¿
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(9)

 is the index of the inequality constraints from the -th image,
          represents the actual penalty terms contributed by the -th image, and   represents the colwhere

¼

¼

lection of penalty terms for the equality constraints associated with shadows, such as those in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) In
  , 
.  is initialized to 0.1 and divided
our experiments, we use iterative minimization algorithms and set
by a constant factor after each iteration.
All the above three cost functions can be minimized by the standard conjugate gradient algorithm [4].

3 Experiments
We have tested the algorithm using integrated shadow and shading constraints on both synthetic and real imagery.

3.1 Synthetic Data

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Input images for the pyramid scene. The tilt angle of the lighting directions in the top row is 45 degrees,
the bottom row 60 degrees. (b) A synthetic image of the recovered height field illuminated from the same lighting
direction as in the first input images; (c) A synthetic image of the recovered height field illuminated from a novel
lighting direction.

0% noise
Pyramids
Plaster
Face

¾

3.6579
1.9344
4.4164

5% noise
Pyramids
Plaster
Face

¿

2.2424
1.4548
3.3335

¾

3.7621
1.9400
4.4522

¿

2.2675
1.4089
3.4298

Table 1: Comparison of the two approaches on the three datasets: i) minimizing ¾ in Eq.(6), ii) minimizing ¿ in
Eq.(9), The top table shows the RMS errors of the recovered height fields using noise free input images, and the bottom
one shows the RMS errors using images with 5% noise. All numbers are given in the unit of a pixel.
Eight synthetic images were generated as input for each of the three representative datasets we chose. Four of
them were lit from a tilt angle of 45 degrees and the others were lit from 60 degrees to create images with significant
amount of shadow. We also generated two images for each example from the recovered height field. The first image
3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Input images for the plaster material sample. It is lit from the same set of lighting directions as in Fig.
2. (b) A synthetic image of the recovered height field illuminated from the same lighting direction as in the first input
images; (c) A synthetic image of the recovered height field illuminated from a novel lighting direction.
is lit from the same lighting direction as the first input image to verify both shadowed and non-shadowed regions. The
second image is lit from a novel lighting direction which is different from the ones for the input images to show that
the recovered height fields can be useful for creating images with correct appearance from novel lighting conditions.
We also compared the recovered height fields with the ground truth to obtain error measurements which are shown in
Table 1. In our examples, most points are lit from at least one lighting direction. The height field can be recovered from
shape-from-shading or photometric stereo alone. However, the additional shadow constraints can definitely improve
the accuracy of the results because shading-based techniques can introduce accumulated errors from pixel to pixel
while shadow constraints are very good at enforcing long-range relative height constraints.
The first dataset is an artificial scene with four pyramids shown in Fig. 2(a). The pyramids have different height
and orientation. The two synthetic images from the recovered height field are shown in Fig. 2(b)&(c). The second
dataset is a previously recovered height field of a real plaster sample using the approach presented in [3]. This height
field serves as the ground truth to test the algorithm in this paper although we do not know the accuracy of this dataset.
The input images are shown in Fig. 3(a) and the synthetic images from the height field recovered by the current
algorithm are shown in Fig. 3(b)&(c). The third dataset is a face model shown in Fig. 4(a). And Fig. 4(b)&(c) give the
images generated from the recovered face. In this example, the background plane is pushed down along the shadow
boundaries in some of the input images to satisfy the shadow constraints. This is because shape-from-shading related
techniques are better at estimating normal orientation than at estimating height values, and generated an inaccurate
initial solution for our algorithm. A similar situation was also shown in the pyramid scene. Nevertheless, our algorithm
still managed to enforce the shadow constraints and make the generated images look similar to the input ones.

3.2 Real Data
We also did test on a real dataset. Three 128x128 images of a concrete sample from the CUReT database [1] were used
as the input to our final algorithm. They have various amount of shadow (Fig. 5(a)-(c)). We use 15 as the intensity
threshold to detect shadowed pixels. The lighting directions of the input images are actually coplanar. Traditional
photometric stereo would have problem to recover the height field. However, our algorithm successfully recovered it
since it exploits shadow constraints and a regularization term. Minimizing ¿ in Eq. (9) took 5 minutes on a Pentium
III 800MHz processor, and the iterative procedure for enforcing bounds took another half an hour. Synthetic images
4

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Input images for the face model. It is lit from the same set of lighting directions as in Fig. 2. (b) A
synthetic image of the recovered height field illuminated from the same lighting direction as in the first input images;
(c) A synthetic image of the recovered height field illuminated from a novel lighting direction.
were generated from the recovered height field. The recovered dataset was illuminated from both original lighting
directions (Fig. 5(d)-(f) of the input images and novel lighting directions (Fig. 5(g)-(h)).

4 Summary
We presented the concept of shadow graphs and proved that the shadow graph alone is enough to solve the shapefrom-shadow problem from a dense set of images. We also developed a method of recovering shape from both shadow
and shading constraints. A constrained optimization procedure has been developed to make the results from shapefrom-shading consistent with the upper bounds derived from shadow constraints.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 5: (a)-(c) Real images of a concrete sample; (d)-(f) synthetic images of the recovered height field illuminated
from original lighting directions; (g)-(h) synthetic images of the recovered height field illuminated from two novel
lighting directions.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel approach to synthetically generating bidirectional texture functions (BTFs) of real-world surfaces.
Unlike a conventional two-dimensional texture, a BTF is a sixdimensional function that describes the appearance of texture as a
function of illumination and viewing directions. The BTF captures
the appearance change caused by visible small-scale geometric details on surfaces. From a sparse set of images under different viewing/lighting settings, our approach generates BTFs in three steps.
First, it recovers approximate 3D geometry of surface details using
a shape-from-shading method. Then, it generates a novel version
of the geometric details that has the same statistical properties as
the sample surface with a non-parametric sampling method. Finally, it employs an appearance preserving procedure to synthesize
novel images for the recovered or generated geometric details under various viewing/lighting settings, which then define a BTF. Our
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
CR Categories:
I.2.10 [Artificial Intelligence]: Vision and
Scene Understanding—modeling and recovery of physical attributes I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-dimensional Graphics
and Realism—color, shading, shadowing, and texture I.4.8 [Image
Processing]: Scene Analysis—color, photometry, shading
Keywords:
Bidirectional Texture Functions, Reflectance and
Shading Models, Texture Synthesis, Shape-from-Shading, Photometric Stereo, Image-Based Rendering.

1 Introduction
Surface appearance modeling has drawn much attention from researchers since the dawn of computer graphics [6, 2, 3]. Appearance models are closely related to geometry. There are three levels of scales in geometry, namely, the macrostructure level, the
mesostructure level [20] and the microstructure level. A geometric
 hshum@microsoft.com
 yizhouy@acm.org, www-faculty.cs.uiuc.edu/ yyz
 Xinguo Liu participated in this work when he was visiting Microsoft

Research, China.

model usually refers to the macrostructure level, and is often specified as a set of polygonal and/or curved surfaces. The mesostructure
level includes geometric details that are relatively small but still visible such as bumps and dents on a concrete surface. The microstructure level involves surface microfacets that are visually indistinguishable by human eyes. The last two levels of geometry contribute to surface appearance properties. For instance, bump maps
are used to model the mesostructure level while BRDFs model the
microstructure level.
We are interested in modeling appearance at the mesostructure
level for real-world surfaces such as concrete surfaces, crumpled
papers, pebbles and carpets. The presence of such small-scale details gives rise to a rich set of visual effects, including mutual shadowing, interreflection, occlusion and foreshortening, in addition to
varying surface normal orientations. Without properly modeling
such effects, surfaces would look too smooth to be real. Bump
and normal mapping techniques can model the effects caused by
changing normal orientations but not others. However, all the
above visual effects for bumpy surfaces (as well as spatially varying reflectance) can be captured by bidirectional texture functions
(BTFs).
A BTF is defined as a six dimensional function with a 2D texture
associated with each possible combination of lighting and viewing directions which account for the other four dimensions. Thus,
a BTF has two additional dimensions for textures compared to a
4D BRDF. The pioneering work by Dana et. al. [7, 9] on BTFs
took an experimental approach that acquired images of material
samples under various combinations of lighting and viewing directions. Their work led to the CUReT database that has a sparse set
of images partially covering the lighting and viewing hemispheres
for each material sample. Such a sparse sampling is not adequate
to faithfully represent material appearances for graphical rendering
purposes. On the other hand, acquiring a dense set of samples for
BTFs is prohibitive in practice because a BTF has six dimensions.
In this paper, we study the following problem: given discrete
samples of the BTF of a real-world surface with mesostructure details, can we synthesize the continuous BTF ? Specifically, from a
sparse set of sample textures, can we synthesize a new texture at
any given lighting/viewing setting ? Moreover, can novel BTFs be
synthesized from a given BTF to emulate the stochastic properties
of texture images of the given BTF under all lighting/viewing settings, similar to 2D texture synthesis ?
We present an algorithm to solve the above problems, by exploiting both geometric and photometric properties of material samples
and effectively integrating them together. In our work, we use sample textures from the CUReT database. We first recover the height
field on a material from a small number of images and synthesize
novel 3D structures for the same material. The recovered or synthesized height fields are used for rendering synthetic images of
the material under different combinations of lighting and viewing

To appear in the SIGGRAPH conference proceedings
under an arbitrary lighting condition can be synthesized from its
BTF by properly integrating the contribution from each individual
BTF image.

directions. The rendered images are then fed into an appearance
preserving texture synthesis procedure, along with the set of acquired sample images, to synthesize high-quality sample images of
the corresponding BTF.
In summary, this paper has the following three major contributions.

2.2 Related Work

 First of all, we propose a novel hybrid approach for studying
appearance models, which can be a useful idea for bridging
other geometry-based and image-based techniques.
 Second, we introduce an algorithm that synthesizes complete
BTFs, including the statistical structure and statistical texture,
from a sparse set of sample images.
 Third, we develop a method to recover bump maps from
photographs of real world materials by adapting an existing
shape-from-shading algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides the necessary background and related work. Section 3 gives an overview of our algorithm. The details of our algorithm will be discussed in Section 4 (geometry recovery), Section 5
(geometry synthesis) and Section 6 (BTF synthesis). And Section
7 presents our results.

Figure 1: The sampled lighting and viewing directions of the BTF
images in the CUReT database. Three typical viewpoints ( , 
 ) are shown in between the lighting direction  and the negative
-axis.

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 BTFs

Previous work on BTFs aims to capture appearance data for natural materials and represent them efficiently [7, 8, 9, 22]. However,
each material in the CUReT database [7] has a sparse 4D sampling
of only 205 images under 205 different viewing and lighting conditions. Specifically for each lighting direction  on the half hemisphere with
  and   , seven images were captured at
viewpoints along the short spherical arc between the lighting direction and the negative -axis. Fig. 1 illustrates a few such viewpoints.
Although [18] introduces a technique to precompute some of the
visual effects for regular synthetic bump structures, stochastic details on real-world materials are not modeled.
Part of our work is inspired by the recent success of 2D texture synthesis [17, 4, 36, 12, 38, 41, 45]. In 2D texture synthesis,
from a texture sample, a new texture is synthesized such that, when
perceived by a human observer, it appears to be generated by the
same underlying stochastic process. To the best of our knowledge,
however, there has been no previous effort on synthesizing 6 dimensional BTFs where textures are under different stochastic processes
with different viewing/lighting settings.
Our work also shares similarities with previous work on imagebased rendering in that novel images of a real scene are generated
from acquired image samples, without [25, 23, 14, 37, 34, 35] or
with [11, 33, 31, 32, 44, 43, 42] the knowledge of the scene geometry. In particular, our 6D BTF synthesis problem has a similar spirit
as plenoptic modeling where a continuous 5D plenoptic function
is synthesized from discrete samples. Note that BTFs are different from surface light fields [39] and view-dependent textures [11]
since the latter two only capture surface appearance under fixed
lighting conditions. Appearance models from real images have become an active research topic in graphics [31, 32, 24, 44, 43, 10].

A BTF can be regarded as a mapping from the 4D space of lighting
and viewing directions to the space of all 2D images:




 

(1)

where  and  are lighting and viewing directions parameterized
by a pair of tilt and azimuth angles  ,  is a mapping itself from
 to the RGB color space. This definition basically views a BTF
as a collection of images, and favors texture analysis and synthesis.
We assume every image in a BTF observes a homogeneous
Markov Random Field (MRF) model, which is a common assumption in the texture synthesis literature [12, 38, 41, 45]. Because of
the visual effects caused by varying lighting and viewing directions,
each image in a BTF has a distinct MRF model. MRF methods
model an image as a realization of a local and stationary random
process. That is, each pixel of a texture image is characterized by
a small set of spatially neighboring pixels, and this characterization
is the same for all pixels. A MRF model allows us to view every
BTF image as a collection of local neighborhoods. Each realization
of the MRF model can be viewed as a random rearrangement of
these local neighborhoods in the image plane. We also assume that
the height field inducing the BTF on a material sample observes
a homogeneous MRF model which enables us to synthesize novel
instances of the height field using existing texture synthesis algorithms [12, 38].
Alternatively, we can follow the line of previous work on light
fields and plenoptic functions [1, 23, 14], and consider a BTF as a
specific 6D reflectance field if ignoring wavelength and fixing time:


         

 

(2)

which provides the connection between reflected flux in a direction
    and incident flux in another direction     at the same
point    on a material sample. This is a simplified version of
a more general 8D reflectance field in [10] for a general 3D object
enclosed by a convex hull by assuming parallel light sources.
Since a BTF includes images of a material under all possible
lighting directions, it essentially provides lighting-independent appearance properties of the material. Novel images of the material

3 Overview
For the rest of the paper, a viewing/lighting setting means a combination of viewing and lighting directions. The set of input images
to our method are called the sample images of a real material.
Two factors affect the appearance of bumpy surfaces: the 3D
structure of the bumps and spatial reflectance variations. The geo-
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Sample BTF

Reference
Image

Registered
Sample Images

Template
Image

The flow chart of our BTF synthesis algorithm is illustrated in Fig.
2.
The technique of copying texture from the reference image is
partially inspired by the block-copy synthesis method [41]. Compared with the pixel-wise synthesis scheme adopted in some previous 2D texture synthesis algorithms, the block-copy synthesis
scheme is much faster while maintaining feature integrity. However, one must be careful about choosing the right places and order
to paste blocks. Those regions with prominent features, such as
corners and edges, should be synthesized first with higher priority.
Ideally, the reference image for our texture synthesis should have
the same viewing and lighting directions as the template image.
Such a reference image may not be available because of the limited size of the input image collection. Our solution is to find the
“nearest” image, and then make it consistent with the desired viewing/lighting setting by warping. A more serious problem is that the
sample image collection may not be distributed uniformly in the 4D
space for lighting and viewing directions. A subspace may not have
any corresponding images at all. When this happens, we exploit a
certain level of isotropy exhibited by the material samples. A material sample has a large number of tiny bumps. Being “isotropic”
means that for any bump  and any rotation angle between 0 and
360 degrees, there always exists another bump  whose shape and
reflectance are rotated versions of  by the given angle. Most natural materials approximately satisfy this condition except for very
elongated structures such as straw. Although a single “nearest” reference image is enough to synthesize a BTF image, the resulting
image may be noisy. More reference images can be used to further
improve the synthesis quality.
With the above introduction to our method, we can summarize
the requirements we need to impose on the set of input sample images: a) The images should cover a reasonable number of random
bumpy structures of a material for the MRF model to work well;
b) for anisotropic materials, we need a sparse set of images covering the 4D space of viewing and lighting directions; c) for isotropic
materials, we only need images covering a 3D subspace of the viewing/lighting settings since the azimuth angle of the lighting direction is no longer important.

Sample
Geometry

Synthesized
Geometry

Viewing/Lighting
Setting

Synthesized
BTF

Figure 2: The flow chart of the overall BTF synthesis algorithm.

metrical structure produces shadows and occlusions. Both factors
together generate texture and shading effects including highlights.
The first step in our approach is to recover the surface geometry.
However, the statistical properties of the 3D structure are more important than the exact geometry itself because of the random spatial
distribution of the 3D features.
We represent the surface geometry using a height field on top
of a supporting plane of the surface. From a collection of images
taken under different viewing/lighting settings, we derive the geometry and its approximate albedo map using a modified version of
the height from shading method in [21]. The modified method can
recover depth variations by incorporating multiple input images in
the formulation. More importantly, we explicitly handle shadows
and possible highlights in the images. These input images are first
globally registered using the video mosaicing technique developed
in [37].
From the recovered height fields we can synthesize other statistically equivalent height fields that can then be used to generate new
BTFs. By considering the height field as a sample (gray-scale) image, we can apply previously developed 2D texture synthesis algorithms to synthesize novel height fields. To synthesize an accurate
BTF image from a novel viewing/lighting setting, one possibility
could be texture mapping the recovered height field from the sample images followed by viewing/lighting dependent interpolation.
Unfortunately, there are two issues here. First, for the recovered
height field, the sample images may be irregularly distributed so
that there is no neighboring image for certain viewing/lighting settings. Second, for the synthesized novel height field, we do not have
any sample images at all. So simply interpolating from neighboring
images becomes infeasible. Instead, we propose a local appearance
preserving texture synthesis procedure.
Our BTF synthesis algorithm can synthesize a BTF image from
two input images. One is a template image which is synthetically
rendered with shadows from the input height field. The other is
a reference image which is selected from the set of real sample
images of the material. Both images should have the same viewing/lighting setting as that of the BTF image being synthesized. Either a constant albedo or the recovered albedo map can be used for
rendering the template image. This template image exhibits correct
shadows, occlusions for the synthesized height field and approximate shading effects associated with the material. But it does not
have very accurate color, shading and mutual illumination at each
point since we do not have point-wise 4D reflectance functions on
the material surface at this stage. On the other hand, the reference
image has the correct color and shading information. But its underlying geometry may be different from our input height field. Our
method can combine the useful information from these two images.

4 Geometry Recovery
Geometry recovery is a classic problem in computer vision. Many
kinds of geometry recovery algorithms have been proposed using
different visual cues such as disparity, shading, focus and defocus
[13]. We decided to use shading as the major cue to account for
shading variations, which are present in the set of input sample images because of a changing illumination direction.

4.1 Shape from Shading
We adopt a shape-from-shading technique called height from shading [21]. Unlike most shape-from-shading and photometric stereo
methods [19, 5, 40, 27], this technique computes a height field directly rather than through surface normals. This technique is efficient and robust. The geometry recovery is formulated to minimize
the following energy functional [21]:
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where  is the surface albedo,  is the observed image intensity,  ,
 ,  ,  are the symmetric first and second finite differences of
the surface height field  ,  and  are two constant coefficients,
and  is the Lambertian reflectance model:
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energy function:





  



 



where  and  are the symmetric second finite differences
of the surface albedo function  . This albedo regularization term is also weighted by another coefficient .

 Classification of pixels. Unlike [21] where each pixel from
a single image has equal weight for calculating photometric
error, we use a small number of registered images   and
set a different weight !    for each pixel’s contribution
according to its type: normal pixel, shadow pixel and highlight pixel. Normal pixels are weighted more than shadow
and highlight pixels which are treated as outliers. Following a
Lambertian reflectance model, we detect outliers using robust
statistics [15]. Although [40] proposed an approach to use
multiple images, it does not have pixel-wise adaptive weights
and regularization terms which are crucial to deal with shadows and specular highlights.

(a)

(b)

 Geometry smoothness. The discontinuity features on a surface (e.g., sharp creases, ridges and grooves) call for varying weights "   for all surface points in the regularization
term, such that they are not smoothed too much in the recovered geometry. In our implementation, we first determine the
degree of smoothness at all points of the surface by detecting intensity edges of input images. Then points with larger
edge responses are assigned smaller weights of regularization. Smaller weights does not necessarily lead to geometric
discontinuities. Note that intensity edges may be caused by
shadow boundaries or discontinuous reflectance on the surface as well, and might have been accounted for in the albedo
function and shadow classification.

(c)

All of the above modifications lead to the following form of objective energy function:




 




(d)



Figure 3: (a) Four calibrated gray-scale images used for recovering
a height field; (b) a recovered height field from the height-fromshading algorithm in [21]; (c) a recovered height field from our
revised algorithm; (d) a synthesized height field generated from (c).
Height fields are visualized as gray-scale images in (b)-(d).
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Finally, the non-linear minimization problem is solved numerically using the conjugate gradient algorithm [30]. An example of a
recovered height field is shown in Fig. 3(c). It is recovered from the
four images shown in Fig. 3(a). For comparison, Fig. 3(b) shows
the recovered height field from the original algorithm in [21].

where          is the unit vector of the light source direction.
The first term in Eq. 3 corresponds to the photometric error term.
And the second is a regularization term on the smoothness of the
surface. These two terms are balanced by two weights  and .

5 Generating New Geometry
If the recovered height field is regarded as a gray scale image by
converting height values into pixel intensities, we can apply 2D
texture synthesis algorithms to generate new surface geometry. The
height field image indeed exhibits the stochastic properties which
make texture synthesis algorithms work well. Our synthesis algorithm is an accelerated version of the non-parametric sampling
method [12], much similar to the multi-resolution algorithm in [38].
It is based on the MRF texture model, which assumes that pixel values in a texture are determined probabilistically by their surrounding patches [12]. An optimized K-D tree based searching algorithm [26] is applied to accelerate the patch matching process. An
example of synthesized geometry is shown in Fig. 3(d).

4.2 Modifications
It has been shown [21] that the above technique generates good
quality height fields for smooth objects such as human faces. To
deal with shadows, occlusion, or specular highlights which exist
commonly on mesostructure surfaces, we make the following three
significant modifications.

 Albedo function. An albedo function   is defined over
the surface instead of a constant value. Accordingly, a regularization term for albedo variation is added to the original
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6 BTF Synthesis
Given a natural material and a sparse set of sample images of its
BTF, the goal of our synthesis procedure is to generate a complete BTF for a height field that has statistically equivalent mesosturctures as the considered material surface. Our approach works
in the same way for both recovered and synthesized height fields.
Basically we need to synthesize images for all viewing/lighting settings. This task cannot be done by simply running a general 2D
texture synthesis algorithm on each image separately, since consistent underlying geometry for a changing viewing/lighting setting
isn’t guaranteed. As shown in Fig. 4, all the synthesized images are
perceived to have the same statistical features as the original material under corresponding viewing/lighting settings. But they cannot
be images of the same BTF because the perceived mesostructure
details change from image to image. The reason is that all images
are synthesized independently, and no constraints on the underlying
mesostructure details are imposed.
BTF images arise not only from spatial variations of surface
reflectance, but also from spatial variations of surface geometry,
which lead to local shading, highlights, inter- reflection, shadowing
and occlusion of local surface elements by neighboring elements.
Note that geometry plays an important role in the generation of texture appearance. We take advantage of geometry to render a template image, and then use it as a constraint during texture synthesis.

Figure 4: Three independently synthesized textures are generated
from three sample images taken at three viewing/lighting settings.
A 2D texture synthesis algorithm is used without knowledge of the
underlying mesostructure details. However, putting together these
synthesized textures does not give us a BTF because they can not
be perceived to have the same geometry. Look, for example, at the
upright corners of these three images. Clearly they are different
geometrically.

6.1 Local appearance preserving texture synthesis
One of the most critical things in synthesizing BTF is to generate, under a varying viewing/lighting setting, consistent changes of
features caused by the underlying geometry. Therefore, we generate a synthesized gray scale image of the geometry with features,
such as shadows, occlusions and highlights, under each given viewing/lighting setting, and use it as a template texture during texture
synthesis. We can tolerate minor errors in the recovered or synthesized geometry because the geometry is never used directly for
producing the final images, and is only used for rendering the intermediate template images. We would like to make sure that every
pixel in the final images is from somewhere in the input sample images to preserve the appearance of non-geometric features as well.
Obviously, we should take pixels from the reference image, i.e.,
the sample image which was taken under the same viewing/lighting
setting as the BTF image being synthesized.
With a real reference image and a synthetic template image, we
can synthesize a final BTF texture efficiently. We do it block-byblock, rather than pixel-by-pixel. The main idea of our block-wise
texture synthesis is: for each pixel of the template image, a block of
appropriate size in the reference image is found, which best matches
the corresponding neighboring patch in the template image, and
then copied to the corresponding region centered at the pixel. This
process is repeated until the synthesized image is filled. Since the
reference image is taken from a camera and the template image is
synthetically rendered, similar features of the material sample may
have different intensity and color contrasts in the two images due to
different image formation pipelines. Therefore, the reference image
is converted into a gray scale image and the histograms of the gray
scale template image and reference image are equalized first [17].
Of course, the copied blocks are taken from the original colored
reference image.
Our synthesis algorithm consists of the following three main
steps:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5: Input images and different stages of feature preserving
BTF synthesis. (a) The synthetic gray scale template image; (b)
The real reference image; (c) An initial stage during block copying
when only pixels with high priority are considered; (d) towards the
end of block copying, most pixels are covered by nonoverlapping
blocks while gaps among blocks remain as holes; (e) holes are being
filled up with tiny blocks that are allowed to overlap with existing
blocks; (f) the final result of a synthesized BTF image after hole
filling. (f) is synthesized from (a) and (b).

 Feature ordering
 Feature matching
 Block copying
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where  is the relative weight. A large  value places more emphasis on the lighting condition. We measure the distance using the
polar and azimuth angle of the viewing and lighting directions.
For materials with the isotropy we defined in Section 3, the azimuth angle is not important, but the difference between the viewing
and the lighting azimuth angles is. Therefore, a more complicated
distance metric is adopted for isotropic materials:

First, we run the Harris feature detector [16] to prioritize all the
pixels of the template image according to the gradient variation in
the image, such that significant features such as corners will be considered first for synthesis. Then starting from the highest prioritized
pixel, an appropriate surrounding block centered at this pixel is built
and used to find a block with similar features in the reference image. At last, the found blocks are copied from the reference image
to the corresponding positions in the template image.
Optimally the size of the blocks should be set adaptively, which
is never an easy task. In practice, our method tests blocks with a
few different predefined sizes and picks the best one. The predefined blocks consist of a series of #  # squares centered at the
pixels. There are still two issues that we need to address. The first
one is how to measure the similarity of two blocks, one of which is
from the template image, and the other is from the reference image.
A criterion can be established on any texture model. For simplicity
and efficiency, we use the summation of squared differences (SSD),
as in some 2D texture synthesis algorithms. The second one is how
to compare the matching quality among blocks with different sizes.
Since it is unfair to directly compare SSDs between blocks of different sizes, we normalize the SSDs by the number of pixels in each
block.
For efficiency consideration, we do not allow blocks to be overlapped at first, so as to prevent pixels from being copied repeatedly. However this leads to some unfilled pixels after block copying. Therefore we need to do hole filling at the end. In fact hole filling is very similar to block copying except that only a smaller size
for the blocks is used and the small hole-filling blocks are allowed
to overlap with other copied blocks. Fig. 5 illustrates the block
copying and hole filling processes. The block matching problem
is equivalent to finding the nearest neighbor in a high dimensional
space. This has been extensively studied, and many acceleration
techniques have been put forward. In this paper, we take a K-D tree
based searching algorithm [26] to accelerate our matching process.
The key to our algorithm, or why we can simply copy feature
blocks at different locations from the reference image, is that we
assume a Markov Random Field model for each BTF image, which
enables us to view an image as a realization of the underlying
stochastic process which randomly rearranges the collection of local neighborhoods in the image plane, as mentioned in Section 2.1.
Note that the height field is not directly involved in the block matching process. But for recovered height fields, we could register all
input images with the height field and find the best matching block
by running block matching on the height field. This can probably
generate more consistent shadowing and occlusion effects in the
synthesized images with different viewing/lighting settings. However, registration is hard and interpolation of BTF is not obvious. In
practice, we have found that block matching without a height field
can generate very good results.

% $  $ 
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 First, we back-project the sample image ( ) onto the surface
plane to obtain an intermediate image ( ), according to the
camera parameters used to capture the image.
 Second, we rotate the projected image ( ) around the surface
normal such that the azimuth of its original lighting direction
coincides with the azimuth of the desired lighting direction of
the synthesized texture. We can perform this transformation
because we assume that the mesostructure distribution of the
geometry is isotropic. The resulting image is called  .
 Third, the final reference image ( ) is obtained by reprojecting  , the rotated version of the back-projected image
 , onto the target view to maintain correct foreshortening.

6.3 Using multiple reference images
In the above synthesis algorithm, only one closest reference image
is used for each template image. Better results can be obtained by
using more nearby reference images. And the respective results
are weighted and averaged to obtain a final synthesized image. We
use distance-based weights. Let $ be the viewing/lighting setting
of the synthesized image, and   be the reference images with
viewing/lighting setting $  ,     ''' ( . The weight for each
reference image   is set up as:

In the above synthesis algorithm, a reference image captured from
the real world with the same viewing/lighting setting as that of the
template image is assumed. However that can hardly be achieved
in most situations since dense sampling of the 4D space of viewing/lighting settings is prohibitive, and we can only capture a limited collection of images. The CUReT database mentioned in Section 2.2 is such an example. However, the appearance of BTF images heavily depends on their viewing/lighting settings. In practice, for those viewing/lighting settings not sampled, we can find
a sample image with the “nearest” viewing/lighting setting using a
distance metric between two viewing/lighting settings.
Let $                  , be
two viewing/lighting settings. The distance metric is defined to be




where $ & is a rotation of $ by the angle & around the normal
of the surface, and $ is the reflected version of $ about the lighting direction of $ . This definition of distance between two viewing/lighting settings for isotropic materials enables us to make use
of the images for isotropic materials in the CUReT database.
In the following discussion, we assume orthographic projection,
and that the parallax introduced by the height field on the material
surface is minimal. If the viewing/lighting setting of the ”nearest”
reference image is not the same as that of the synthesized texture,
it needs to be morphed. Two important factors must be considered:
the foreshortening effect caused by the tilt angle of the viewing
direction, and the azimuth of the lighting direction. The first one
affects the aspect ratio of mesostructure details, and the second one
gives rise to lighting effects such as highlights and shadow patterns.
Our algorithm can be summarized in three steps (Fig. 6).

6.2 Reference image generation

%$  $ 
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where ) is a constant coefficient, such that the weight is close to 1
for the nearest reference image, and almost 0 for the furthest one
in the set of chosen nearby images. The scheme enables a smooth
transition when the furthest image is removed from the set and a
new reference image is added. It is an interpolation scheme for
irregularly scattered data, so it works well even when the input image collection does not uniformly sample the viewing and lighting
directions. For sample images with regularly distributed lighting
and viewing directions, quadrilinear interpolation in the 4D space
of viewing/lighting settings would be a more appropriate choice.

(6)
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Surface Plane

Sample Image

Surface Plane

Surface Plane

Final Reference Image

Sample Image

(a)

Final Reference Image

(b)

Sample Image

Final Reference Image

(c)

Figure 6: Three steps to generate a reference image from a sample image with variations in lighting and viewing directions: (a) back-project a
sample image onto the surface plane; (b) rotate the surface plane to account for change in lighting direction; (c) re-project the rotated surface
plane onto the target image plane with different viewing direction.

6.4 Compression

lighting direction, and the remaining have a tilt angle of 75 degrees.
The azimuth angle for the lighting direction increases every other
row from -90 to 90 degrees from top to bottom. The appearance of
the material varies from image to image because of different locations of highlights and shadows as well as different intensity levels.

Compression is needed to reduce the amount of disk space for a discrete BTF. However, it is not the focus of this paper since there are
many existing mature techniques. For example, synthesized BTFs
can be compressed using the clustering technique in [22]. It is also
quite straightforward to extend the compression schemes for surface light fields in [28, 39] to work for BTFs.

7.3 BTF mapping
BTFs can be easily mapped onto objects whose surfaces are parameterized on a rectangular region since texture coordinates for
BTF mapping can be set up in the same way as regular 2D texture mapping. Locally shading BTF mapped surfaces from a point
light source (instead of a parallel light source) can be carried out
as follows. Given the pair of viewing and lighting directions at a
certain point on the surface, we can find the corresponding BTF
image. From the texture coordinates of that point, we can figure
out which pixel value in the found BTF image should be used as
the reflectance value for the point. To exploit existing texture mapping functions from graphics libraries such as OpenGL and RenderMan, we need to explicitly extract a 2D texture map for each
surface using the above procedure. Note that the extracted texture
map is only correct regarding the given viewpoint and light source
position. Therefore, we need a distinct texture map for each light
source. And the texture maps need to be updated from frame to
frame on the fly for an animation with a changing viewpoint or
moving objects.
BTF mapping can be implemented as a shader and integrated
into any ray-tracing software. We have implemented a shader for
BTF mapping in RenderMan BMRT to accumulate the contribution
from multiple light source dependent texture maps. A comparison
between bump mapping and BTF mapping is shown in Fig. 9. We
can see that BTF mapping can deliver more prominent shadowing,
occlusion and foreshortening effects as well as spatially varying reflectance. Therefore, the bumps in the BTF mapped image look
more protruding and realistic. A scene with multiple objects rendered from RenderMan using ray-tracing is shown in Fig. 10. Some
of the objects are BTF mapped. From these examples, we can see
that BTF mapping can be considered as a basic rendering function
to improve surface appearance.

7 Results
We have successfully tested our algorithms on a few materials from
the CUReT database, including rough plastic, plaster, pebbles and
terrycloth. For each material, we recovered a 200x200 patch of
its height field from four images using our revised height-fromshading algorithm. The four images are chosen to have different
viewing/lighting settings and a relatively small number of shadowed pixels. The recovered height fields are then used to synthesize novel height fields at 512x512 resolution, which is much larger
than the size of the recovered patches. The BTF synthesis algorithm can run on both recovered and synthesized height fields and
generate complete BTFs from all possible viewing and lighting directions. Our program is able to synthesize a 256x256 BTF image
in five seconds on a Pentium III 800MHz processor and generate all
the images for a 5x12x5x12 grid in the 4D viewing/lighting space
in 5 hours. As a result, the materials can be illuminated from all
directions and viewed from all directions. Since BTFs belong to
lighting-independent surface appearance properties, BTF mapped
objects can be easily rendered together with other objects under
novel illumination in a ray-tracing or global illumination system.

7.1 Comparison with Ground Truth
Fig. 7 compares three types of materials between the synthesized
BTF images and corresponding real reference images. Three pairs
of comparisons are shown for each material. Each of the pairs has
a distinct viewing/lighting setting. The synthesized images were
generated from synthesized height fields. Note that there is a different reference image for each synthesized image. The reference
images for the same material are not registered with one another. So
they may have different underlying height fields. Nonetheless, the
synthesized images can be perceived to have consistent underlying
height fields.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
In the paper, we presented a novel approach to synthetically generate bidirectional texture functions. Our approach consists of three
steps. First, it recovers the approximate 3D geometry of surface
details using a shape-from-shading approach. Then, it generates a
novel version of the geometric details that has the same statistical
properties as the sample surface with a non-parametric sampling
method. Finally, it exploits an appearance preserving procedure to
synthesize novel images for the recovered or synthesized geometric
details under various viewing/lighting settings, which then define a
novel BTF. Our experimental results demonstrate that our approach
generates BTFs effectively and efficiently.

7.2 Example images of a synthesized BTF
Fig. 8 shows a plate of synthesized BTF images for rough plastic.
The images cover a wide range of lighting directions. The azimuth
angle of the lighting direction varies between -90 and 90 degrees.
Its tilt angle varies between 45 and 75 degrees. Each column of images have the same viewing direction, but different lighting directions. The left column has a tilt angle of 25 degrees for the viewing
direction, and the right column 45 degrees. Each row of images
have the same lighting direction, but different viewing directions.
The 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th rows have a tilt angle of 45 degrees for the
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There are some limitations of our approach in recovering
mesostructure details. For example, we impose regularization terms
for both geometry and reflectance. Although they have been made
spatially-adaptive to account for discontinuities, it is still difficult to
recover geometry for natural objects such as grass and straw. And
the algorithm for recovering height fields needs a dominant local
diffuse component. We would like to address these problems in
our future work. Another future direction is to recover both the
height field and point-wise non-diffuse reflectance functions simultaneously so that we could generate a BTF with all visual effects
without texture synthesis. Note that the global BRDF of a material viewed from distance is most likely more complicated than the
local point-wise BRDFs on the material surface to account for interactions among local geometric features. To enforce the global
BRDF of a material, we can scale the average intensities of the
synthesized BTF images according to the global BRDF. Obviously,
mapping BTFs onto arbitrary free-form objects [29] would be a desirable operation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: A comparison on three different materials between
synthesized BTF images(large ones) and their real reference images(small ones). Three pairs of comparisons are shown for each
material. The reference images are on top of their corresponding
synthesized images. (a) Rough plastic, (b) pebbles, (c) plaster. The
synthesized images were generated from synthesized height fields.
Note that there is a reference image for each synthesized one. The
reference images for the same material are not registered to one another. They may have different underlying height fields. Nonetheless, different synthesized images for the same material have consistent underlying height fields.

Figure 8: A plate of synthesized BTF images for rough plastic.
The images cover a wide range of lighting directions. The azimuth
angle varies in a range between -90 and 90 degrees, and the tilt
angle varies between 45 and 75 degrees.
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Figure 9: A comparison between bump mapping and BTF mapping. The left image shows a cylindrical surface with bump mapping under
the illumination of a point light source from the right hand side. The right image shows the same surface with BTF mapping with the same
viewing/lighting setting. We can see BTF mapping has more prominent shadowing, occlusion and foreshortening effects as well as spatially
varying reflectance. Therefore, the bumps in the right image look more protruding and realistic.

Figure 10: A scene with multiple objects rendered from RenderMan. The torus is mapped with a BTF for rough plastic. The vase is mapped
with a BTF for plaster. And the cylinder is mapped with a BTF for terrycloth. We can see small scale shadows among bumps on BTF mapped
objects as well as large scale shadows from ray-tracing. The bottom part of the torus has some reddish color coming from interreflection
among the objects. The walls are texture mapped. The floor is bump mapped. The teapot has a metallic BRDF and the sphere is half
transparent. The BTF mapped objects look more realistic than the texture or bump mapped surfaces.
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1

The diﬀuse BSSRDF

The Bidirectional Surface Scattering Reﬂectance Distribution Function, or
BSSRDF, is a generalization of the more commonly used Bidirectional Reﬂectance Distribution Function, or BRDF, that drops the assumption that
the point from which the light reﬂects is the same as the point where it hits
the surface [5]. This allows for materials that are not opaque, through which
light will travel some distance below the surface before it comes back out.
As shown in the slides, the full BSSRDF has two variables to describe the
oﬀset between the entry and exit points, in addition to the BRDF’s four angular variables. If the material is isotropic, we really only need one variable,
describing the distance between the two points. If we further assume that
the surface behaves like a diﬀuse reﬂector overall, as we generally expect
that surfaces with a lot of multiple scattering will, we can also do away with
the angular variables, leaving just a function Rd that describes the diﬀuse
reﬂectance per unit area as a function of distance from the incident point.
We call this the “diﬀuse BSSRDF” and it describes the diﬀuse part of the
behavior of many materials fairly well.
This diﬀuse BSSRDF is the function I will discuss modeling and measuring in this section of the course.

2

The diﬀuse BSSRDF of a translucent material

This section summarizes the model presented by Jensen et al. at SIGGRAPH 2001 [4]. To derive a BSSRDF for a class of translucent materials,
1

we start oﬀ with some assumptions:
The material below the surface acts as a homogeneous scattering medium.
This means that its behavior can be described by an absorption coeﬃcient
σa , a scattering coeﬃcient σs , and a phase function p(α). The two coefﬁcients describe how quickly light is attenuated by being absorbed in the
medium and by being scattered, or redistributed into other directions. Of
the light that gets scattered, the phase function tells us how it will be distributed to diﬀerent directions. The phase function is often summarized by
its average cosine g, which is positive, zero, or negative for forward scattering, isotropic, or backward scattering media respectively.
The medium is highly forward scattering. That is, σs  σa and g > 0.
The important implication of this is that by the time the light has propagated far enough to get back out of the material it has scattered enough
times that its direction is random. Once this has happened, the phase function is not important in further scattering events, since an isotropic light
distribution will still be isotropic after being scattered by any phase function. It turns out that under this condition of isotropic radiation the eﬀect
of any phase function is the same as isotropic scattering with the reduced
scattering coeﬃcient σs = σs (1 − g).
The mean free path is small on the scale of the objects we are rendering.
This assumption ensures that the isotropy mentioned above takes over fast
enough that we don’t need to worry about the small region around the
incident point where it does not hold. Another way of thinking of this is
that the material should be translucent, not transparent; light gets through
the material but we can’t see anything through it.
Under these assumptions the transport equation reduces to a diﬀusion
equation. For radiation coming from a point source in the medium there
is an analytical solution for the radially symmetric light distribution that
is produced by that source. As Eason et al. [2] showed, the eﬀects of the
interface at the surface of the medium (which reﬂects some of the light back
down into the material) can be accounted for by a second virtual source,
with a negative intensity, positioned outside the medium. Farrell et al. [3]
showed that a point source is a suﬃciently accurate approximation for a
narrow parallel beam entering the material, so our model uses the expression
for a point source. For further details the reader is referred to the paper [4].
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Measuring translucent materials

Given a sample of a translucent material, we can measure its scattering
behavior by just illuminating a very small spot, then taking a photograph
to capture the distribution of light that reﬂects from the surface. Comparing
this data to the model serves two purposes: we can ﬁnd out whether the
model actually describes the material we’re looking at, and if it does we can
ﬁnd out the parameters that we should use to render it.
In order to capture the wide dynamic range necessary to make these
measurements, we use a modiﬁed version of Debevec and Malik’s method [1].
The modiﬁcation is to the curve that assigns a weight based on the pixel
value: to avoid the bias introduced by a value-dependent weight, we simply
weight each image by its exposure time. We use the weight curve only to
reject saturated pixels. The slides show an example of a HDR image and a
few images from the exposure series used to compute it.
These images show the two-dimensional distribution across the surface,
but since the material is homogeneous it has to be radially symmetric. So
we just extract one slice through the image, passing through the brightest
point in the center of the distribution. The pixel values in this slice are
proportional to the function Rd (we use a picture of a ruler lying on the
surface to calibrate the physical size of the pixels on the suface). The slides
show examples of the resulting data for several diﬀerent materials.
For reasons explained below, we also make a second measurement with
the sample replaced by a standard white diﬀuse sample that has known
reﬂectance.

4

Fitting the model to the measurements

The ﬁtting process is a simple nonlinear least squares computation (minimizing relative error because the HDR imaging process produces approximately uniform relative accuracy), but there are some subtleties that are
worth mentioning.
In the simplest case, we use just the measurement of the material in
question, ﬁtting the model as a function of its two parameters, σs and σa ,
and an unknown scale factor k (which is needed because the camera and
light source are not calibrated in any absolute units). (The model does
also depend weakly on the medium’s refractive index, which for most waterbased materials we assume to be that of water. When a more speciﬁc value
is available we use that instead.)
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Using this three-parameter approach leads to very good ﬁts between the
model and the data, but the process is ill-conditioned and the resulting
scattering coeﬃcients are unstable under small changes to the data or the
speciﬁcs of the ﬁt. Worse yet, if we compute the total reﬂectance (albedo)
of the material and compare it to the albedo we observed (using the white
sample as a reference), the match is often quite bad.
To improve the conditioning, we can use the reference measurement to
establish the scale factor. This improves the conditioning considerably, making the coeﬃcients more stalbe. (It also reduces the closeness of the ﬁt, since
the ﬁtting procedure no longer has the freedom to adjust the units.) It also
brings the computed albedos closer to the measured values.
To get the most reliable results (but at the expense of the independent
check provided by the albedo measurement), the albedo can be included
in the ﬁt as an additional measurement. This is the approach we used to
compute the coeﬃcients that are reported in the paper [4].
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BSSRDF

BSSRDF

(isotropic)

(isotropic; lambertian)

Volumetric scattering

Translucent materials

Absorption coefficient: σa
– rate of decay along ray by absorption

Scattering coefficient: σs
– rate of decay along ray by scattering

Phase function: p
– angular distribution of scattered light
– summarized by average cosine, g

Key property: σs >> σa
Light distribution tends
to be isotropic
Equivalent behavior:
– isotropic p
– σs′ = σs (1 – g)
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Diffusion approximation

translucent → high scattering

Diffusion approximation

Diffusion approximation

diffusion → radial falloff

Scattering measurement

evaluate at surface → reflectance
(dipole correction for reflection [Eason 1978])

Scattering measurement

Marble sample
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HDR photograph

HDR image assembly

(log scaled image)
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Data fitting
Two purposes
– validate model
– measure parameters

Fit minimizes relative error
Principal variables: σs′, σa
Relative measurements → also fit scale

Improving conditioning
With scale factor conditioning is bad
Measure diffuse white reference sample
– gives incident flux (eliminates scale factor)
– indirectly gives sample reflectance
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Conclusion
Simple way to measure reflectance spatially
Extension: non-uniform materials
Extension: angular measurements
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